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PART ONE
WHAT IS A MOTORCYCLE?
A TWO-WHEELED VEHICLE FOR ONE OR TWO PEOPLE

TYPES OF MOTORCYCLES
The class of vehicle called motorcycle is comprised of two
orders: off-road and on-road.
There’s a lot of overlap between the two main categories,
and within them there are, as we shall see, innumerable
families, species, and subspecies. Included here is far from
an exhaustive list, as there is also speedway, utility, hill
climb, flat track, and a dozen others. Frankly, there isn’t time
here.
Our main interest in this manual is with on-road varieties,
but a word or two is needed about the taxonomy of the
whole class to place the motorcycle in its proper context.

OFF-ROAD MOTORCYCLES
Often lumped together under the catch-all title of ‘dirt bikes’, off-road
motorcycles have features enabling them to traverse surfaces other than
pavement They are relatively tall, giving them ample ground clearance
and generous suspension travel for negotiating obstacles and uneven
terrain. Their tires have deep, exaggerated tread patterns for grip on loose
surfaces. Off-road motorcycles tend to have lower gearing, enabling them to
climb steep slopes but reducing their top speed on roadways.

TRAIL

Ground Clearance: The height
of a vehicle’s lower surfaces,
determining the size of objects
that vehicle can pass over or
‘clear’ without contact.
Suspension Travel: The total
available
movement
of
a
suspension unit, such as a shock
or fork. More ‘travel’ means the
wheel(s) can move up or down
further without ‘bottoming out’.

Within this category are ‘trail bikes’, which are small, simple motorcycles
intended for non-competitive, light duty. Portable and inexpensive, the
smallest examples including ‘minibikes’, may be little more than a
lawnmower engine attached to a homemade frame. For many people, this is their first experience of
motorized two-wheel travel. Although a lot of fun and relatively safe for small children and beginners,
they are not risk-free. Care and close supervision is an absolute necessity, especially when starting out.1
Things like exposed chains and sprockets are a serious hazard to small hands and feet, and protective
gear is required even for tiny machines with a top speed of less than 30 km/h.

1

Starting out: This manual is NOT designed or intended as a teaching aid for small children, nor for adults planning to train small
children. It is intended solely for ages 16 and up. Introducing small children to motorcycles is a great idea, but not one covered
here.
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Enduro: The name comes from a

Enduro motorcycles recall the traditional, standard motorcycle of the ‘50s
form of competition held on a
and ‘60s that could essentially do everything. With a few changes, it could
variety of surfaces over relatively
long distances.
go from road duty to trails and even trials. Today’s Enduro style
motorcycle can handle challenging terrain as well as higher speeds on
roads and trails. With less suspension travel than a full-on motocross bike
(see below), and tires that strike a compromise between loose and solid surfaces, they nevertheless see
far more use off road than on. They typically have a headlight but not all the lighting and equipment to
make them fully street-legal.

MOTOCROSS
Motocross bikes are intended purely for off-road use,
having no ‘street-legal’ equipment such as lights or
mirrors. Normally, motocrossers won’t even have a
side stand. They are light, yet rugged, high
performance machines capable of quickly traversing
even brutal terrain.
Ranging in size from 50 to 500cc, those that displace
125cc or more are extremely tall, often very
powerful, and can be challenging to ride. Even the
smaller (50 to 80cc) machines might be more than
small, inexperienced children are prepared to handle.
Motocrossers have extremely pronounced tread
blocks on their tires, which are called ‘knobbies’, that
have tremendous bite on loose surfaces but perform
poorly on the street.

TRIALS
‘Trials’ bikes are also highly specialized off-road machines,
in this case designed to negotiate large obstacles that
would be all but impossible on other machines. Their
tires, with tread patterns similar to those of an Enduro or
dual purpose bike’s, contain very low air pressure, helping
them conform to and grip irregularly shaped surfaces, like
boulders and logs.
Lacking a seat, they are always operated from a standing
position. Their negligible weight, low gearing, and
explosive power allow them to leap tall objects in a single
bound and perform gravity-defying feats in skilled hands.
Their gearing, however, is so low that they aren’t much
use when it comes to covering large distances. Their
suspension travel is inadequate for pounding over rough
terrain at high speeds, like motocross machines can.

DUAL PURPOSE
‘Dual purpose’ bikes or ‘dp’s are off-road style bikes that are also fully
street legal, having lights, mirrors, speedometers, and other such
paraphernalia so you can ride them on public roads out to your
favourite trails rather than hauling them in a trailer. The smallest `dp’s
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Engine Displacement: A measurement
of engine size, expressed in volume (in
cubic centimeters or ‘cc’) and determined
by the size of the pistons and the distance
they travel within the cylinders (bore and
stroke). Engine displacement is a general
indication of the overall size and power of
a motorcycle.
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are under 200cc, while others are very large, with engine displacements of over 1000cc. While they
can be competent on the road, they are no match for true street bikes when it comes to comfort over a
long distance on the highway.
The height and top-heaviness of the larger dual purpose bikes can make them a handful at low speeds.
The under-1000cc machines can be relatively light and extremely agile when compared to pure streettype bikes, and when equipped with street tires are effective and increasingly popular tools for use on
pavement. These ‘supermotards’ are also typically modified by lowered suspension and upgraded brake
components. However, the more capable these machines are on the street the less accomplished they
are off-road.
For street applications, off-road style bikes offer several
advantages. They are rugged and relatively affordable.
Their high ground clearance has the incidental effect of
giving them considerable cornering clearance. Their light
weight (compared to larger street and touring machines)
makes them nimble and their off-road capability, however
limited, gives them a degree of versatility unmatched by
purely street-oriented machines. These are sometimes
referred to as adventure bikes.
On the minus side, they have to work fairly hard to
maintain highway speeds, while offering little in the way
of wind protection, lacking the windscreens and fairings
typical of road bikes. The upright riding position further
subjects the rider to the full brunt of windblast. For many
riders, however, this is a more than acceptable tradeoff.
Dual purpose bike owners don’t have to turn around when
the pavement runs out and, around town, their torquey
engines and narrow, quick steering chassis make easy
work of traffic.

ROAD BIKES
Road or street bikes come in a huge variety of styles and
sizes. There are some major categories but, of course, not
all machines fall neatly into any of them and, within those
categories, there exist an almost endless number of
subgroups.

CRUISERS

Rake:

The

amount a fork is
One of the most popular and
angled forward
familiar styles of bikes today is
away from the
the ‘cruiser’, which is easily
vertical, giving
recognizable by its low-slung
the bike a longer
wheelbase and
profile, lack of bodywork, raked
more
straightout front wheel, feet-forward
line stability.
riding position, and often an
abundance of chrome decoration.
They often embody a nostalgic theme, recalling
an earlier era or evoking a ‘traditional’ image of
North American origin.
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Intended for relaxed, mellow riding, they lack the cornering clearance and suspension performance of
other machines and will not tolerate the aggressive lean angles associated with high corner speeds. This
is not an issue for their owners, who enjoy the laid-back attitude of their rides and have little interest in
carrying speed through corners.
However, many cruisers are extremely powerful, with the late ‘90s and early 21st century giving rise to a
series of ever-larger engines in these supposedly ‘easygoing’ motorcycles. Displacements in this category
have crowded, and now even surpassed, the 2000cc mark, a size unheard of in ‘performance-oriented’
models. These motorcycles are capable of hard acceleration, particularly but not only when modified by
their owners. They are easily powerful and fast enough to land the careless and unskilled in trouble.
A chief attraction of the cruiser is its low seat height. This
permits shorter riders to easily get their feet down on the
ground and also reassures new, inexperienced riders who
are still learning to balance properly. The cruiser’s low
centre of gravity (CG) makes it feel lighter and more
manageable at low speeds. The combination of long
wheelbase and low CG allows cruiser/custom-style
motorcycles to accelerate harder with less tendency to
‘wheelie’ (raise the front wheel).
The handlebars usually reach up and back, while the
footrests or floorboards are placed well forward, putting
the rider in a reclining/upright riding position. Sometimes
called the ‘sit up and beg’ position, cruiser fans consider it
the most natural and comfortable position for riding on the
road and, particularly, the highway. It keeps the rider’s
weight off the wrists and allows the legs to stretch out,
exactly the opposite of the cramped ‘pretzel’ position one
endures on some other machines. Owners of larger cruisers
often maintain that the extra inertia of their heavier
machines gives them more stability on the highway,
especially in windy conditions.

Centre of Gravity (CG): The CG of a
vehicle or object can be thought of as its
heaviest point, the point around which the
rest of the vehicle will balance. It is usually
somewhere in the vicinity of the motorcycle’s
engine. If a motorcycle (heaven forbid) were
thrown up in the air, it would revolve and
tumble around its CG.
Floorboards/Footboards:
Large
flat
platforms on which to place the feet,
preferred by some riders for their comfort,
often added to the machine after purchase
as an ‘aftermarket’ item. ‘Forward
Controls’ (rear brake, shift lever) are
another custom item, moving the rear brake
and shift lever up and ahead.

Handlebars: Some cruisers are equipped with ‘drag bars’,
which are short and straight, forcing the rider to reach
forward. Others stick up high above the rider’s shoulders.
Added as a display of defiance and outlaw attitude, these
so-called ‘apehangers’ make control of the bike more
challenging. The greater distance between the hand grips
and front tire contact patch inevitably results in a feeling of
remoteness from what the front of the motorcycle is doing.

The cruiser’s main limitation, cornering clearance, may actually be an advantage in
one respect: by firmly limiting lean angle, it not only discourages, but physically
forbids, aggressive cornering. The cruiser rider normally won’t be tempted to treat
the public road like a racetrack, because to do so will immediately result in hard
parts like the side stand, frame, exhaust, or engine dragging and the tires levering
up off the pavement, likely ending in a ‘lowside’ crash.
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Lowside: A crash in which
the bike slides out and falls
on the side already leaning
down toward the pavement
in a turn.
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The drawbacks of the cruiser format follow from the same characteristics. Having the footrests/
floorboards out front makes it hard to put any weight on them, which means the rider’s weight is entirely
on the seat. As we’ll see later, using weight on the footrests is helpful in some riding situations; on a
cruiser this may be more difficult. Having all your weight on the seat isn’t necessarily a problem if the
seat is a high quality, comfortable unit (enter the aftermarket again) but after a long time in the saddle,
some riders find their posteriors and tailbones start to suffer. The great length and size of some cruisers
can make tight, low-speed maneuvers a chore, and some taller riders find their knees come in contact
with the handlebars, limiting their ability to make tight turns. With a low seat and chassis, suspension
travel is limited as well as cornering clearance. That means bumps can more easily ‘bottom out’ the
suspension and unsettle the bike in corners. Furthermore, the suspension adjustability available on most
cruisers is rudimentary, usually restricted to rear spring preload.
The cruiser’s long wheelbase combined with long trail, conducive
to good straight-line stability, also produces slower steering,
making a collision avoidance swerve more difficult (most cruisers
have wider handlebars, giving more leverage for steering inputs in
order to compensate for the greater effort required). Limits to
cornering clearance may have the same result: should a rider need
to lean the bike over more to negotiate an unexpectedly tight
corner or to avoid an errant car, the chassis may ‘deck out’ and
cause a crash, where other types of machines might have easily
held the road.

Trail: the distance by which the front tire contact
patch ‘trails’ behind a line projecting through the
motorcycle’s steering head down to the
pavement. Cruisers tend to have more trail. Too
little trail causes instability and diminished
‘feedback’ or feel at the handlebars during
cornering whereas excessive trail produces
sluggish steering and other handling problems.
Trail is one of the most important elements in a
motorcycle’s ‘geometry’.

Most cruisers in stock form have adequate
cornering clearance; but some owners
customize them by lowering their chassis in an
attempt to get the seat as low to the ground as
possible. Such modifications can result in
dangerously limited cornering clearance.
By far the most
popular modification made by cruiser owners is to their exhaust systems, in
order to make their machines louder and, sometimes only incidentally, more
powerful. With the manufacturers forced to meet ever more stringent noise
limitations, the owners feel the need to restore some of the missing sound
and fury to their machines. The argument that ‘loud pipes save lives’ may
or may not be true, but extremely loud ‘straight pipes’ unquestionably
annoy the general public and have made motorcycles unwelcome in certain
areas altogether.

Loud Pipes: Their advocates
argue that a noisy bike gets
noticed by other motorists and
therefore doesn’t get cut off or run
over. While there is plenty of
anecdotal evidence to support the
claim, statistical evidence is
inconclusive.
Straight Pipes: Exhaust systems
with little or nothing in the way of
baffles to reduce exhaust noise.

For those who love the cruiser’s style, sound and laid-back yet ‘outlaw’
attitude, there’s really no debate: the cruiser is the only REAL motorcycle.

Honda Rune
This six-cylinder machine exemplifies
the trend towards ever larger and
more powerful cruisers.
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At the opposite end of the spectrum are sportbikes. These
motorcycles are sometimes described as ‘race replicas’ and are
either derived from racing machines or designed to actually compete
on the racetrack in production classes such as supersport or
superbike. Typically (but not always) covered in plastic bodywork
or ‘fairings’, they wear relatively grippy tires and are equipped with
higher grade ‘running gear’ (brakes, wheels, and suspension) to
fulfill their high-performance mandate.

Training Manual

Supersport: A class based on
motorcycles available to consumers
and with minimal modifications
allowed.
Superbike: Also a production-based
class but with more latitude for
modifications allowed.

Yamaha’s R1

A sportbike places the rider in a procumbent (forward-leaning or reaching) position, making it easier to
hang on against the windblast of racing speeds, while putting more weight over the front wheel for
traction. The seat of a sportbike is firmer than a cruiser’s or touring bike’s, sometimes even hard, and
instead of being dished or concave to secure the rider in position, it will be rounded or convex, enabling
the rider to slide from side to side with ease when cornering. The
footrests and foot controls are high and farther back, providing a lot of
cornering clearance and a functional platform for the rider to weight
and un-weight.
A sportbike is necessarily taller than
most other roadbikes, again to ensure
ample cornering clearance but also
because of the greater suspension travel
needed to deal with bumps at high
speeds. Cornering clearance requirements also dictate that ‘hard parts’ like
exhausts or stands be placed high and tucked in close. In a truly trackoriented machine, the footrests and controls (or ‘rearsets’) are extremely
high and the handlebars (or ‘clip-ons’) are low, promoting a committed,
head-down position and placing a lot of weight on the wrists and hands.
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Rearsets: Footrests and controls
(rear brake and shift lever) that are
modified to move them even higher
and more rearward than original
items, to keep them off the
pavement in corners and for support
during aggressive riding.
Clip-ons: Handlebars that
individually attach directly to a fork
tube or stanchion, usually below the
triple clamp, allowing adjustment of
their height/angle and quick
replacement following a crash.
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While these ergonomics undoubtedly work on the racetrack, many
motorcyclists find them uncomfortable on the road, especially for
long trips. The forward-leaning position can be hard on shoulders
and wrists, especially for a shorter rider who has to reach across the
tank for the bars. These riders will also be forced to tilt their heads
back just to look up the road, giving them, literally, a pain in the
neck. Riders of all sizes may complain of a sensation like a knife
between the shoulder blades after a few hours—or less—being
leaned forward and reaching for the bars.
Taller riders complain that the high footrests fold their knees into a
tight, constrictive bend. The hard, narrow seat is likened by some to a wooden plank. (In its defense,
devoted sportbike owners argue that ‘you get used to it’, that wind-pressure at speed takes weight off
your wrists, and that it’s possible to adjust your position on the bike to minimize discomfort. The muscles
of the torso can, and sometimes should, be used to keep the weight off the hands.)
The low windscreens found as original equipment (‘oem’) on most sportbikes is found wanting by those
interested in touring, and even racers often add taller screens or ‘bubbles’ to provide more wind
protection, suggesting that low-cut stock windscreens are more cosmetic than functional. The rider’s
helmet is constantly buffeted by wind and, at high speeds, it is noisy enough for earplugs to be
recommended.
Attached close to their narrow fairings, the rearview mirrors on most
sportbikes display excellent views of your shoulders and elbows, but
not much of the traffic behind you.
Sportbikes have less steering lock,
making tight, low speed turns more
difficult than they may be even on much
larger machines with longer wheelbases.
At ‘full lock’ (turned as far as possible),
the bars on some sportbikes are nearly
touching the gas tank, even pinching thumbs/fingers.

Steering Lock: The
distance the handlebars
and front wheel can be
turned to the left or right
before hitting the ‘stops’.

A sportbike has none of the protective ‘crash bars’ or bumpers found on many cruisers and touring
machines, so if you drop it, even at low speed, you can easily do thousands of dollars of damage to the
fairing, exhaust, and other vulnerable parts. For this reason, some owners (especially racers) attach
‘frame sliders’ and heavy-duty engine covers to minimize the damage from a minor spill.
The firm suspension and short wheelbase of a sportbike can lend
themselves to a harsh, choppy ride over bumpy pavement, fatiguing
the rider.
Use of special alloys and newer, costlier components mean that a
sportbike is more expensive than a standard motorcycle or cruiser of
the same displacement. A 600cc sportbike can cost as much or more
than (the same manufacturer’s) 1100cc cruiser. Obviously, there are
exceptions to this rule (just check the prices on American-made
cruisers such as Harley Davidson) but, in general, you’ll get more
‘motor’ for your money when buying a cruiser. Insurance rates also reflect sportbike owners’ penchant for
aggressive riding, higher accident rate, and repair costs. Companies may ‘blacklist’ certain sportbike
models, offering only (expensive) ‘facility’ coverage.
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Another added cost comes at the pumps: sportbikes’ high performance engines guzzle a surprising
amount of gas. A 600cc machine might use more gas than an 1100cc v-twin cruiser.
Powerful Engines: Sportbikes tend to
Possibly the single greatest drawback of the sportbike, however,
have high-output, highly stressed engines.
is its sheer performance. Some have incredibly powerful
That is, they squeeze a lot of power out of a
engines, which, combined with relatively light weight, makes
relatively small displacement, and therefore
for a remarkable ‘power to weight’ ratio. This means that the
require more frequent maintenance
(adjustment of valve clearances), while
most popular machines, with displacements of 600 to 1300cc,
lower output cruiser and touring engines
can accelerate harder than anything else on the road. They are
often employ hydraulic self-adjusting valve
easily capable of launching riders, experienced or not, up to very
trains which need no such service.
high speeds in almost no time or distance at all. This capability
could conceivably be helpful in avoiding a collision; more often
it’s used to give the rider a thrill. Other motorists simply can’t
anticipate how quickly a motorcycle can close on them, either from behind or from an oncoming lane as
they prepare to make a left turn. This unpredictability increases the danger for all concerned.

The antics of some sportbike riders or squids frighten and infuriate
Squid: Derogatory term
motorists, including other motorcyclists. The superior handling, cornering
denoting a reckless,
irresponsible individual on
and braking prowess of the sportbike can be an advantage when it comes to
a sportbike.
collision avoidance; typically, though, it’s an irresistible invitation to test the
rider’s skill against the road at high speed, endangering the rider and other
road users. Tragedy is all too often the result, making sportbikes the most
controversial motorcycles on the road. Finally, there are sportbike owners who feel their machine isn’t
complete without a racing exhaust, which can be just as obnoxiously loud as the straight pipes on some
cruisers.
Sportbikes can be operated just as safely as any other
motorcycle, provided that the rider maintains a mature,
responsible attitude, and even a degree of self-denial.
For some young riders especially (and also some older
ones) this is a challenge. They must remember that
attempting to use even a portion of their machine’s
performance capability on a public road entails grave
risks to life and limb, to say nothing of their
driving/riding privileges.

Honda’s CBR 600RR
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TOURING BIKES
Designed for long-distance travel, touring bikes are the biggest and
heaviest on the road. They have large displacement engines, large
windscreens and fairings for protection against the elements, as well as
extensive hard luggage capacity and large tanks for increased range
between fuel stops.

Hard Luggage: Locking
cases mounted to the
motorcycle, made of plastic,
metal or fiberglass, as
opposed to soft luggage, like
tank bags and tail packs.
Hard luggage provides at
least a small degree of
security for your possessions
when the bike is parked and
left unattended. Soft
luggage must almost always
be carried with you because
of its vulnerability. This is a
major factor in touring
convenience. Some hard
luggage is detachable and
can be carried like a
suitcase.

Harley Davidson’s Electra Glide
Most have upright ergonomics, meaning the rider leans neither forward nor back. However, some touring
bikes are adapted from cruisers, meaning they will have cruiser-style ergonomics, while others reflect a
sportier orientation, leaning the rider forward to varying degrees.
Top-of-the line touring bikes have many of the same features found in well-appointed cars, and even
some that aren’t. In addition to obvious creature comforts like stereo and cruise control, some models
allow the rider to adjust the suspension from the saddle. Some have a reverse gear for greater ease in
parking-lot maneuvers. Heated grips are a common feature and some have heated seats. Accessory
outlets allow easy use of other electrically heated gear, like jackets, gloves, etc. Passenger or ‘pillion’
accommodations on the large touring machines are far better than on any other type of motorcycle.
The riders of large touring bikes tend to cover
greater distances than riders of either sportbikes
or cruisers. It’s not unusual to see examples with
hundreds of thousands of kilometers on their
clocks. For those intent upon rides of truly epic
proportion, nothing else really compares. They
have features like shaft drives and hydraulic
valves, which further simplify and reduce the
amount of maintenance needed, allowing riders
to concentrate on simply riding. It’s also possible
that the size, particularly the gigantic frontal
surfaces, of these motorcycles makes them more
conspicuous to other motorists, reducing (but by
no means eliminating) the risk of collision.
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However, the sheer size and weight of the larger touring rigs
can also make them unsuitable for inexperienced or very small
riders. While they make highway travel easy and comfortable,
they can be a handful at low speed in parking lots and
congested areas. Easily weighing in at several hundred
kilograms, even without luggage, picking them up after a fall
can be strenuous to say the least. Their huge windscreens and
fairings catch the wind and turbulence from big trucks like a
sail, making them equally susceptible to these problems as the
smaller bikes that some people assume are ‘less stable’ in gusty
conditions. In fact, a large touring bike can just as easily be
blown off the road by a powerful wind gust as a smaller
cruiser or standard motorcycle.

As for handling and general performance, full-size touring bikes rank well
behind sport and sport-touring machines but are on a par with some
cruisers in terms of acceleration and cornering clearance. They often exceed
the cruisers in the suspension and braking departments, with some featuring
ABS as an available option. Touring and sport-touring models are also more
likely to be equipped with various linked-brake systems, of which more later.
All those amenities and luxuries don’t come cheap. Full-dress touring
models are among the most expensive motorcycles on the road. But for
those who plan to stick to the pavement and yet travel all of it, who prize
comfort and convenience above outright performance or agility, and
particularly those who plan to do a lot of two-up riding, the touring bike
may be the best fit.

ABS: Antilock braking
system. Prevents wheel
lockup, particularly
designed for wet pavement
and loose (gravel) surfaces.
An expensive option
available on select models.
Full-dress: Fully equipped,
loaded with options. Also:
‘dresser’.
Two-up: Riding with a
passenger.

SPORT-TOURING
Combining some of the amenities of the touring motorcycle
with mildly ‘sporty’ ergonomics, sport-touring machines range
from large, relatively heavy machines with large fairings,
luggage capacity and comfortable, upright ‘all day’ ergonomics,
to machines that are very close to full-on sportbikes and
everything in between.
Sport-tourers are a popular choice for those who expect a high
level of performance along with the ability to cover long
distances in comfort and with convenience

Yamaha FJR 1300
unavailable in pure sports machines. They
accommodate a passenger in reasonable comfort.

can

Their advantages derive from their relatively high level
of handling performance, combined with good
cornering clearance and abilities to accelerate and
brake (some models feature ABS and linked brakes).
Drawbacks from a performance point of view relate to
their weight (too heavy to be an effective track day
tool), cornering clearance (too limited for aggressive
cornering, i.e., the track) and soft suspension. From a
touring point of view, the drawbacks include
BMW K1200
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complaints about the forward-leaning riding position (more noticeable on some models than others), the
limited wind protection (fairings and windscreens are more abbreviated than those on full touring
machines), as well as limited luggage capacity and convenience (many models do not come equipped
with luggage, which must be purchased separately and installed at considerable expense). Some sporttourers lack the creature comforts expected by touring aficionados, having only a centre-stand to
distinguish them from a pure sportbike.
The sportier end of the sport-touring spectrum currently includes the fastest (in terms of top speed) and
most powerful motorcycles available today.

Suzuki
Hayabusa:
Occupying the
sportier end of
the sporttouring
category, and
one of the
fastest and
most powerful
motorcycles
ever massproduced

STANDARDS
‘UJM’ is an acronym familiar to motorcyclists since the early
‘70s. It stands for ‘universal Japanese motorcycle’, and
describes a type of machine recognizable to all, if not one that
is easily defined. It occupies the ‘middle ground’ between sport
and cruiser, neither one nor the other. It’s basically what
motorcycles were before specialization divided them into their
various niches, and long before the ascendancy of the
Japanese motorcycle in the late ‘60s to early ‘70s.
Suzuki’s Bandit 1200
Standard-style motorcycles have little or no
bodywork (a state of undress often referred to
as ‘naked’), an upright riding position, with
footrests more or less directly under the rider.
They can range in size from 100cc right up to
1300cc. And while the term ‘UJM’ was
especially used to describe inline 4-cylinder
bikes, standards come in every engine format.
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In terms of performance, they fall somewhere ahead of cruisers and touring bikes and behind sportbikes.
Their cornering clearance is adequate, their ergonomics are highly functional for street purposes yet
relaxed and comfortable. Handlebars are higher than a sportbike’s but lower
than most cruisers’.
Windscreen: Usually an
In terms of cost, a standard-style motorcycle is similar to a cruiser and
cheaper than the same manufacturer’s sportbikes. Many current ‘standards’
are basically sportbikes with relaxed ergonomics, engines tuned for more midrange, street-friendly power and plastic bodywork stripped away. They may
retain much of the sportbike’s quality cycle parts (wheels, brakes, and
suspension), often making them a good value for money. They also tend to
have a centre stand, unlike their sportbike and cruiser siblings.
A drawback of the standard, naked motorcycle is its lack of wind protection,
leaving the rider upright and unsheltered in the windblast. This is inevitably
fatiguing after a while at highway speed. The addition of a small windscreen
can remedy this problem to a degree.

aftermarket windscreen
must be attached to the
motorcycle’s fork. Any
windscreen so attached
will adversely affect the
bike’s handling to some
degree at speed in windy
conditions. It’s not a
serious problem at
normal speeds, but it’s
worth noting. One of the
sportbike’s handling
advantages at higher
speeds is its framemounted fairing, which
doesn’t directly affect the
fork and front wheel.

Standards once accounted for the vast majority of motorcycles on the road but
the increasing popularity of cruiser, touring, and sport models has made them a distinct minority. That’s a
shame, because for average motorcyclists who are realistic about what they need for street riding, the
standard’s combination of utility, comfort, and performance may be ideal.

Harley Davidson’s Sportster 1200
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PROTECTIVE GEAR
In a motorcycle accident, the rider (and the passenger) is likely to be subjected to various types of
trauma. Abrasions and impacts are the most common.
When a motorcyclist falls, is struck by another vehicle, or slides into an object, impact or deceleration
injuries are a likely result. These can cause everything from minor bruising to broken bones, lifethreatening internal bleeding, and damage to vital organs. Impact injuries to the brain, heart, lungs, liver,
and other internal organs are the main cause of death in motorcycle accidents.
The other main type of injury is abrasion, which results from the rider sliding at speed along pavement.
At low speeds, these injuries resemble burns, caused by friction of pavement against skin. At higher
speeds, the skin be can be entirely worn away, along with underlying muscle, tendon, and even bone.
Abrasion injuries can therefore range from small areas of painful ‘road rash’ to agonizing, gruesome,
disfiguring damage, requiring skin grafts, reconstructive surgery, and months of grueling physiotherapy.
Infection is a frequent complication. Those who have experienced serious road rash or who have had
close contact with a victim, are nearly always vociferous advocates of protective gear.
Motorcycle gear can provide limited protection against impact injury, but if the rider’s body is subjected
to violent deceleration by an impact with a car, curb, pole, guardrail, etc., grievous and possibly disabling
or fatal injury is the likely result. High quality motorcycle apparel will only lessen the severity of injuries
caused by relatively minor impacts. However, motorcycle gear can be highly effective at warding off
abrasion injury.
Like everything in life, motorcycling is a series of choices. On a warm day you’ll see the majority of
motorcyclists on the road wearing no protective gear other than a helmet. That’s a personal choice, just
like choosing to ride a motorcycle. The law in Alberta states that you must wear an approved helmet and
eye protection when riding. Apart from that, what you wear—and how you ride—is largely up to you.
Every time you prepare to go for a ride, you’ve got choices to make. Will you wear
the gear? Or will you leave it at home because it’s too warm, because you’re afraid
people will look at you strangely, because it’s too much hassle? There are lots of
reasons not to wear the gear, but when you examine them closely, they aren’t very
convincing. The arguments FOR wearing the gear are simple and powerful:
motorcyclists crash, even when they’re being careful and doing everything right;
crashing with gear is bad; crashing without gear is much, much worse.
Our sincere advice to you is: wear the gear. Wear as much as you have whenever
you ride, even if it’s uncomfortable, and even if your friends tease you. No one
knows when an accident will happen: if they did, they wouldn’t have it. It WILL
happen when you DON’T expect it.
So always expect it, and dress accordingly.
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HELMETS
A helmet is by far the most important piece of protective gear when riding a motorcycle. In fact, the
single most important factor in determining whether or not a motorcyclist survives an accident is whether
or not he or she is wearing a helmet. Without a helmet, even a minor spill can be fatal. With a helmet,
riders sometimes walk away from spectacular crashes.
There are still many misconceptions and myths surrounding helmets, but the statistics and the science
are very clear: helmets save lives: they prevent and reduce head injuries. There is no evidence that
helmets dangerously restrict peripheral vision or that they increase the risk of neck injuries.
“If I fall off at 110 km/h,” goes one old and remarkable line of ‘reasoning’, “a helmet isn’t going to help.”
Actually, it may very well save your life no matter how fast you’re going. It’s common for roadracers to
crash at speeds well in excess of 200 km/h, but because they wear full protective gear, including high
quality full-face helmets (and most importantly, because they crash at a racetrack and not on the street),
they usually are not seriously injured.
The human head is able to withstand a small amount of deceleration or g-force impact from directly in
front or behind; it’s more easily injured, however, by impacts on either side, and this is often the kind of
impact that motorcyclists’ heads are subjected to in a ‘gentle’ fall in a lowside spill.
Let’s say your bike slides out from under you in a turn while you’re going 40 km/h. As you slide along the
pavement, the side of your head glances off of it. If you’re wearing a helmet, you might not even notice
the impact. The only evidence might be the scratches or chips you later find on the helmet. If you’re not
wearing a helmet, that seemingly insignificant, glancing blow to the temple could have catastrophic
consequences.
Your head is frighteningly vulnerable, and in any kind of contact
between your head and a hard surface, the helmet’s shockabsorbing properties are your only protection. Helmets (and
other protective gear) don’t make you impervious to injury, but
they greatly improve your odds. Always wear a helmet, but ride
as if you weren’t.

Snell Updates: Snell updates their standards at
approximately 5-year intervals. The most current
rating, M2000, appears on new, Snell-approved
helmets. (For more info, see Snell Memorial
Foundation website, http://www.smf.org/) Long the
most popular standard in North America, Snell testing
methods have recently come under criticism as it
pertains to motorcycle applications. Certain factors
may give ECE or BSI certification an advantage.

You are required by law to wear a helmet when riding a
motorcycle anywhere in Canada, and the helmet must be an
approved ‘DOT’ (Department of Transportation) type. DOT or CSA approval shows that a helmet has met
minimum standards of protection. A more rigorous standard is maintained by the Snell Memorial
Foundation, which is periodically updated. ECE 22.05 is an international certification adopted by 50
countries and also sets a higher standard than DOT. Another stringent
standard is the BSI 6658 Type A, with its familiar ‘kite’ logo. Road racers
are usually required to wear helmets meeting more than the minimum
standard for road use, and you should consider doing the same. They may
cost a little more, but as they say: if you were a skydiver, would you buy a
cheap parachute?

HELMET TYPES
Full-Face
A full-face helmet gives you more protection than any other type. We are not
alone in recommending that you wear one, no matter what type of bike you
ride. They provide protection to the entire head including the lower face and
jaw, which often sustain impacts and abrasion in crashes. The helmet includes
an integrated visor that seals to protect the eyes from wind and flying objects.
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Convertible/Hybrid
This is a helmet with a hinged chin-bar, which can be swung up out
of the way for convenience. A rider is then able to sip a coffee, talk
more easily, etc. without removing the helmet. With the chin-bar up,
it gives the same protection as a ¾ style helmet. With the chin-bar
down, the protection approaches that of a full-face helmet, but the
structural integrity of the hinged chin-bar may be inferior to that of
a conventional full-face. It is nevertheless a sensible and safe
choice, provided you have the chinbar down when riding. It also
includes a visor which operates like
that on a full-face helmet. This
helmet is an excellent choice if you
wear glasses.
Three Quarter
This helmet gives some protection to the sides of the head and upper
face, but leaves the lower face and jaw unprotected. It resembles a fullface model with the chin-bar cut off. Certainly the next-best choice for
those unwilling to wear a full-face or convertible type of helmet, it’s still
a step down in overall protection. They usually include a flip-up visor.
Half
Popular with cruiser riders and those who find other helmets too ‘confining’ or
‘claustrophobic’, a half helmet covers only to the ear and offers what we would
consider less than adequate protection. Still better than a shorty or other even
poorer excuses for helmets. Must be supplemented with riding goggles of some
type, as they have no integral visor.
Shorty
This is the style of helmet most popular with a
segment of the riding population who resent
being obliged to wear helmets at all. The shorty protects only the upper
cranium from impacts, leaving the rest of the head fully exposed. There are
even more abbreviated forms which don’t even pretend to be DOT
approved, resembling nothing more than a plastic skull-cap and having no
internal energy-absorbing material whatsoever, but the shorty is the last
type to actually deserve to be called a helmet. If your shorty style helmet is
DOT approved it’s better than nothing. But only just.
Motocross
This is the off-road version of the full-face helmet. It’s different in that
the chin-bar extends out from the rider’s face, giving the harder-working
dirt rider plenty of room to breathe and for the use of goggles inside the
helmet (the goggles’ strap usually goes over the outside of the helmet).
Experienced dirt riders know how easy it is to do a ‘faceplant’ in their
sport and almost universally adopt this full-face style of helmet.
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PARTS OF A HELMET
Shell
The outer shell of a helmet made of hard plastic, fiberglass or other composites, protects the softer
underlying material from penetration and abrasion, and distributes the force of an impact across a larger
area of the energy-absorbing inner material. Cheaper helmet models may use a single shell size for all
the sizes in their range, accommodating different head sizes by increasing or decreasing the amount of
energy absorbing material inside. The result is a helmet that is bulkier and heavier than necessary for
smaller heads. Higher quality helmets have several shell sizes to more closely match the wearer’s head
size.
EPS
Under the shell is a layer of Expanded Polystyrene or EPS. This is the material that actually does the work
in a crash, by sacrificing itself. The force of an impact, transmitted by the shell, is absorbed and
dissipated as the EPS is crushed from the outside inward, like the ‘crumple zones’ designed into a car.
Once the EPS is damaged, the helmet has done its job. It cannot be repaired or reused.
Liner
The interior of the helmet has a foam and fabric liner to make it comfortable and to optimize fit. In less
expensive helmets, the liner is attached to the inside of the helmet with adhesives that may dissolve if
the liner is washed. Some helmets have a removable, washable liner. There are also models that include
extra pieces of padding that can be used inside the helmet to further improve fit.
Retention System
The retention system, consisting of a strap and a fastener, is all that keeps the helmet on your head if
you crash. It has to be strong and it must have a reliable device to secure it. Most common and nearly
impossible to improve on is the traditional ‘double d-ring’ system. The plain end of the strap is passed
through both rings, then turned back and passed between the rings. The end of the strap is then pulled
as tight as can be comfortably tolerated. Other systems might use a mechanism like an automotive
seatbelt, with a clasp and a release button. It’s a good idea to get a feel for how the system works before
you put it on your head, otherwise you might be looking for help getting the helmet off.
Oh, and when you put your helmet on to go for a ride… don’t forget to do up the strap.
Visor
Full-face, convertible, and ¾-style helmets have built-in visors to protect the eyes and face. These are
removable, sometimes with simple tools (a coin or a key) or by pulling small levers and manipulating the
visor. The visor can be fully or partly opened to clear fogging, which is a problem at low speeds in cold or
wet weather. Anti-fogging treatments may provide temporary relief. The visor will ideally stay in
whatever position you desire even at highway speed, but often they pop open or slam shut, especially on
inexpensive helmets. Higher quality helmet/visor combinations have more ‘optically correct’ visors, which
cause less visual distortion. Tinted visors are only safe during daylight hours; only clear or ‘high definition’
(recognizable by their light orange tint) visors should ever be used at night. If your helmet doesn’t have a
visor, you are required by law (and common sense) to wear some form of shatterproof eye protection,
such as goggles.
Visor Etiquette
• Visor up when you’re stopped (lights and stop signs, etc.), which will keep the visor from
fogging.
• Visor partially down speeds up to 60 km/h (thumb width between visor and helmet).
• Visor down at speeds above 60 km/h (protects the eyes from debris).
• Visor down and locked on highways and racetracks to prevent visor flipping open due to wind.
Some helmets have visor-locking systems on their helmets. (It is a great idea to use it.)
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HELMET FIT
The most important factor when choosing a helmet is proper fit. A helmet must fit snugly to give good
protection. Unfortunately, many people purchase helmets that are too large for them. In an impact
between a loose-fitting helmet and the road or other object, the head is still moving after the helmet has
come to a stop. The head then slams to a stop against the inside surface of the helmet, subjecting the
brain to severe g-forces. This is exactly the same thing that happens to unrestrained passengers in a car
crash, when they are thrown hard against the steering wheel or windshield. A properly fitted helmet
works like a seatbelt. It also keeps the helmet in the proper position on the head, whereas a loose helmet
can move prior to an impact and therefore fail to perform up to expectation.
When trying on a helmet, see how small a size you can fit into. If you can comfortably fit in a medium,
try on a small. If you can comfortably fit in a small, try an extra small. (It’s often a challenge for women
to find gear that fits them, and helmets are no exception. If an XXS is still not a snug fit, they may have
to try child’s sizes.)
Leave the helmet on as long as possible in the shop before making a decision. Helmets that seem to fit
snugly may, after some time, begin to reveal painful pressure points, especially at the top of the forehead
or the sides of the head. Human heads come in a variety of shapes as well as sizes, and your head may
fit better in some models than others (if the ShoeiTM doesn’t fit, try an AraiTM).
A helmet that fits will not move too easily on your head. When you grab the chin-bar and give it a tug
from side to side, your head should go with it, and any movement of the helmet should pull the skin of
your face/head with it. There should be no visible gaps between the temples, forehead, and the interior
of the helmet. A well-fitted full-face helmet will squeeze your cheeks and yes, maybe even make you look
funny. That’s normal. Don’t go to a larger size just because the one you have on feels ‘weird’. Go to a
larger size only if the smaller one hurts.
If you think a helmet is a good fit, do up the strap snugly and then reach around behind the helmet with
both hands. Try to pull the helmet off your head. TRY HARD, even if it hurts a little. If the helmet is too
loose it may be possible to remove it. It may also be possible for it to come off your head in a crash.
The helmet should be worn low enough on your forehead that you can just see the upper edge of the
opening above your eyes. If you can’t see this part of the helmet, you’re wearing it too far back on your
head. It should stay in this position even when tugged or pulled.
Size Cross Reference
When measuring your head, use a narrow cloth or metal tape measure and measure the circumference
2-3 cm above your eyebrows and above your ears. Take several measurements and try to find the largest
measurement.
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HELMET PRECAUTIONS
Helmets are designed to dissipate the energy of one impact only, so they must be handled carefully.
Should a helmet drop from sufficient height onto a hard surface; it may no longer be reliable. Even minor
impacts are to be avoided at all costs: don’t leave your helmet on the gas tank or seat of the bike, where
a breeze or bump could make it fall on the pavement.
The only really secure place for the helmet on a bike is the helmet lock, but even this leaves the helmet
exposed to the elements and abuse by malicious passersby. Riding with a spare helmet on the helmet
lock may eventually cause damage to the helmet itself and especially to the strap.
When you remove your helmet and want to put it down, place it flat side down (and visor closed to keep
out debris and any wasps looking for a new nest site) to the right of your bike, just behind the front
wheel. It can’t fall from there, and it’s out of the way. Just remember it’s there if you have to move the
bike.
Trying to carry a lot of other stuff (gloves, jacket, backpack, etc.) and a helmet often leads to the helmet
being dropped. Helmets also smack against doors and doorjambs while entering or leaving buildings. Be
careful when going through doorways and hold on to that helmet like it’s a squirming baby trying to
escape your grasp.
If a helmet has been involved in an accident and there is any doubt about its integrity, it should be
discarded. The damage to the EPS core may not be visible, because the outer shell may appear
undamaged. For this reason purchasing used helmets is not recommended.
Using your helmet as a stool can cause damage. Excessive exposure to UV radiation (sunlight) or heat
can weaken a helmet over time (when not in use, keep them out of the sun). Solvents (paints, cleaners,
gasoline—including fumes from the fuel cap breather vent) can do grievous damage to the shell and
especially the EPS.
Hanging a helmet on a handlebar or mirror, or using the helmet like a basket to carry heavy objects other
than your head, can deform the EPS and reduce the helmet’s effectiveness.
Left unattended, a helmet worth $400–$1200 is an opportunity thieves find hard to resist. Don’t let a
helmet out of your sight. They can disappear like that.
If you wash the interior of your helmet, use highly diluted laundry detergent and rinse it well. Sponge or
towel out as much water as possible. Then place the helmet near a fan (not a hairdryer which could
cause heat damage) to speed up the drying and prevent mold and mildew. When cleaning the visor of a
helmet, do so with warm soapy water. Glass cleaners like WindexTM may have an adverse effect on visor
clarity. Avoid touching the visor or wiping a dry visor with your hand or glove, as small scratches and
hazing will result, impairing your ability to see.
Even when properly cared for, helmets have a lifespan. Materials used in their construction are subject to
deterioration and decomposition. The Snell foundation recommends that helmets be replaced every five
years.

EYE PROTECTION
Hardly anything is more crucial to safe riding than being able to see
properly, and good eye protection makes this possible. If you have a
full-face helmet, you have an integral visor to protect your eyes. If
not, you must wear goggles or protective shatterproof lenses of
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some type to protect your eyes from flying objects and
windblast. Tinted goggles or visors are great in daylight, but
dangerous at night. If you are about to ride into a darkened
area (tunnel, under bridge, etc.), a tinted visor can be easily
flipped up; sunglasses or tinted goggles cannot be so easily
removed.
Any visor or eyewear should be clean, free of excessive
scratches, and easy to see through in whatever conditions you plan to ride. Replace them frequently.
Wet, cold, and dark are conditions that will likely reveal problems with the eye protection you use. Some
these issues will be examined in chapters dealing with riding in adverse conditions.

JACKETS/PANTS/SUITS
Motorcycle apparel should be made of either leather or motorcycle-grade textiles (Cordura, Kevlar,
Dyneema, etc.). It must be of sturdy construction and fit properly. This is the only stuff between your
skin and the giant, ultra coarse-grit belt-sander we call the road. It better be up to the task.
Non-motorcycle garments made of cotton or other fabrics
can’t give the protection you need. Abrasion will destroy them
almost instantly in a slide across asphalt. They don’t fit the
way motorcycle gear needs to in order to stay in position.

Stitching: Seams and stitching in bike gear needs
to be done with strong thread that won’t rot after
wetting. Cotton is too weak and will rot; silk is
strong but will also rot. The only acceptable
materials are polyester and nylon. Nylon is by far
the strongest.

Real motorcycle gear isn’t all created equal, either. As with
anything else, you tend to get what you pay for. High quality
The type of seam is critically important, but you
can’t tell what it is by looking at it. Lock stitches
gear uses thicker, stronger leather in larger pieces. Cheap
are always better than simple top stitches, which
gear (and non-motorcycle leathers) is made of very thin
are only adequate for attaching decorative details.
leather that won’t survive much of a slide, and the panels
Having many stitches per centimetre is not
used to make the article may be small (economizing by using
necessarily the best, because it puts more
punctures in the leather, thereby weakening it.
up a lot of
scraps).
The
When riding gear is repaired, it must usually be
more pieces used
taken apart at the seams and then reassembled.
to make a jacket
This is why even seemingly minor repairs can be
surprisingly expensive. Only trust an experienced
or pants, the
person to do this. Average shops doing alterations
more
seams
are not qualified and don’t understand the
there are, and
demands placed on motorcycle gear. They may not
the more likely
have the proper tools or supplies to do the job
properly.
one of those
seams will tear
open. A highquality article has protected, reinforced stitching at critical
points (like elbows, knees, seat, hips), where you’re most
likely to come in contact with the road. It has strong metal
or plastic zippers that are covered by another layer of
leather or textile to protect them and to seal out drafts.
Fit
Motorcycle gear is sized and cut for comfort in your riding position and not necessarily for standing or
sitting around. It’s also meant to fit closely. Non-bike gear, which may be relatively loose fitting and
baggy, will flap furiously in the wind at highway speeds. That gets irritating and fatiguing.
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Proper fitting gear will fasten snugly at the wrists, waist, and ankles to prevent ‘riding up’ in a crash. If
gear doesn’t stay in position, it doesn’t do much good. In addition, loose gear will move and slide over
the skin in a crash, causing abrasion injuries.
‘Armor’
‘Armor’ built into vulnerable areas (again, the elbows, shoulders, chest, knees, shins) is a highly desirable
feature in riding gear. These simple plastic and foam inserts can absorb impact forces that would
otherwise cause severe contusions and even broken bones. As with other types of protection, it will only
be effective if the gear fits properly and remains in position during a crash/slide. If you are using Draggin
Jeans, Knox makes great under garment body amour for your knees.
Zippers, Closures
The neck of the jacket should close with a button or hook and loop material (note that the latter will all
too likely grab and fray your helmet strap, doing considerable damage over time). The pants and jacket
should be joined together by a zipper; otherwise they can come apart and admit drafts (and pavement).
Roadracing leathers are of a ‘one piece’ design that eliminates the major seam (and weak point) between
jacket and pants, making them the most secure of all in a crash, but most street riders find them too
inconvenient.
Visibility
Motorcycle jackets and pants should have reflective panels of some kind to increase your visibility at
night, especially if they are otherwise dark or neutral in color. Being highly visible to others or ‘visual
conspicuity’ is well known as an accident countermeasure. Just as pedestrians in dark clothes are more
likely to be run over in a crosswalk at night, so too are motorcyclists in dark gear on dark-coloured bikes
more likely to be hit by a driver who declares afterwards, “I never saw you.”
Bright, fluorescent colors and garish paint schemes may not appeal to your sense of style, but they do
get you noticed. While we’re on the subject of colours and ‘conspicuity’,
yellow is the most visible color in most conditions. Red is noticeable in
Leather vs. Synthetics: Recent
developments may soon reverse
daytime, but becomes much harder to see in failing light. We’ll be talking
this ranking. New synthetics have
more about making yourself seen in the chapters ahead.
just appeared on the market that
are said to surpass leather’s
abrasion resistance, but as of this
date the hard proof is not yet in.
Other factors still work in leather’s
favour.

Materials
A note on materials: leather is still considered the best material for
motorcycle gear, for several reasons. First, it has outstanding abrasion
resistance. Motorcycle-grade leather (over 1 mm thick is competition grade
leather, 1.4–1.7mm thick is found mainly in 1-piece roadracing suits) will
survive longer than any other material in a slide. The difference is remarkable: in one test, leather
survived over 25 m in a sustained 80 km/h slide on pavement, while Cordura was worn through after 5
m. Denim by itself, incidentally, lasted just over 1 m.
There’s more: cotton (denim) has a high ‘coefficient of friction’ or
‘COF’ on pavement. It grips the road and causes the hapless faller to
tumble rather than slide. Tumbling is hard on the ‘pointy bits’, like
knees, shoulders, elbows, and wrists. Cordura, in contrast, has a low
COF and slides very well… almost too well. The faller in Cordura will
slide a considerable distance and possibly into a car, curb, light
standard or other hard object at higher speed than one wearing
leather. The leather-clad rider has a medium COF, which is low
enough to slide (rather than tumble), yet high enough to slow down in
a shorter distance.
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Leather Care: Different types of leather
‘dry out’ at different rates. Deer (and
kangaroo) skin dries out quickly, and,
despite its excellent initial abrasion
resistance, deteriorates the fastest. It is
therefore mainly used in gloves, which have
a shorter anticipated lifespan. Cowhide lasts
the longest, but benefits from treatment
with mink or neatsfoot oil, especially after
the first year of use.
Repeated soakings will accelerate leather’s
deterioration, especially salts (from sweat or
from the road). Keeping leathers out of
direct sunlight when not in use will also
prolong their life, as will keeping them away
from heat.
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On the negative side, leather has a lifespan. After several years, leather will lose its strength and its
protective ability. Proper care can slow that deterioration, but not indefinitely. Quality leathers are
relatively heavy and expensive as well, with a top-quality racing suit easily topping $2000. For street use,
good gear can be had for under $1000, but we repeat, you generally get what you pay for.
Synthetics (Cordura, ballistic nylon,
Kevlar, etc.) are less expensive,
lighter, and in some ways more
versatile than leather. With waterrepellant treatments applied, they
can keep you dry in light rains
(these treatments will need to be
re-applied every year or two),
though proper rain gear is needed
for seriously wet conditions of any
duration.
They
have
decent
abrasion resistance and can also be
fitted with ‘armor’ at strategic
points. Some mesh fabrics now on
the market give a degree of
protection while also providing
outstanding ventilation in hot
weather.

Ventilation: There
are leathers
perforated with
many small holes,
which can also give
fairly good
ventilation in hot
weather, but at the
expense of some
abrasion resistance
and strength. Street
gear often has
zippers that open for
airflow, but racing
gear eschews
zippers in favour of
strength and
durability.

Just a Jacket?
Motorcyclists are frequently seen riding in a leather or
Cordura jacket with jeans. This is at least better than
nothing, or shorts and a t-shirt, but consider where
injuries in motorcycle accidents tend to occur: from the
hips down. Feet, ankles, legs, and hips are the most frequently damaged parts of the rider’s anatomy.
Wearing only the jacket is therefore even less than a half measure.
Aerostitch Roadcrafter: This type of garment
goes on over your street clothes in a matter of
seconds and gives excellent weather protection
and good abrasion protection.

GLOVES
Any time you fall,
you will extend
your hands to
protect yourself.
So what protects
your hands?
Your hands are delicate, complex, and easily
damaged. In even minor spills, hands and wrists
can be seriously injured, particularly if they
become trapped between pavement and the
motorcycle. Injuries to the wrists and hands can

Draggin Jeans: The Draggin Jeans lining represents
a revolution in fibre technology. With Kevlar and
Dyneema, the World's Strongest Fibre, forming its
core, the lining is soft, breathable, flexible and nonallergenic. Hugely superior to basic woven or knitted
Kevlar alternatives. Draggin Jeans takes advantage of
Dyneema's amazing strength to weight ratio to deliver
unrivalled safety, resilience and, comfort. Draggin
Jeans has been manufacturing high-quality motorcycle
clothing since 1997 and is the only casual motorcycle
brand in the World to have EVER passed the CE Tests
for Abrasion, Burst, and Tear resistance. When
wearing these products, you must also have some sort
of body amour underneath to protect your knees, etc.
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be difficult to treat and slow to heal. Gloves are an absolute minimum of protection. They are not only
meant to keep your hands warm when it’s cold, as many people seem to believe.
Gloves must be made of quality leather, held together with strong stitching. The leather and stitching
should be especially rugged on the palms and knuckles. Better quality gloves now have hard plastic or
composite ‘armor’ and energy-absorbing materials strategically placed for protection against impacts.
While the materials need to be strong enough to give protection, they must also be supple. Excessively
thick or heavy leather is unsuitable because it will deprive the rider of dexterity and feel on the controls.
If they come off your hands during a crash, they can’t help you. It’s critical that the gloves fit well and
have a strap of some kind to secure them on your wrists. Better gloves often have two such straps. It’s
not uncommon for new gloves to stain your hands when soaked with rain or sweat. Gloves made with
aniline dye hold their color better.
For cold weather, insulated gloves are highly recommended. It’s often been suggested that thicker gloves
make feeling the controls too difficult, but numb, frozen hands are much worse. In the wet and/or cold, a
pair of XXL rubber kitchen gloves over your regular gloves can help a lot.

BOOTS
Proper footwear makes operating the motorcycle much easier, as well
as safer. In this respect, nothing works as well as real motorcycle
boots. Other types of footwear fall short in a variety of ways. Running
shoes may give decent grip on the pegs and the road, but they provide
too little protection, and their laces present a snagging hazard. They
usually don’t cover the ankle and, even if they do, they aren’t designed
to survive abrasion.

Snagging Hazard: The laces,
with the help of the wind, can
loop themselves around foot
controls (rear brake, shift
lever); when the rider stops
and tries to put his/her foot
down, they can’t. Result: bike
falls over, on top of rider’s leg.

Construction/work boots may give good protection, but if they have a steel toe, it’s harder to feel what
you’re doing with the shift lever. Again, laces may hang up. Cowboy boots may give good protection, if
they stay on, but their leather soles have very poor grip on footrests and pavement, especially in rain.
Your feet may slip off the pegs, and when you put your foot down at a stop, it may slide out from under
you, causing the bike to topple. Heavy hiking boots, as well as having
overly thick soles which give poor feel, are… too heavy.
The same applies to motocross boots. The trouble with heavy footwear
on a streetbike relates to speed. On a dirt bike, your average speed is
much lower. In a fall at higher speed on pavement, even a brief tumble
can send your limbs flailing in all directions. Heavy footwear then
becomes clubs damaging other parts of your body, and the extra inertia
itself may cause injuries by pulling and twisting.
Motorcycle boots are mostly leather,
though synthetics are being used
increasingly in certain areas. Many
have plastic and foam ‘armor’ in
strategic areas (back of heel, sides of
the ankle, the shin). The sole of a
motorcycle boot is soft rubber for
optimum traction on footrests,
controls and pavement, even when
those are oily. The soles are relatively thin, especially on boots
intended for racing, in order to give the rider ample feel for the controls
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Soles: The combination of soft
compound and thin sole means
of course that the boots will
wear out quickly, particularly if
you drag your feet while riding
or if you walk in them a great
deal. Many of these boots
cannot be re-soled.
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and for what the bike is doing through the footrests. They will fasten securely with a zipper and hook and
loop material and/or some type of strap; if they have laces, the ends and loops must tuck inside to
prevent snags.
For very wet conditions, rubber ‘booties’ that pull on over your motorcycle boots are fairly inexpensive
and pack small. But they’re easily torn and are not intended for walking around. Wet weather motorcycle
boots are available.
When purchasing boots, be careful not to get boots with large thick heels. The problem that happens is
they catch on the foot pegs making shifting and braking difficult, especially if you have small feet. Just
because a motorcycle name on it, does not mean it is for riding one. Beware of sacrificing fashion for
function.

BACK PROTECTORS
Some jackets and suits have some sort of back
protector built in, but separate back protectors are far
more substantial. Nearly all roadracers now use them
and they are mandatory at some clubs and tracks.
A back protector is worn under your jacket or suit and
attaches with straps around the torso and shoulders.
Generally made of hard plastic or composites and
foam, it protects the back and especially the spine
against impacts. A relatively inexpensive piece of
gear, it makes excellent sense, not just for the racer
but for the street rider as well. In cold weather, it
provides another welcome layer of insulation, too.
(When trying on other gear, make sure it’ll fit over
your back protector.)

RAIN GEAR
On any long trip, you’re well advised to pack a rainsuit. Waterproofing on motorcycle textiles or leather
won’t hold up against a sustained downpour and in short order you’ll be soaked and, when you’re
soaked, you soon get cold, very cold. Non-motorcycle rain gear may be better than nothing, but the real
thing is superior.
It should be roomy enough to fit over your other
gear, but not so tent-like that it turns into a sail in
the wind. It should have closures at the ankles,
wrists and neck and any zippers should be sealed
behind water-resistant flaps. Better rain gear has
some type of fabric or mesh liner to make it easier
to pull on over other gear without sticking and
tearing.
It should also be brightly colored, or at least have
reflective panels or strips to increase your visibility.
A one-piece suit may keep out the drafts better, but
the two-piece suits may be easier to put on over
gear and take off.
Rain gear doesn’t just keep you dry in the rain; it
can also help keep you warm when riding in cold
weather by sealing you off from wind-chill. Worn
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over other gear (leathers, textiles, plus as many layers as possible, synthetics or wool rather than
cotton), it can postpone the onset of hypothermia considerably.

ELECTRIC VESTS/HEATED GRIPS
Clothing that contains electrically heated elements powered by your
motorcycle’s charging system have been around a long time and are very
popular with cold weather riders. Vests, pants, socks, and gloves are all
available with electric heating, and they can greatly increase your comfort in
the cold. Also very popular are electrically heated grips or ‘grip warmers’,
which work on the same principle. Some touring bikes come equipped with this
feature and it can be installed on almost any other machine.
A note of caution: if you plug in too many electric accessories (auxiliary
lighting, heated gear for you and a passenger, grip warmers, stereo, etc.), you
may overload your motorcycle’s charging system, particularly if it’s not a large
touring style machine.

EAR PROTECTION
At highway speeds, the noise produced by windblast against your helmet or
ears can be loud enough to damage your hearing. This is especially true of
bikes without windscreens (standards, some cruisers, dual purpose bikes) and
even more so of bikes with short, low windscreens (sportbikes). The windblast
will pick up speed as it rushes over and past a low screen and then scream around your helmet,
producing a deafening roar. Small increases in speed will produce large increases in the noise level.
People often talk about this or that helmet being quieter or louder, but the type of bike and wind
protection it has (or doesn’t have), and the speed it’s travelling, makes a far greater difference than the
brand or model of helmet.
Riders on large touring bikes with a tall windscreen will find the wind deflected above their helmets and
little noise to bother them. They probably won’t need to worry about their hearing. But if you get off your
bike after a longer ride on the highway and find your ears are ringing even slightly, you’ve already done
damage to your hearing. If you ride a lot, that damage will accumulate and become hearing impairment.
In these instances, earplugs are strongly recommended. Learn to use
them properly, and discard them frequently to avoid ear infections.
In the city, speeds are low enough to make ear protection unnecessary,
and your ability to hear what’s going on around you is more important
(sirens, the squeaky fan belt of a car closing in on you, etc.), so
earplugs are recommended mainly for highway use.
You’ll likely find that earplugs make riding much more comfortable and
less fatiguing; you won’t want to leave home without them. Keep a
spare pair somewhere on your bike.
A cautionary tale:
A rider wearing earplugs and a full-face helmet parked his bike at the pumps at a gas station. After filling
up, he turned and started walking towards the cashiers. He didn’t hear the car speeding through the
station to avoid waiting for a light, and didn’t properly look—and narrowly avoided being run over. Be
aware that earplugs and helmets make it even harder to hear today’s already surprisingly quiet vehicles—
even when you’re off the bike. Take special care when parking and walking away from your bike. Look
around and don’t assume you’ll hear all potential hazards. No cell phones, iPods, etc. Just Pay

Attention!
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PART TWO
MOTORCYCLE CONTROLS AND
INSTRUMENTS

On the Right Side of the Bike:
1) Front Brake Lever: Squeezed with the fingers of the right hand to apply the brake on the front
wheel. A small or old motorcycle may have a drum type brake, in
which case the lever will pull a cable. If the brake is a disc type,
the lever will control a master cylinder, supplied by a small
reservoir, linked hydraulically to the caliper(s). The lever’s distance
3) Throttle
from the grip can sometimes be adjusted to fit hand size. Some
bikes have integrated or ‘linked’ brakes, in which case the front
brake lever will also activate the rear brake, while the front brake
can be partly activated by the brake pedal.
2) Start Button: On electric-start motorcycles, the start button is
pressed to start the machine (once the rest of the starting
procedure is complete). Avoid holding it on more than five seconds
at a time or you may burn out the starter motor. Release it as
soon as the engine starts.

4) Kill Switch
2) Start Button

3) Throttle Assembly or Twist Grip: Used to control the amount of fuel/air mixture delivered to the
engine. It is turned clockwise (from the rider’s view) to accelerate, counterclockwise to decelerate. The
throttle return spring(s) should close the throttle automatically when the twist-grip is released. The
throttle should always be held with a ‘wrist down’ hand position, which prevents accidental inputs.
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4) Emergency Switch or Kill Switch: Used to disconnect the ignition system and shut off the engine
in the event of a fall, stuck throttle, etc. Remember that it does not shut off the entire electrical system;
if you leave the ignition key on, the battery may run down. A circular arrow means ‘run’, while the same
arrow with an ‘X’ over it means ‘stop’.
5) Mirror: One at least is required by law. It should give a view of part of your arm or elbow and the
road behind and to the side.
6) Rear Brake Pedal: Located on the right side, ahead of the footrest, operated with the ball or toes of
the right foot. If it operates a drum brake it will be connected to a mechanical linkage; if it’s a disc, there
will again be a reservoir, master cylinder, and a hydraulic line to the rear caliper.
7) Footrests: May be rubber-covered or bare metal.
Custom/cruiser models may have footboards instead. There
are usually passenger footrests further back. Most footrests
are hinged, allowing them to be touched when cornering
without upending the motorcycle. On some racebikes, the
footrests are rigid.
8) Kickstart Lever: Found on the right side of the motor, it
is first turned out and then ‘kicked’ with the right foot. Most
bikes need to be in neutral, with the clutch lever out, to use
the kickstart. Most often found on off-road bikes and seldom
seen on newer street bikes, they are nevertheless a boon on
old bikes with weak charging systems and/or batteries. A
larger displacement kickstart motorcycle may also have a
‘compression release’ lever to make kickstarting easier.

7) Footrest

6) Rear Brake

Moving to the left side of the bike and left handlebar:
9) Clutch Lever: Used to engage/disengage the engine from the gearbox, when moving off, shifting
gears, and stopping. Like the front brake lever, it is sometimes adjustable to hand size, and can be
connected to a cable or hydraulic system. If there is a reservoir similar to that near the front brake lever,
it’s hydraulic. These require no adjustment as long as there is adequate fluid in the reservoir, while a
cable-type clutch will require periodic adjustment to keep the ‘friction point’ at the desired area in the
lever’s travel. If the lever is excessively stiff or binding, the cable may need lubrication, rerouting or
replacement.
10) Turn Signal Switch(es): Located just to the inside of the
left grip, it is clicked with the thumb left or right for left or right
turns. Most do not have automatic cancellation and must be
centred or pushed straight in to cancel the signal. Some models
(Harley Davidson, BMW) have their own idiosyncratic switch
gear, with separate switches on each bar and cancel switches.
For example, on HD models, you’ll likely find a switch on each
bar, which is pushed once to activate/indicate and a second time
to cancel.

11) High/Low Beam

12) Horn
11) High/Low Beam Switch: Operated with left thumb.
10) Turn Signal
There may also be an indicator light (typically blue) on the bike’s
instrument panel to show that the high beam is on. Use high beam during the day for more visibility—and
to make you appear closer to those left-turning cars.
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12) Horn Button: Also on the left instrument cluster, usually below the signal light switch. A
motorcycle horn is audible only to dogs, at close range. No one else can hear it.
13) Choke or Choke Lever: Most often found on the left instrument cluster but sometimes near the
carb(s) or near the steering head/ignition key slot. It enriches the fuel/air mixture to aid in starting,
particularly when the engine is cold. It should not be required once the engine is partly or fully warmed
up. Always turn the choke off after a few minutes, as the excess fuel can ‘strip’ oil from cylinder walls and
piston rings causing damage. It’s adjustable and can
be turned down if the motor is idling too high.
14) Fuel Tap: Found at the bottom of the gas tank
on the left side. It can usually be found without
looking by feeling back along the lower edge of the
tank. If the bike’s system is ‘gravity fed’, the tap will
have an ‘on’, ‘off’, and ‘reserve’ position. This tap
should be turned off when the bike is parked for any
considerable length of time to prevent major leaks
resulting in puddles of gas under the bike or a
crankcase full of gas. To start and run, it is switched
‘on’. The ‘reserve’ position accesses the last few litres
of fuel at the bottom of the tank.
‘Vacuum’ type fuel systems will have a tap showing
Fuel Tap
an ‘on’, ‘reserve’, and ‘pri’ (prime) position. The latter
is used to allow gravity to send fuel to the carb(s) if
the bike has run out of gas or tipped over. Once the engine is running, intake suction pulls fuel to the
carb(s), and the tap is turned to the ‘on’ position. With the engine off and no intake vacuum, the system
is effectively ‘off’, and so no ‘off’ position is required.
If you’ve been riding on reserve, make sure you switch back to ‘on’ after (or just before) filling up, or
next time you will have no reserve! Many machines now have no fuel tap accessible while riding, relying
instead on low fuel indicator lights and use of trip meters.
15) Shift Lever or Gear Selector: Found ahead of the left footrest, used to shift sequentially up and
down through the gears using the left toe/instep. On most streetbikes, the pattern is ‘one down, the rest
up’, from neutral. On some racebikes, the shift linkage is modified to invert this pattern (one up, the rest
down).
16) Central Instrument Cluster: Consisting of items like the speedometer, odometer and trip meters,
tachometer, fuel gauge, neutral indicator, turn signal indicators, oil pressure indicator, temperature, and
low fuel indicators. Critical oil pressure and low fuel indicator lights are sometimes doubled in case of
bulb burnout. Some turn signal indicators are wired
to black out when a turn signal bulb burns out.
(Such features are becoming less common with the
advent of more reliable LEDs.) Never completely
believe a neutral light—they often fail. Unless the
bike is just starting, always take an oil pressure
warning seriously. Immediately shut off the engine if
it lights.
17) Ignition Key: On most motorcycles the
ignition key is found between the handlebars and
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the instruments, directly ahead of the rider. On some bikes, the ignition key is below the seat on the left
side or elsewhere near the front of the fuel tank. Some models (e.g., Harley Davidson, on the fuel tank)
have a second on/off switch that must be turned on to prepare the bike for starting.
With the key in the ‘off’ position, all electrical systems are shut off.
No lights or instruments will function and the bike will not start.
Turning the key to the ‘p’ or ‘park’ position will leave the taillight or
hazard lights on. This may be useful if the machine must be parked
beside the road and extra visibility is desired. The engine will not
start or run in the ‘park’ position.
The ‘lock’ position found on many bikes prevents the handlebars and
front wheel from moving. By turning the key to the ‘lock’ position,
it’s less easy for a thief to push the bike away. To lock the
motorcycle’s steering, the handlebars are turned to left full lock,
the key is turned to the ‘l’ or ‘lock’ position (usually all the way to the
left), and then withdrawn from the ignition. Now and then, the bars
and/or key must be wiggled a bit to secure them in the lock position.
Check the lock by trying to move the bars. They should not move
more than a few degrees.

Park Position or ‘P’: Occasionally,
people turn the key to the ‘park’
position in order to shut off the
motorcycle, not realizing they have left
the taillight on. They may return to the
machine later to discover their battery
has been drained.
Full Lock: Turned as far as the
handlebars will go. ‘Stops’ or metal
tabs on the steering head prevent the
wheel and bars from turning any
further.

People frequently forget to remove their keys from their motorcycles’ ignitions, possibly because they’re
preoccupied with removing riding gear or with parking. They also tend to leave the key in luggage or
compartment locks. While grappling with helmets and other gear, keys tend to be dropped and lost.
When you remove your key from the ignition, make a point of putting it directly and immediately into a
secure pocket. Make a habit of good ‘key control’ and you’re less likely to be stranded.
Avoid the use of heavy key chains or having several other keys
attached to your motorcycle’s ignition key. Those extra pieces will
thrash around while you ride and quickly damage the finish of your
motorcycle, especially the top of your top triple clamp.
These controls have been standardized on machines sold in Canada
(and elsewhere) since 1974, with the exceptions (BMW, Harley
Davidson) already mentioned. Very old British, European, or American
models may differ dramatically, with foot clutches, hand shifts, or shift
levers on the right and brake pedals on the left.

Top Triple Clamp: The large
metal casting or machined piece
on top of the fork tubes near the
ignition, helps secure the (2) fork
tubes to the (1) steering head.
Hence,
‘triple’
clamp.
The
assembly holding forks and
steering head pivot together is
called the ‘triple tree’.

A competent rider knows where all these hand and foot controls are without looking for them. Looking
down for the gear selector or for the turn signal button is a classic sign of an extremely inexperienced or
unskilled rider. Looking at the clutch lever will not tell you how much further out the friction point is.
Apart from the odd glance at the speedo, tach or warning lights, keep your eyes up and on the road.
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MULTI-POINT INSPECTION
Now that we know where everything is supposed to be, let’s make sure everything is there and working
properly. This inspection takes longer to describe than to perform; its purpose is to minimize the risk of
machine failure and attendant dangers while riding, before we ride. It also helps the new rider become
better acquainted with the machine. Try to follow a routine or sequence to avoid missing something.
Fluid Levels:
Inspect engine oil, gearbox oil (if applicable), fuel and coolant levels (if applicable), brake/clutch fluid
levels (if applicable). Most of these checks are to be performed with the bike standing totally upright, not
on the side stand. Once you’ve determined these levels are correct, you might start the motor and allow
it to warm up while you complete your inspection. Look under bike for any leaks of oil, fuel, coolant, and
brake fluid.
Brakes:
Straddle the machine and roll it forward a couple of feet, then apply the front brake to see how it works.
It should stop very easily and dive slightly. Then do the same with the rear brake; the bike should stop
easily. Feel for excessive travel or sponginess in the brake lever/pedal. Look and feel for suspension
faults as well (leaky fork seals, unusual stiction, bottoming out too easily). Check brake light function: the
front brake lever should very easily activate the brake light. The rear brake pedal should take slightly
more pressure than the front lever to activate the brake light. If applicable, check brake fluid levels (front
and back). Later, while off the bike, check pad and/or shoe thickness.

Whenever getting on or off the machine, make a habit of
holding the front brake on, to avoid rolling.

Cables:
With the engine running, turn the handlebars back and forth from lock to lock, listening for changes in
engine speed, which indicate problems with the throttle cable(s). Blip (briefly open and close) the throttle
slightly to see if the action works properly, especially that the throttle closes when released. But don’t
gun the engine (rev it hard) while cold. Check for excessive throttle play (more than 2–3 mm) or tension.
Check for proper clutch cable slack (2 mm or so) and clutch lever action, excessive stickiness, especially
during or following wet weather. Inspect all for fraying or other wear and tear. Lubricate if necessary or
replace (new throttle/clutch cables are relatively inexpensive and greatly enhance a bike’s ride ability).
Lights:
Check function of high and low beams and turn signals. (Since 1974, all machines must have daytime
running lights.) Check headlight aim, note that adding weight to the machine (i.e., passenger) will affect
beam angle. If you haven’t already, make sure to check your brake lights.
Electrical:
Check the emergency switch by shutting off the engine. Place the bike on the side or centre stand for the
rest of the inspection. Verify the condition of the battery, points, coil, spark plugs, and generator on older
machines. Newer machines have electronic ignition, eliminating points/distributors. Check your manual.
Keep an eye out for loose, frayed or pinched wiring, burned-out instrument illumination, and warning
lights.
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Tires/Wheels:
Inspect tires for correct inflation, adequate tread depth and any unusual wear patterns, embedded
foreign objects (motorcycle tires are great at picking up nails and such). Check for contaminants (oil,
coolant) on tire tread, sidewalls, as well as crooked valve stems or missing caps.
Note: Brand-new tires need to be ‘scrubbed in’ before anything
like ‘aggressive’ cornering is attempted. Also check directional
arrows and bead-seating on newly installed rubber.
Inspect rims for dents or cracks, missing wheel weights, spokes for looseness, and bearings for play (this
is also when you might check your brake pads, shoes, rotors, etc.).
Final Drive:
Check the final drive chain for proper slack (usually 3–5 cm on the bottom run) and lubrication, watching
for kinks, rust, missing master link clip, shiny wear spots, etc., as well as sprockets that are too long in
the tooth or ‘hooked’. (Lube a chain after it’s warm from riding, check and adjust the slack when cold.)
Shaft drives need only be checked periodically for proper fluid levels and leaky seals. Belt and pulley final
drives (Harley Davidson and a few others) should be checked for proper slack, cracks, wear, and kept
clean, but never lubricated. With belts or chains, rear wheel alignment is crucial.
Chassis/Nuts and Bolts:
Check critical fasteners and pivots for problems: axle nuts, handlebars, steering head (turn handlebar
back and forth, feeling for notches, detents), swing arm, motor mounts, exhaust mounts, footrests,
linkages, pinch bolts on swing arm and fork, caliper bolts, rear brake torque links, missing cotter pins,
clips, fairing fasteners, etc.
Cleaning:
Keep the machine as clean as possible. This will make life a lot easier when it comes time to work on the
bike as well as locating potential problem areas or leaks. It’s best to use soap and water and rags,
sponges, old paintbrushes, etc. To avoid sending contaminants into storm drains, only use detergents
where there’s a drain to a sewer, not on the street or driveway. If you must use a high-pressure washer,
keep the wand at least 40 cm from any seals (wheel bearings, calipers, etc.) and radiator fins or damage
may result. Never apply armor-all or other preservatives to seats, footrests or especially tires, not even
the sidewalls.
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PART THREE
A Rider has three main responsibilities when riding a motorcycle;
We call it the ABC’S of riding:

A=
B=
C=

Acceleration
Braking
Cornering (both at low and higher speeds)

The motorcycle has only one job; that is to go S traight.
LET’S GET STARTED

STARTING THE MOTORCYCLE: ‘FINECCS’
Before starting the motorcycle, make sure your kickstand is up. Riding away with the kickstand down is
dangerous!
There’s a handy acronym that helps you remember the start-up sequence: it’s called ‘FINECCS’.

F - Fuel
I - Ignition
N - Neutral
E – Emergency Switch
C - Choke
C - Clutch
S – Starter Button (or Kickstart)

F

uel (on some bikes)
If the machine has a fuel tap, it must be in the ‘on’ position. On your bike, you should be able to tell what
position the fuel tap is in by feel, without looking.

Ignition
The ignition key must be in the ‘on’ position to start. Normally, the key will be turned from the ‘off’ or
‘lock’ position one or two ‘clicks’ to the right to reach the ‘on’ position.

Neutral
The motorcycle’s gearbox (transmission) should be in neutral when starting. You can tell if the
motorcycle is in neutral by placing both feet on the ground and rolling the bike back and forth a foot or
two. If the bike can be moved, the gearbox is in neutral. If the motorcycle will only move a few inches
and then feels locked up as if the brakes are on, it’s likely in gear. (Note: do not pull in the clutch lever
when rolling the bike to check for neutral; doing so will make it seem like the bike is in neutral, when in
fact it may be in gear.) There may be a green neutral light on the instrument panel, which lights when
the ignition is ‘on’ and the gearbox is in neutral, but this should only be regarded as in indication the
gearbox might be in neutral. Neutral lights occasionally light when the gearbox is actually in gear.
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If you can’t tell what gear the motorcycle is in, get it down into first gear and work from there. You can
get first gear by stepping down repeatedly on the gear selector. (Remember: you can only do this if the
engine is NOT running. If the engine is running you MUST pull in the clutch before doing anything with
the gear selector!) It’s often necessary to move the motorcycle back and forth as you step down on the
gear selector to unlock the gearbox and allow it to get down to first gear. Once you’ve gone down as far
as possible (first gear), neutral is found by lifting up. Lifting too hard or too far may put the gearbox into
second gear. If you are in second, try tapping the gear selector down very lightly; this may put you in
neutral, whereas stepping down firmly and ‘following through’ will put it right back into first. Start with a
series of very light taps and keep tapping a little harder each time until you feel the gear selector drop
into neutral. You might feel/hear a subtle ‘tick’. Hearing and feeling a louder and more substantial ‘click’
likely means you’ve gone through neutral and ended up in first gear again. This may take some practice,
so be patient. It requires a degree of sensitivity and a delicate touch with your left foot. Never stomp on
the gear selector, it’s a precision instrument.
If the gear selector won’t move at all (with the engine running and
clutch lever held all the way in), it’s possible the clutch needs adjusting
to move the friction point ‘out’.
While it may be possible to start the motorcycle in gear by having the clutch pulled in and using the
electric start button, it is not recommended. If the motorcycle is to be kickstarted (see section below) it
may need to be in neutral.

Emergency Switch
The emergency switch must be in the ‘on’ or ‘run’ position in order to start. If the emergency switch
(sometimes called the ‘kill switch’) is in the ‘off’ position, no current will reach the sparkplugs and the
engine will not start. Often, a rider will use the emergency switch to shut off the engine and then forget
to turn it back to ‘on’ when they attempt to restart the machine. The starter may turn over but the motor
won’t start.

Choke (on some bikes)
If the engine is cold (hasn’t run for a while or long enough to warm up) the choke should be turned on or
‘opened’ to start the engine. If the engine is already warm, you should not need to open the choke. It is
pulled to activate, pushed back in to deactivate. It’s best to start by using full choke and no throttle when
trying to start the cold engine. Once the engine starts and begins to warm up, possibly in as little as 5–10
seconds, the engine RPM (engine speed) will likely increase. To prevent it from revving too high, you
should gradually decrease the choke by pushing it back in slightly, a little at a time. It’s best to have the
choke completely shut off or ‘closed’ before riding away. An increasing number of motorcycles are
equipped with fuel injection, in which case there may be no choke lever and this step is skipped.
However, some fuel-injected motorcycles have a ‘fast idle lever’ where the
RPM: Revolutions (of the
choke would normally be. This is used in a similar manner to a choke, to
engine’s crankshaft) Per
help start the cold engine.
Minute; generally measured
in thousands.

Clutch
The clutch must be pulled in (disengaged) to start the engine. This ensures the bike will not move when
the starter motor turns over the engine. (Some bikes have an electrical circuit that remains open until the
clutch is pulled in, preventing the engine from starting.) Once the engine starts, don’t release or ‘dump’
the clutch lever abruptly. Release it cautiously, in case the gearbox is not in neutral. If you feel the bike
starting to move or the engine sounds like it’s about to stall; pull the clutch back in. It may be necessary
to find neutral.
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On a kickstart motorcycle, the clutch may have to be left out (engaged) to start.

Start Button
With the clutch pulled in firmly, the starter button is pressed with the right thumb. Once the engine fires
(begins running) the starter button should be released immediately, to avoid damaging the starter motor.
Don’t crank the starter motor more than 4–5 seconds at a time to avoid damage.
If the bike still doesn’t start, check the list again: FINECCS. Make sure you haven’t forgotten something.
Kickstart (on some bikes)
If your bike is equipped with a kickstart (older street machines and most off-road bikes) alone or along
with an electric start, go through the FINECCS sequence up to and including the choke (if applicable),
but do not pull in the clutch. Instead, pull out the kickstart lever found on the right side of the
motorcycle. It’s usually double hinged so that it folds flat against the side of the machine above the
footrest. With the lever extended perpendicular to the bike, and the front brake lever applied to keep the
bike from rolling, press down on the lever with your right foot, first taking out any free play. Then give
the lever a swift, solid push straight down with your foot. If the first push is unsuccessful, let the lever
come back up and repeat. Once the engine starts, fold the lever back in against the side of the bike.
Remember: the gearbox should be in neutral and the clutch out to use the kickstart. (There may be a
compression release lever (typically on the left handlebar), which is pulled to make kick starting easier,
closed once bike starts.)

MOVING OFF
Okay, this is it! Are you really ready to go?
Is your helmet strap done up?
Is all your gear properly adjusted and secured?

Is your kickstand up?
These questions should all have been answered in the affirmative before
you started the bike, but do a quick mental check again before you
prepare to move off.
Once the engine is started and warmed up, make sure once again that
your kickstand is up (maybe you put it down again while warming up the
engine, or discussing the route with someone, or while adjusting some
gear or luggage). Sweep your left boot through the area below and
behind the footrest/floorboard before engaging first gear, to ensure the
kickstand has not been left down. Now pull in the clutch and press down
to first gear. Ready to step up?
To an experienced rider, moving off seems simple. But it’s actually one
of the more challenging things for a new rider to learn to do properly.
We can use an Acronym called S.T.E.P UP

J.R. Technique
Used at intersections to
move from where you
cannot see to where you
can see.
All you need is a little gas to
keep the engine from stalling.
A little friction point with the
clutch, then drag the rear
brake and walk with the bike
with your left leg, 1–2 km/h is
all you need to go.

Each of these five elements involves a simple sequence, which is given below:
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1. Set it up
•

Rear brake back on
With the bike in first gear, you can now put your left foot down and plant it firmly
on the ground. Then pick up your right foot and reapply the rear brake. Unless
you are on a steep hill, apply the rear brake very lightly.

•

Release the front brake
With the rear brake on, you can now safely release the front brake. This frees up
your right hand to more easily operate the throttle. Ensure that you have a ‘low
wrist’ position on the throttle.

•

Increase throttle slightly
With your right wrist, open the throttle very slightly, increasing engine speed a
small amount over idle. Maintain this throttle opening as steadily as possible
(don’t rev the engine up and down).

•

Find the friction point—and hold it
Carefully begin releasing the clutch while feeling for the point where it begins to
engage; listen for the engine speed to drop slightly and feel for the bike starting
to pull forward slightly. You may need to open the throttle a bit more to keep
from stalling the engine. Have only very light rear brake on so the bike can move
forward a short distance.
(If the engine stalls without the bike moving at all, you may need more throttle
and/or less rear brake. Also make sure you’re not letting the clutch out too far.)

•

Let the bike roll forward 10–20 centimetres
The bike should roll forward a short distance when you release the rear brake.
This confirms that you have a good friction point and are prepared to go.

•

Reapply the rear brake firmly
Without pulling in the clutch or changing the throttle position, reapply the rear
brake firmly so the bike cannot move—but stay on the friction point. The bike is
now ‘set up’.

2. Traffic Chin Check
•

Chin check
Check traffic conditions by looking first to the left, then the right, and then the left
again. Just move your chin not your whole body.

3. Eyes up
•

Then look up well ahead in the direction you plan to go.
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4. Pop off rear brake
•

Release the rear brake
If your chin check confirms that it’s safe to proceed,
release or ‘Pop off’ the rear brake by sliding your foot
off to the side, causing the pedal to ‘snap’ upward.

5. Up
•

Let the bike get its balance
Before trying to pick up your left foot, let the bike move
forward and gain some momentum and balance.
Remember you can use one full step on take off.

•

Pick up your left foot, place it on the footrest
Once the bike has moved forward as much as possible
without dragging your foot or taking extra steps, pick
your foot up and place the ball of your foot on the
footrest.

•

Squeeze the tank with your knees
Don’t try to balance by thrashing your knees around.
Keep them tight on the tank.

•

Gradually release the clutch lever
After the bike has travelled forward a bike-length or so,
begin gradually releasing the rest of the clutch. You may
need to adjust the throttle to keep your acceleration
under control (close throttle) or keep from stalling out
(open throttle). Make small adjustments and keep the
wrist down.

•

Complete the move-off
Once the clutch lever is fully released (engaged), return
your fingers to the grip.

Release the Rear Brake: After using
the rear brake so intensively while
learning low-speed techniques, new
riders often continue to drag the rear
brake even at higher speeds or anytime
they’re a bit nervous on the road. By
‘Popping’ off the rear brake, you release
the brake more decisively and are less
likely to reapply it unconsciously.
Occasionally check the position of your
right foot while riding and make sure
you’re only dragging the rear brake
where it’s appropriate.

Balance: The bike balances with the
help of gyroscopic inertia, which is
generated by the turning wheels. By
getting the wheels turning BEFORE you
pick up your foot, you’re less likely to
wobble and lose your balance while
moving off. Some new riders try to pick
up their foot first and then move
forward, attempting to balance the bike
before the wheels start turning. This is
difficult, to say the least. Starting with
your left foot well forward makes it
easier, as it allows you to keep your
foot on the ground longer before
picking it up, which in turn allows the
bike to gain more inertia and better
balance.

Pick your Foot Up: Gently raise it
from the pavement and place it on the
peg. Don’t YANK it up, as this can
cause you to wobble.

This seems like a fairly complex procedure, but all you’re doing is partially engaging the clutch (while
adding a bit of throttle to keep the engine from stalling), shoulder checking, and releasing the rear brake
to move off. Brand-new riders, especially those with no experience driving standard cars, may struggle at
first as they learn to use the clutch.

Troubleshooting Move-offs
•

If there’s a loud ‘clunk’ when engaging first gear:
Some noise is normal but it’s worse if you rev the engine before stepping down
on the gear selector. Make sure the engine is idling low before engaging first
gear. Then add throttle as you prepare to move off.

•

If the bike stalls out:
Make sure you’re in first gear, not second or third.
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Make sure you’re adding enough throttle. When you’re trying to move off, you’re
making the engine work, so you’ve got to feed it!
Don’t rev the engine up and down when you’re on the friction point. Keep it on a
low but steady ‘boil’. If the throttle is turned on and off while on the friction
point, the engine will stall when the throttle is turned off.
When trying to find the friction point by making the bike roll forward, make sure
you don’t have too much rear brake on. Also make sure you’re completely
releasing (‘popping’ off) the rear brake as you move off.
Make sure you’re not ‘popping’ or ‘dumping’ the clutch as you start to move off;
the clutch must be held on the friction point as you begin to move forward. Only
start gradually releasing (engaging) the rest of the clutch AFTER your left foot
has come up to the footrest and the bike has moved forward almost a bikelength. Releasing the clutch too soon or too quickly is the most common reason
for stalling out.
•

If you drop your right foot while preparing to move off or otherwise lose
your balance:
Keep the bike leaned to the left as you’re preparing to move off. Don’t try to
keep it balanced perfectly vertical. Move your left foot out away from the bike a
foot or so.
When you’ve finished your shoulder check, make sure you’re looking up and
ahead before releasing the rear brake to move off. DON’T LOOK DOWN!
Keep your posture upright and your knees tight once your left foot is up on the
footrest.

SLOW RIDING
One of the most important and challenging things new motorcyclists need to learn is how to ride slowly.
When riding through extremely congested areas, surrounded by pedestrians, parked or slow-moving
vehicles and other obstacles, there’s little room for error and machine control is as important as it is at
higher speeds.
What makes it tricky is the lack of gyroscopic inertia, the force that keeps the motorcycle stable and
prevents it from falling over at anything above walking speed. At very low speeds, there is little if any of
this stabilizing force and the rider must help balance the bike. The rider must also be able to keep the
bike moving and yet not stall the engine or go too fast, which is another skill that may need to be
learned.
Much of our lot training is spent on low speed balance and control, and we recommend that riders
continue practicing these techniques on their own bikes after completing the course. Mastering low-speed
skills will make all aspects of riding more enjoyable and safer.
Speed Control
When you try to ride slower than 8–10 km/h with the clutch fully engaged,
the engine of the motorcycle may start to ‘lug’. Most motorcycles are
geared too ‘tall’ to go very slowly, even in first gear. The rider will have to
pull the clutch in to avoid stalling the engine. The motorcycle will then
coast as if it were in neutral. However, if the motorcycle is leaned over in
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a low speed turn and the clutch is pulled in completely, the bike may start to tip over. It’s useful to have
some power going to the rear wheel to stabilize the bike while turning. By ‘setting’ the clutch at a
manageable friction point and leaving it, and doing the same with the throttle, it’s then possible to rely
almost totally on the rear brake to control the speed of the bike.
This simplifies things. Instead of squeezing and releasing the clutch while opening and closing the
throttle, the rider simply ‘sets’ both at a point which will keep the bike moving, but without lugging or
stalling the engine. Feathering or ‘dragging’ the rear brake controls speed.
Need to go slower? More rear brake
Need to go faster? Less rear brake
We call this TECHNIQUE ‘Set then Drag’
Even if you’re going fast enough to release the clutch completely, throttle response on motorcycles at low
speed tends to be abrupt and jerky. The machine will lurch as you throttle on and off. It’s much smoother
to keep a bit of throttle on (steady throttle) and use the rear brake to control speed. Rear brake is a far
more precise low-speed control than the throttle. The front brakes are too powerful for very low speeds
and, remember, grabbing a handful of front brake in the middle of a tight, low-speed turn can toss you
and the bike suddenly on the ground. For low-speed maneuvers, rely on the rear brake to adjust and
control your speed and leave the front brake alone.
Body Position
The ‘Normal Riding Position’ is nowhere more important than at low speed. Upright posture, relaxed
shoulders, elbows bent, calm grip on the bars, and knees tight on the tank will all help. Most of all, you
should keep your chin up and your eyes looking well ahead in the direction you wish to go. Strive to sit as
still as possible and do nothing to ‘upset’ the bike. Remember that the bike ‘listens to you’ and feels
everything you do when you’re going slow. If you remain calm on the bike, it will be calm under you. If
you thrash around, the bike will follow suit. Instead of flailing your knees to ‘help balance’ make small
corrections with the handlebars. And remain with your knees tight to that tank.
A ride using slow technique begins the same way as the
previous ‘move off’ sequence: S.T.E.P.UP

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Setting it up
Traffic chin check
Eyes up
Pop off rear brake
Step up the left foot

When going really slow in a
straight line, the handlebars will
help you keep your balance, much
like a tight rope walker. Your
body, when moved side to side,
will help the bike change direction
due to counter-balancing effect.
Want to go left, lean your body
right.

But now, instead of ‘completing’ the move off by releasing the rest of the clutch, the rider continues to
hold the friction point with the clutch, and once speed is as high as desired, the rear brake is gently
reapplied and ‘dragged’. If you have to slow down to very low speed but not stop, you would brake,
downshift to first gear, and then keep the bike moving using the slow technique.
•

How much clutch?
Use enough so that if you completely release the rear brake (while on a level
surface), the bike picks up a little speed. Don’t engage so much clutch so the
engine ‘lugs’ or that small throttle corrections affect the bike’s speed.
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If you’re going downhill, you might need to engage less clutch and let gravity
help out. Going uphill might need a bit more clutch engaged and less rear
brake. To keep things simple, however, we usually recommend just keeping
it consistent up and downhill, which will avoid problems in transitions and
turns.
•

How much rear brake?
Again, the amount of rear brake needed depends on the grade or slope of
the surface: if you’re going downhill you’ll need a bit more rear brake. Going
uphill: less, possibly none at all.

•

How much throttle?
Keep the throttle just above idle. You don’t want the engine screaming or
revving hard, but you don’t want it stalling out either. It’s best to err slightly
on the high side: too little throttle could cause you to stall or lose balance;
too much throttle can be smoothed out with the clutch and rear brake.
Having engine RPM up a little also provides some extra gyroscopic inertia,
which helps balance the bike.

•

Isn’t this hard on the clutch?
Often when riders are learning low-speed technique they do
cause a lot of wear on clutches. Too much throttle and/or
dragging too much rear brake can do damage quickly. With
practice, a rider learns to use just enough of everything.
Letting the clutch cool down between practice sessions also
helps preserve it. Avoid ‘riding’ or ‘slipping’ the clutch for more
than 10 seconds or so at a time.
In real world conditions, only a small percentage of total riding
time will use this technique, keeping clutch wear to a minimum.

Letting the clutch cool
down: Most motorcycles
have ‘wet clutches’, which
run in the engine oil. The
oil takes heat away from
the clutch, keeping it
somewhat cooler. Some
more
exotic
racing
motorcycles,
have
dry
clutches,
which
are
recognizable by their noisy
metallic sound.

STOPPING
The next basic skill a rider needs to master is coming to a safe, controlled stop. As with moving off and
slow riding, stopping is when the rider has to be concerned with balance. Many inexperienced riders first
drop their bikes while coming to a routine stop at a stop sign or red light, or while parking. This is
because the bike is losing all its gyroscopic inertia, the force that keeps it upright, and the rider is
sometimes not prepared. It only takes a small mistake when you’re stopping to find yourself on the
ground, under the bike.
The most important thing here, as with every aspect of riding, is keeping your eyes up. Keep your chin
up; don’t look down in front of your front tire as you come to a stop. When you look down, you don’t see
the horizon and you lose an important visual reference that helps you orient and balance yourself.
Maintain an upright position on the bike and keep your knees tight on the tank until just before you drop
your foot.
Only drop your (left) foot when the bike is nearly stopped or the distance of one stride from a full stop. If
your leg ends up stretched out behind you because you put your foot down too early, it’s much harder to
hold up a heavy bike. In a proper, controlled stop, the left foot is planted on the ground beside or a little
ahead of the rider, and where it lands the first time is where it stays. It should not drag along the ground
or take a series of steps. Practice making ‘one point landings’ with your foot when you stop.
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The bike should tip to the left as you stop; obviously to the side you drop your foot. Dropping both feet is
not considered a controlled stop, as it shows you are unable to control which way the bike leans as it
stops.
You should try to stop with the handlebars of the motorcycle ‘squared’, or perpendicular to the length of
the bike, and the front wheel pointing straight ahead. If you stop with the bars and front wheel turned,
it’s much more likely you’ll topple over, particularly if you’re using the front brake at that moment.
Routine stops are an important part of basic training, which is designed to give the new rider ample
opportunity to practice them, along with move-offs.
As you are slowing to a stop, you should be using both brakes simultaneously, and downshifting to first
gear (don’t worry about that right now; we’ll deal with shifting in a little while). In a routine, nonemergency stop, braking should be gradual, gentle and smooth. The front brake has the most potential
stopping power, but it shouldn’t be necessary to use more than fraction of this power in anything but an
emergency. If you know well in advance that you need to stop, as
Engine Braking: When the throttle is shut
you usually should (stop sign, traffic light, etc.), you can do most of
off, the engine tends to drag the bike down
your deceleration by simply rolling off the throttle and gently engine
to slower speed. Engine braking works by
slowing down the rear wheel, just like the
braking. Then both front and rear brakes can be added to further
rear brake does. Motorcycles ‘engine brake’
reduce speed. The front brake is squeezed slightly harder as you
more strongly than cars, because they have
slow down you feel weight transfer to the front tire contact patch.
large engines relative to their weight. MultiThis is called ‘progressive’ application of the brake. It reduces the
cylinder motorcycles tend to engine brake
harder than twin-cylinder machines, which
likelihood of locking and skidding the front tire. NEVER GRAB or
have heavier flywheels to help them idle
SLAM on the brakes. Squeeze progressively. To avoid making an
more smoothly. An exception is with some
abrupt, jerky stop, which could throw you off balance, the front
‘sport’ style twin-cylinder machines, which
brake should be eased slightly in the last half bike-length or so of
have lighter flywheels and may produce
plenty of engine braking. Also see Engine
your stopping distance.
Compression, below.

Stopping Sequence
• Check mirrors
• Slow down (throttle off, brake, downshift to first gear)
• Pull in clutch
• Apply brakes. Constant rear, progressive front
• Keep your body upright, knees tight and your chin/eyes up
• Tap down on the gear selector (to ensure you are in first
gear when you stop)
• Drop your left foot on the ground ahead of yourself, just
before the bike stops
• Roll to a full stop beside your left foot
• Shoulder check

Turning your handlebar to the right
(usually happens because new riders
pull the front brake on with their
whole arm) and applying your rear
brake too aggressively at the same
time will make your bike tip to the
right. Keep your eyes up and apply
your rear brake lightly and front
brake from a low-wrist to high-wrist
position progressively is a great help
in keeping your bike balanced as you
come to a stop. Many people will fall
over when they stop rather than
when they take-off.

Troubleshooting Stops
•

If you lose your balance as you stop:
There are several possible explanations. First and foremost, make sure you’re
keeping your chin up and eyes up as you stop. This is the single most
important thing to remember. Next, make sure you keep your left foot up on
the footrest until just before you stop completely. Taking the foot off the peg
too soon can unbalance the bike (remember, there’s still pressure on the right
footrest). Your body should be upright and straight over the bike and not
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leaning to one side or another as you stop. Leaning your body to the left may
initially push the bike to the right, causing you to tip the wrong way. Keep your
body as vertical and as still as possible and use the handlebars to control the
balancing and leaning of the bike. One trick you can use to help the bike
always tip to the left is a small, gentle push against the left handlebar just as
the bike is stopping. Otherwise, always try to come to a stop with the
handlebar squared.
•

If you stall the bike out as you stop:
You’re probably not pulling in the clutch soon enough. Make sure the clutch is
all the way in well before you stop. This also gives you ample time to tap down
on the gear selector and make sure you’re in first gear.

•

If you are overshooting (passing) your intended stopping point
and stopping too late:
You should begin your stopping sequence sooner, pull in the clutch earlier and
apply more brake, front and rear.

•

If your stops are jerky and abrupt:
With the bike first pitching forward and then rocking back after the stop, you
need to be less ‘grabby’ with the brakes. A big ‘bounce’ at the end of your stop
can contribute to loss of balance and tipping over. Ease the brakes on smoothly
and, as the bike is nearly stopped, try releasing them (especially the front)
slightly. This helps you make a smoother, more controlled stop. Practice making
your routine stops as smooth and gentle as possible; try to stop without a
detectable stopping ‘bounce’.

•

Tires skidding:
You’re applying the brakes too aggressively. Remember, this is a routine stop,
not an emergency stop. Ease brakes on progressively, don’t stomp or grab them.
The brake controls may be more sensitive and responsive than you first expect.

•

If the bike stalls after you try to move off following a stop:
Check to make sure you’re in first gear. It’s easy to forget the last downshift and
this is why you should always ‘tap down’ on the gear selector just before each
stop. Trying to tap down when the bike has already stopped doesn’t work as
well, the gearbox tends to lock up unless you squeeze and partly release the
clutch or roll the bike. If you are tapping down but the bike still doesn’t make it
to first, make sure that after each step down on the gear selector, you lift your
foot completely off, allowing the selector to reset.

SLOW TURNS
Turns at very low speed can cause problems for riders who haven’t learned the correct techniques. They
can find themselves going wide or having to put their feet down. In a parking lot, it’s a situation that
often ends with the bike lying on its side. On the road, going wide in a low speed turn (exiting a parking
lot or driveway, turning at an intersection) can put the rider in the wrong lane, directly in the path of
another vehicle. You don’t have to be going fast to put yourself in danger when riding a motorcycle. The
rider must be able to control where the bike goes, at all speeds.
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A motorcycle turns by leaning, whether it’s going fast or slow. The trouble with leaning the bike at low
speeds is that the bike has a tendency to fall over. When a rider senses this, he or she may be unwilling
to lean the bike enough to stay within a boundary. To keep from tipping over, the rider may try to go too
fast, which can also result in wide turns or loss of control.
One cause of this low-speed difficulty has already been introduced:
a lack of gyroscopic inertia, the force that stabilizes the bike once it’s
moving a bit faster. The other problem is a lack of centrifugal or
cornering force, which also helps hold up a cornering bike at
higher speed.

Cornering
Force:
We’ll
discuss
cornering force in more detail in a later
chapter dealing with higher speed
corners (see Higher Speed Corners).

To execute a tight, low-speed turn successfully, a rider has to be prepared to help the bike balance as it
leans over into the turn, but they also need to be able to make the bike lean. For a left turn, for example,
this can be done in one of two ways: the rider can lean slightly to the left and cause the bike to start
tipping or leaning the same way. The rider will then have to immediately sit back upright again, however,
or pick up speed, to avoid tipping the bike over altogether. A better way to lean the bike is to
countersteer. We’ll explore the subject of countersteering in more detail later. For now, understand that
when you want to lean the bike left in order to turn left, you simply push against the left handlebar. You
could pull in on the right bar and achieve the same result but, for the sake of simplicity and consistency,
we’ll describe the act as pushing the inside handlebar in the direction you wish to go: push left to go left;
push right to go right. Countersteering is also known as ‘push steering’.
Many people believe that countersteering ‘only works at higher speeds’, like 30 km/h and higher. This is
untrue. Countersteering will cause the bike to lean even at walking speeds. But it is subtle. The amount
of pressure applied to the bars is very small and the duration is brief.
New riders (and even some experienced ones) struggle with the bike while trying to make turns at low
speeds. The harder they try, the more the bike seems to go wide. That’s because they’re turning the
wheel right when trying to make a right turn. This actually countersteers the bike to the left. Turning the
wheel directly into the turn will only work if the bike slows to a near stop, at which point the rider usually
loses balance and drops his or her feet.
It’s important that all new riders understand this fundamental fact
about single-track vehicles (bicycles, motorcycles) right from
the outset: to make the bike lean and turn to the right, you must
first briefly turn the handlebars and front wheel to the left. Once
the bike begins to lean to the right, the wheel will then turn to the
right all by itself, usually without any help from the rider. This
happens at high speeds AND all but the VERY lowest speeds.

Single-track Vehicles: Motorcycles
and bicycles have two wheels in
tandem (one following another in a
‘single track’). A trike or a motorcycle
with a sidecar is not a single-track
vehicle and does not behave the same
way.

The Counterbalance Turn
At low speed, however, we do something a bit different with our body position than we do at higher
speeds. Most riders are familiar with the idea of ‘leaning with the bike’. It’s what they do on their bicycle
and it’s what they’ve heard you should always do on a motorcycle. But sometimes, at low speeds, you do
not lean with the bike. At low speeds, you should stay upright over the bike. You countersteer, causing
the bike to lean, but your body stays vertical. This allows the bike to lean without toppling over, which it
would do if you leaned with it. It allows the bike to lean over farther and turn tighter if necessary. And if
the bike needs to be turned even tighter (leaned even more), then the rider may have to actually lean
AWAY from the turn. This ‘leaning away’ is what we call ‘counterbalancing’. It’s simply using your
bodyweight to counter the weight of the leaning bike. The more the bike leans over, and/or the slower
it’s going, the more we have to lean away from the turn to keep the bike from tipping over. The
combination of countersteering with counterbalancing feels like ‘pushing yourself away from the turn’.
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On some bikes, it’s possible to apply more weight to the outside footrest as you turn, which is also a form
of counterbalance. Some riders find it helpful to actually stand up on the pegs for these maneuvers. On
cruisers, where the footrest or floorboards are too far ahead to apply much weight on them, it’s still
possible to roll your weight over on the seat, sitting on your right butt-cheek as you lean the bike left,
and onto your left butt-cheek as you lean the bike right.

Counterbalance Turn Sequence
Let’s put these elements together and describe what you do when making a low-speed turn as a
sequence:
1. Adjust your speed before the turn. Don’t attempt an extremely tight turn at too
high a speed, you could go wide or slide out. However, you don’t want to go too
slowly either; going too slow will make the bike less stable and prone to tipping over.
If you have to go very slow, use Slow Technique (‘half’ clutch); otherwise, leave the
clutch out and drag the rear brake a little. Keep the throttle on slightly throughout
the turn.
2. Look through the turn. It’s critical that your eyes look where you want to go and
not to the outside of the turn. Turn your head and even look over your shoulder if
you’re making a tight turn.
3. Counterbalance. Lean your body perpendicularly away from the turn (shoulders
left to turn right; shoulders right to turn left).
4. Countersteer. Push against the left handlebar to make the bike lean left, then allow
the handlebars to turn in the direction you are looking. Push against the right
handlebar to make the bike lean right, then allow the handlebars to turn in the
direction you are looking.
5. Exit. Once you’ve completed the turn, you may
need to stand the bike up straight again to
exit. This is simply the reverse of steps 3 and 4.
Pull the inside handlebar back in toward yourself as
you simultaneously pull yourself back up straight
overtop of the bike. In other words, push the right
handlebar to exit a left turn; push the left handlebar
to exit a right turn.

Stand the bike up straight again to
exit: Often the bike does this on its own,
particularly at higher speeds and with
throttle applied. But if you must exit one
tight turn and immediately enter another, as
in the ‘serpentine’ exercise, you may need to
countersteer the bike upright as described
and then into the next turn.

Troubleshooting Low Speed Turns
Understeering—Going Wide
If you find yourself going wide in these turns, make sure, first of all, that you are looking where you
should be. Follow your eyes through the turn, keep your head up and look well ahead IN THE TURN. If
you look to the outside boundary of your turn, that’s where you’ll likely end up. Then make sure you are
countersteering enough. Remember that the bike must lean to turn. If you are going wide, you are not
leaning the bike enough (it may also be that you aren’t counterbalancing enough and are therefore
unable to lean the bike enough).
Don’t be too tight on the bars, your hands and arms need to be
relaxed for the bike to steer properly.
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Oversteering/Losing Balance
If you find yourself tipping over into the turn and putting your foot down, make sure again that you’re
keeping your eyes up looking ahead through the turn and that the bike is not ‘catching up with your eyes’
and making you slow down too much. Make sure you have some throttle on and that you are not slowing
down in the middle of the turn. Shutting off the gas or pulling in the clutch in the middle of the turn may
cause the bike to ‘oversteer’ and tip too far (then, when the throttle is turned back on, the bike may
stand up and go wide).
Sometimes it’s necessary to INCREASE throttle slightly as the bike leans over; leaning the bike over
causes the contact patch to move to the edge of the rear tire, where the wheel diameter is smaller. This
in turn creates engine braking, which suddenly slows the bike and makes it tip over. Increasing the
throttle a bit compensates and keeps the bike from falling. It keeps the bike from slowing down too
much, rather than making it go faster.
While some throttle corrections may be necessary, try to control the speed through the turn with the rear
brake, rather than by turning the throttle off and on. Abrupt off-on throttle transitions can cause havoc in
turns, and not just low speed ones. Also, check your body position on the bike; remember that in the
low-speed turn you should be staying upright over the bike or even leaning away from the turn, not
leaning with the bike into the turn.
Some riders lean the bike first and then try to counterbalance, when it’s too late. The bike then tips over
to the inside of the turn. The counterbalancing must begin BEFORE the bike starts to lean. Instead of
‘reacting’ to loss of balance, the rider needs to ‘act’ first—and prevent it.
Where to Put your Tire
It’s essential that riders know where their tires are going to go as they approach a turn. Just as in a car,
a motorcycle’s rear wheel will follow a tighter line than the front wheel through a turn. If the rider starts
a turn with the front wheel close to a curb, or other object on the inside of the turn, the rear wheel or
other part of the bike (such as a muffler) is likely to hit it. This could easily result in the bike falling over.
It’s always best to start a turn (of any speed) from a ‘wide’ position: that is, with the bike as far to the
left as safely possible when approaching a right turn, and as far to the right as possible when
approaching a left turn. This way, your rear wheel should have a lot of room to clear any obstacle.
Remember, just because your front wheel missed that rock or curb or pothole as you turned, doesn’t
mean your rear tire will. Make allowances.
It also helps to go in fairly deep and not start turning too early. Usually, when riders err, they err on the
early side by over-anticipating the turn. This will bring the front tire too close to the inside boundary, and
put the rear tire on a collision course with the inside boundary or obstacle. Go in wide, but also go in
deep.

SHIFTING GEARS
Just as in a car, you shift gears on a motorcycle in order to be in the proper gear for the speed you’re
travelling and the task you’re performing. Low speeds always require low gears; higher speeds use higher
gears. When you shift gears, you are trying to keep the bike in a ‘comfortable’ gear, one that gives you
enough power to accelerate when you need to, but not one that forces the engine to rev too hard to
maintain your speed. Being in too high (or ‘tall’) a gear for your speed makes acceleration difficult or
impossible; being in too low a gear makes the engine scream unnecessarily hard.
A motorcycle’s engine makes more power when it’s revving above a certain number of RPM. This
minimum effective RPM will vary from engine to engine. If engine RPM is too far below this point, it
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doesn’t run efficiently and may not have the ability to accelerate or climb a hill. Opening the throttle will
have little effect (poor ‘throttle response’). If you are in too high a gear for your speed (for example, fifth
gear at only 40 km/h) you may not be able to merge properly with faster traffic or maintain your speed
while climbing hills. The engine ‘bogs’.
In too low a gear, the engine makes plenty of power (maybe even too much), but is working too hard for
what’s normally needed on the street. The engine ‘screams’ as the RPM or ‘revs’ climb too high. Fuel
economy suffers and there is increased noise as well as wear and tear on the engine. Rolling off and on
the gas causes the bike to pitch back and forth. For the racetrack
or for hard acceleration, higher RPM is the norm; for the street, it’s
Engine Compression: The amount an
rarely necessary.
engine compresses (squeezes or reduces
Unlike most cars, motorcycles are equipped with what is called a
‘sequential’ gearbox. To get to fifth gear, the rider must first shift
to second, then to third, then fourth, before shifting to fifth.
Upshifting and downshifting smoothly is very important on a
motorcycle, more so than in a car. Because motorcycles have more
engine displacement and engine compression relative to their
mass than a car or truck, mistakes while shifting can have serious
consequences. The controls on the motorcycle may take some
getting used to, even for people with experience driving cars and
trucks with standard transmissions.

the volume of) the gases within its
cylinder(s). A ‘compression ratio’ of 12:1,
for example, means the piston squeezes
the gases in the cylinder (at top dead
centre) to one-twelfth their original
volume (at bottom dead centre). This
compression creates great resistance and
strong engine braking. Not all motorcycles
have such high compression, but having a
large engine for the weight of the vehicle
has the same effect as higher
compression in a smaller engine.)

When first learning to shift, it’s more important to concentrate on getting the sequences right, rather
than trying to shift quickly. Once you’ve got a handle on the sequence, repetition will make it almost
automatic and you’ll be able to start shifting more quickly and efficiently.
Because of the potential to lose rear wheel traction through excessive engine braking, or at
least disturb the chassis’ equilibrium, it’s generally best to avoid shifting gears while the
bike is leaned over in a corner.

Upshifting
The rider always picks up speed before an upshift. The speed at which you shift up to the next gear
depends on several factors: how hard you’re trying to accelerate, the grade of the road surface, and
whether or not you’re in a corner.
As you increase speed in any gear, the engine RPM increases also. When you shift up to a higher gear,
the engine RPM will drop a certain amount, even though your speed remains the same or increases. As
you pick up more speed, the engine RPM again climbs higher, until you shift up again. You should try to
shift before the engine RPM gets too high, but not so soon that the engine ‘bogs’, lugs, or stalls.
The procedure for upshifting is straightforward: after moving off in first gear and then picking up speed,
the rider will ‘roll off’ (shut off) the throttle with the right hand, pull in the clutch with the four fingers of
the left hand, and then lift up the gear selector firmly with the left foot. The clutch is then released, the
left hand returned to the grip, and the throttle re-opened.

The shifting sequence:
•

Position a solid part of your left foot under the shift lever so you’re ready to shift. If
the rider waits until the last moment to get his/her foot in position, the shift may be
not be successful.
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•

Accelerate, or finish accelerating, to a speed at which shifting up is appropriate. If
the speed is too low, the engine will lug and possibly stall. When riding uphill, you
need to be going faster before the upshift. If your speed is too high, the engine RPM
will be unnecessarily high.

•

Roll off the throttle at least partially. If the throttle is left on when the clutch is pulled
in, the engine RPM will rise suddenly, possibly dangerously.

•

Pull in the clutch lever. While it is possible to shift without pulling in the clutch, we
recommend you first learn to shift by using the clutch. This ensures that the gearbox
is fully unloaded and able to shift to the next gear. If the shift is missed, it will also
make it easier and safer to complete it.

•

Lift up firmly on the gear selector and hold it up until further notice. This is called
‘following through’ with the shift. If the rider only nudges the shift lever briefly
upward, the shift may not be completed successfully and a ‘missed shift’ or ‘false
neutral’ may result. The action on the shift lever needs to be positive and sustained,
even as the clutch is released.

•

Release the clutch smoothly. The speed of the clutch release
is directly related to the speed the bike is travelling: at low
speed, the clutch must be released slowly; as the bike goes
faster, the clutch can be released more quickly. Never simply
‘pop’ the clutch out abruptly. It is NOT necessary, however,
to gradually release the clutch as slowly as when moving off
from a stop!

•

Return the fingers of your left hand to the grip. If the fingers remain on the clutch
lever and then accidentally pull the clutch back in with the throttle on, high RPMs
and loss of control may follow. Just as with moving off, we call returning the fingers
to the grip ‘completing’ the shift.

•

Relax your left foot. It’s important that the rider maintains upward pressure on the
gear selector while the clutch is released (follow through). If the foot is relaxed
before the clutch is released, the shift may not be successful. Pressure on the gear
selector can even be maintained as the throttle is re-opened.

•

Re-open the throttle smoothly. If the throttle is opened too much or too early (before
the clutch is released/re-engaged), engine RPM may rise too high and cause the bike
to lurch when the clutch is re-engaged. Loss of traction and or loss of control of
steering in a turn could result.
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Troubleshooting Upshifting
Engine ‘lugs’ or stalls following an upshift
When first learning to shift gears, new riders may find themselves lugging the engine or stalling out,
particularly when going uphill. The motorcycle’s engine has to be spinning at certain minimum speed to
make sufficient power, and it will only reach that speed (RPM) when the motorcycle has reached a
certain speed. If you try to shift into second gear at only 15 km/h while going uphill, the engine may not
have enough power to pick up speed and will labour. The solution is to stay in first gear longer,
continuing to accelerate, and shift into the next gear at a higher speed.
Upshift is ‘clunky’ or ‘jerky’
If an upshift takes too long to complete, speed is lost and the same problem (lugging, stalling) results.
Make sure your left foot is properly positioned well before you roll off the throttle and pull in the clutch.
Some riders throttle off and pull in the clutch first and, only then, begin hunting for the gear selector with
their left foot. In the meantime, momentum is lost, the bike slows down too much, and the engine lugs
or stalls after the shift, or the gearbox makes a loud ‘clunk’ sound. This happens because the mainshaft
and the countershaft in the gearbox are moving at different speeds. By making the shift efficiently and
quickly, the shaft speeds stay in synch and a smoother shift results.
Taking too long to release the clutch is another type of error. Note that the clutch does not need to be
released as gradually as it does when moving off from a stop. It can be released considerably quicker
when shifting from first to second, and even quicker when shifting from fourth to fifth. The faster the
bike is going, the faster the clutch can be released.
Gearbox isn’t shifting, or I’m ending up in neutral or skipping a gear
Some people hold the clutch in too long because they’re waiting to feel the gear selector actually move
and ‘click’ into the next gear. What they may not realize is that the shift may only happen once the clutch
is being released and reaches the friction point. Again, momentum is lost, or the shift may be clunky or
jerky. Some riders may lift several times when they don’t feel anything the first time. Try to lift only once,
or you may end up going from first to third, again lugging or stalling the engine.
Shifting from first to second is the most problematic upshift, because the gearbox has to pass through
neutral and into second. If the shift isn’t positive and doesn’t ‘follow through’, this may result in the
gearbox ending up in neutral. The rider may only realize his/her mistake when the throttle is reopened
and the engine revs frantically. When the rider feels no power, s/he may rev the engine even harder, and
then engage a gear, causing damage or loss of control. The solution is to follow through: hold the shift
lever up firmly as the clutch is released and only relax the pressure on the shift lever once the
clutch is fully re-engaged, or even until your left hand’s fingers are back on the grip, and the throttle is
reopened. This also helps prevent the following problem:
False neutrals
Failing to follow through can also put the gearbox into ‘false neutrals’, between second and third, third
and fourth, fourth and fifth, fifth and sixth. This initially feels like a missed shift between first and second,
but is usually accompanied by nasty rattling sounds from the gearbox. It can cause serious, expensive
damage, which has the effect of making the gearbox even more prone to false neutrals, and possibly to
the bike popping out of gear. Again, the answer is to shift very positively, and to follow through
deliberately. If you do get a false neutral, always shift UP to get out of it. Shifting down could
put you in a lower gear than you expect and lock up the rear wheel.
Generally jerky shifting
If you find your shifts are not as smooth as they should be, or that the bike is lurching when the clutch is
released, the likely culprit is the throttle being opened too early or not being shut off before the clutch is
pulled in. The excessive engine RPM will then cause the bike to lurch and transfer weight suddenly to the
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rear wheel. When you practice shifting, you should try to do so in a way that does not cause the bike to
lurch or rock back and forth on its suspension.
If you feel yourself thrown back when you release the clutch, make sure you are shutting the throttle off
before pulling in the clutch and that you are not reopening the throttle too early (before the clutch is
released). If you feel yourself being thrown forward (weight transferring forward, onto the front wheel),
make sure you are not taking too long to release the clutch or too late reopening the throttle.

Downshifting
The procedure for downshifting is usually preceded by deceleration (slowing down). You should reduce
speed and then downshift, rather than downshift as a primary means of slowing down. If you downshift
without slowing down first, it’s very easy to exceed available rear tire grip and skid out. The rear wheel of
the motorcycle may also ‘hop’ or ‘chatter’ if speed is not sufficiently reduced. This is more of a concern on
a motorcycle than in a car because, as we’ve already mentioned, the motorcycle has a relatively large
engine for its weight and may have high engine compression as well. Losing rear tire grip, especially
in a turn, can cause a crash.
There are three reasons to downshift: The first is to help slow the bike down. Some engine braking
occurs any time you reduce or roll off the throttle, but when you downshift, this effect is greatly
increased. This can be useful, but it shouldn’t be the way you begin reducing speed. That should start
with rolling off the throttle for mild engine braking, and with front and/or rear brake as needed. When
slowing very gradually, rear brake may be enough.
The second and more important reason is that eventually you’ll have to accelerate again either from a
lower speed or from a stop. You can’t do that if you’re in a high gear. So, if you expect to stop, you will
first have to downshift all the way to first gear in order to be able to move off. If you only reduce your
speed somewhat, say from 60 km/h to 50 km/h, you might only downshift once, from fourth gear to third
gear.
The third reason you may need to downshift is for extra power or throttle response. This might be
needed when you’re about to go up a steep hill or if you’re about to pass other vehicles on the highway.
The downshifting sequence:
•

Slow down. Throttling off will provide engine braking and may be enough to reduce
speed sufficiently. If not, braking may also be necessary. Again, make every effort to
complete the braking (and downshifting) before you enter a corner.

•

Position your left foot over the shift lever. Make sure it’s where it should be, before it
actually needs to be. Use the ball of your foot, rather than the tip of your toe.

•

Turn the throttle off (always turn the throttle off or ‘roll off’ when you pull in the
clutch).

•

Pull the clutch in.

•

Step down on the gear selector and hold it down (follow through).

•

‘Blip’ the throttle. At least once, twice is better. This helps make the downshift
smoother, especially if you didn’t slow down quite enough.
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•

Release the clutch gradually. The faster you’re going, the more slowly it may need to
be released.

•

Return your fingers to the grip (completing the downshift).

•

Lift your foot off the gear selector. This allows the mechanism to reset for the next
downshift (or upshift).

Troubleshooting Downshifting
The most common problem with downshifting is excessive engine braking, unsettling the chassis, causing
the engine to scream and/or the rear wheel to ‘hop’ or skid. This occurs when the rider has not slowed
sufficiently before downshifting or when the rider downshifts too many gears. Scrub off plenty of speed
before downshifting, especially for the lowest gears. The motorcycle should be going very slowly before
you downshift to first gear and, if you’re coming to a stop, it’s best to do the last downshift as you are
pulling in the clutch just before coming to that complete stop. To make sure you don’t inadvertently go
down two or more gears when you only meant to downshift once, step down on the gear selector only
once and hold it down firmly. If you step down, lift off, then step down again, you’ll very likely go down
two gears. Unless you’ve greatly reduced your speed (hard braking) this will almost certainly cause
excessive engine braking and/or a rear wheel skid when you release the clutch.
Excessive engine braking and the potential loss of rear wheel traction can also be the result of not
blipping the throttle before releasing the clutch. By giving the throttle a quick ‘rev-rev’, you increase
engine RPM. This more closely matches engine speed with the lower gear ratio, which will otherwise
force the engine to turn faster. By blipping the throttle, you can actually downshift at a slightly higher
speed. That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t slow down first, but it helps to smooth things out.
If the downshift feels a little harsh, throwing your weight forward when you release the clutch, make
sure you are releasing the clutch gradually, controlling it or feeding it back into full engagement. If you
hear the engine RPM starting to increase (the rear wheel forcing the engine to turn faster), slow down
the clutch release. Release the clutch as you would when moving off from a stop: progressively, so as not
to overstress the engine or traction.
Another possible problem with downshifting is failing to go down to the next gear. If the bike is still in the
same gear after you try to downshift (less engine braking or throttle response than you expected), make
sure you’re holding the gear selector down while blipping the throttle AND while releasing the clutch. Just
as with the upshift, it’s important to follow through when you downshift. And again, in the event of a
false neutral, pull the clutch in and shift up to get the gearbox back in gear before attempting another
downshift.
Missing a downshift as you’re about to enter a corner can be very disconcerting; the bike is freewheeling
and perhaps not slowing down as much as you expected, and you can suddenly find yourself going wide
in the turn. It’s then up to you to make up for the lack of engine braking by using some rear brake (along
with the front brake) to scrub off the extra speed before making the turn. Don’t panic: whatever
deceleration you can achieve by downshifting can be achieved with the rear brake.
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HAND SIGNALS AND ELECTRIC SIGNALS
Making your intentions clear to other motorists makes you safer. Therefore, it’s strongly recommended
that you not only use your electric signals whenever appropriate, but that you hand signal your intentions
as well. In some conditions, hand signals may be more visible than electric signals. When the sun is low
on the horizon and directly behind you, your brake lights and signal lights all glow brightly with reflected
sunlight, making it nearly impossible to tell if they’re on. The same is true of your forward signal lights
when the sun is low and shining towards you, obscuring your signals from oncoming vehicles. In
congested traffic, a vehicle following to close may not see your brake/signal lights (which may be below
the ‘horizon’ of their hood), but your hand signals will be obvious. Finally, electric signal lights are not
fool-proof. Because motorcycles vibrate more than cars and trucks, electric filaments in bulbs break or
burn out more frequently than in cars. If this happens while you’re riding, you may not even notice for
some time that your brake/signal lights are inoperable.
Turn Signals
First, check your mirrors and shoulder check to make sure you have an accurate picture of where vehicles
are around you. Is someone catching up fast in the next lane? Do any vehicles appear likely to change
lanes? Even if you can’t make your turn or lane change at that moment, you should start signaling your
intentions. Start the signaling sequence at least 3 seconds before making any turn or lane change. That
gives other motorists ample notice of your intentions. Signaling an instant before, or worse, after you
begin moving across into another lane or into your turn defeats the purpose. When other motorists know
what you want to do, they may even help you out! In a group ride situation, an early signal by the lead
rider also gives following riders more time to get into the proper lane, lane position, or adjust their
following distance prior to making a turn.

Left Turn

Right Turn

Once the electric signal is activated, you should give a clear hand signal before you turn. A left turn is
signaled by holding your left arm straight out. You only have to hold it out for a second, then return your
hand to the grip. You are NOT expected to hand signal all the way through the turn, steering the bike
one-handed! Again, this should be done several seconds before making your turn. You should
mirror/shoulder check again before turning.
For a right turn, the left arm is extended with the forearm raised straight up. Then return your hand to
the grip.
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Slowing/Stopping
It’s a dangerous situation for a motorcyclist to be slowing down in preparation for a
turn or a stop where other vehicles don’t expect it. Turning off a busy thoroughfare
into a seldom-used driveway or parking lot can catch following motorists napping. If
they don’t notice your brake light for some reason, you now have the makings of a
rear-end collision. Remember that your motorcycle will slow down quicker than other
motorists expect when you roll off the throttle or downshift. In this instance, your
brake light may not even be on, and other traffic will catch up with you suddenly. It’s
a wise habit to dab at your brake pedal or lever just enough to show a brake light
and alert following drivers/riders that you’re about to slow down or stop. And to drive
this point home further, you can give the hand signal for slowing/stopping, which is
to extend your left arm with your forearm pointing straight down.
Slowing/Stopping
These are the three basic hand signals used by motorcyclists and cyclists to indicate their intentions to
other traffic. There are many more signals used by motorcyclists to communicate among themselves (see
Group Riding).
Unfortunately, not everyone knows what hand signals mean, so you shouldn’t consider them infallible
guarantees of safe passage through traffic. Some might even misinterpret the right turn signal as an
obnoxious gesture! Once they see you signaling other maneuvers, they’ll figure it out. And the more they
see motorcyclists hand-signalling, the better they’ll understand it. It’s often remarked that hand signals
look more assertive than electric signals to other motorists. When another motorists sees a motorcyclist
hand signal, they take it more seriously and are more likely to give way than when only a ‘passive’
electric signal is seen.
REMEMBER TO CANCEL YOUR ELECTRIC SIGNAL FOLLOWING YOUR TURN!
When other riders in a group see someone behind them has left their turn signal on, they sometimes tap
their helmet or tap the tail section of the bike. A quick ‘beep-beep’ on the horn reminds someone ahead
of you to cancel a signal light.
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PARKING
There are three main priorities with parking the motorcycle:
•

Selecting a safe, suitable parking spot

•

Safely leaving the flow of traffic

•

Ensuring the stability and security of the bike

Selection
A suitable parking spot for a motorcycle is one that doesn’t excessively expose the motorcycle—or the
person parking it—to the risk of being struck by a passing vehicle. It may be legal to park along a very
busy street, but if you can find a spot off the street and away from traffic, you and your bike will be
safer. Collisions frequently occur between vehicles at the side of the road and passing traffic. Be alert
when parking and avoid turning your back to traffic.
If you’re travelling with a group, you’d prefer a spot that will accommodate all or most of the riders, in
the interests of group cohesion and to better keep an eye on bikes and luggage (see Group Riding).
A suitable spot will have a solid enough surface to support the weight of the motorcycle on its side stand.
If the surface is soft (new asphalt, asphalt on a hot and sunny day, soft or rain-soaked ground, etc.), the
bike’s weight will push the side stand into the surface and the bike will fall over (the more the bike leans
over, the more weight it puts on the stand). If the surface doesn’t look solid enough, find another spot,
or use something to broaden the ‘footprint’ of the side stand. Some riders carry a flat piece of metal for
this purpose, or place a flat rock under the stand.
On any substantial slope, the bike must be parked with its rear wheel pointing downhill and its side stand
on the downhill side of the bike. The front wheel should be angled into the direction of traffic. This
means it’s far preferable to park on the uphill side of the street and not the downhill side.

Leaving Traffic
When you’ve chosen a spot, you need to inform other traffic of your intentions. When leaving the road to
enter a parking lot or to park along a curb, first signal your intention (electric, hand), then shoulder check
to ensure another vehicle (like a cyclist) isn’t approaching from behind close to the curb.
If you’re parking along the curb, you should slow down to walking speed and turn in about 45o toward
the parking spot, bringing your front wheel within a metre or less of the curb. Just before your front tire
is beside the spot along the curb where you plan to place your rear tire to park, check over your left
shoulder to make sure traffic conditions are safe, and then turn the bike 45o away from the curb. Stop
about a bike-length from the curb. The bike should now be at an angle to the curb. With both feet down,
back the bike straight back to the curb, until the rear tire solidly abuts the curb. The bike should be
sitting at a 45o angle against the curb, with the front wheel pointing in the direction of traffic. The angled
position makes it easy for you to re-enter traffic when it’s time to
Side Stand: On some Ducati
leave, and your front tire won’t stick out as close to passing traffic as
models, the sidestand would snap
o
it would at 90 .
up as soon as the weight of the bike
Riding your bike (under power) over a sidewalk where there’s no
designated driveway to get to a parking spot can also get you a traffic
ticket.
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was lifted from it. It had to be held
out with the heel as the bike was
leaned over onto it. Many damaged
mirrors and signals lights later, this
system has been abandoned. At
least you couldn’t ride away with the
side stand down!
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Stabilizing/Securing the Bike
Once the bike is in position, apply the front brake to keep it from rolling. With your left heel, extend the
side stand, and then kick it out. The side stand is also called the kickstand. It’s called that because you
are in fact supposed to kick it out. Now give it an extra kick. All too often, riders who are in a hurry don’t
kick the side stand all the way out. Then they lean the bike over and are shocked when the bike collapses
on the ground. If the side stand isn’t fully deployed, it doesn’t lock, and will not support the bike. Make
sure it’s all the way out! Then turn the front wheel all the way (full lock) to the left, and lean the bike
over on the side stand.
On a steep slope, the bike may lean too far toward the side stand and be less stable than it should be. If
so, change the angle from 45o to 35o or so. The bike will be facing uphill more and not tilted sideways as
much.
If you’re leaving the bike, you’ll want to lock the steering and
remove the ignition key. On most machines, this is as simple
as turning the key all the way to the left and removing it, with
the handlebars at full (left) lock (if the mechanism is sticky or
the key won’t come out, you may have to wiggle it and the
bars slightly). Holding the front brake on, dismount the bike
from the left (low) side. Once you have both feet on the
ground, you can release the brake.

Lock: On some machines (most frequently cruisers)
the steering lock is located on the right side of the
steering head, roughly behind the headlight. It must be
locked after dismounting the bike, using the ignition
key. Some older bikes required the owner to use a
padlock on the steering head to lock the steering.

Before you walk away, give the bike a little push-pull to make sure it’s really stable and solid where it’s
parked. Is the rear tire solidly against the curb so the bike can’t roll back? If there’s no curb, leave the
bike in first gear. Check the solidity of the surface under the kickstand again. Would the bike stay upright
if a child climbed on it while you weren’t watching? Could a strong wind push it over? This is why you
should always park with the side stand on the downhill side of the bike, so that the weight of the bike is
leaning on the stand and not precariously balancing on its tires.
The steering lock on a motorcycle only provides a bare minimum of theft deterrence. The safest place for
a motorcycle is in a locked garage. When this isn’t possible, you may consider the use of an alarm (note
that these sometimes drain batteries if left a long time) and/or an immobilizing device like a disc lock or
chain. These work in various ways to prevent the motorcycle from rolling. Just remember to remove
them before trying to ride away yourself, or you can find yourself on the ground with expensive damage
to your machine. A piece of plastic placed in your ignition, or a piece of fluorescent tape around your
twist grip may remind you.
Parking on the Ferry
Some of the best routes in western Canada and the U.S. involve travel on ferries. Before boarding, you
may receive a brochure giving you some tips about parking and securing your bike. Read it. Once you’ve
been shown where to park, ensuring the security of your bike is your responsibility. The ferry may pitch
and roll a fair amount while in transit, and there may be a considerable bump when it docks, so take the
time to make sure the bike is solidly parked.
Park your bike at an angle to the length of the ship. If chocks are available, they can be placed behind a
rear tire and/or in front of the front tire. Some cruiser/touring/standard riders wedge a chock under the
frame or footrest/floorboard on the right (high) side of the bike. Leave the bike in first or second gear to
help keep it from rolling. If you have an extra bungee cord, you can wrap it around the front brake lever
and the grip, using it as a parking brake.
It’s best to be sitting on the bike again and ready to go a couple of minutes before docking. The metal
deck surfaces on the ferries can be very slippery when wet (or dry for that matter), so be careful with the
throttle and brakes while embarking/disembarking.
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PART FOUR
ACCELERATION
With an open road ahead, twisting the throttle can be a gas. Many of today’s
machines have power-to-weight ratios superior to the most exotic sports cars,
which means they can accelerate HARD. This ability can be useful in getting
you out of tricky situations. All too often, however, it gets reckless or naïve
riders into deadly ones.
Suddenly cracking open the throttle in or near the ‘power band’ can cause rear
wheel spin and sudden loss of traction and major oversteer. Even when
vigorous acceleration is required, throttle inputs should be made smoothly and
progressively. Engine tuners strive to create a broad, ‘linear’ power band, but
many motors will nevertheless pick up steam very rapidly past a certain point
in the RPM range. Once ‘in the power’, throttle response may be severe.
Within this ‘bulge’ in the power ‘curve’, there may be even more abrupt ‘steps’
in output, also known as ‘spikes’. Elsewhere in the RPM range, there may also
be ‘dips’, where power decreases. Such ‘dips’ and ‘spikes’ may be smoothed
out, or made more pronounced, by tuning and other modifications performed
by an owner or shop.

Oversteer: If the rear
wheel spins (or locks)
while in a corner, it will
tend to slide to the
outside of the turn,
rotating the bike so it
points further into the
turn. That can be helpful
if the turn needs to be
tightened, but it can also
send you where you didn’t
intend to go or throw you
off the bike. When used
deliberately, this is known
as
rear
wheel—or
throttle—steering.

Downshift: When downshifting to a lower gear

You may need to use the power of your motorcycle to accelerate
for more power, rather than when reducing speed,
it’s even more important to ‘blip’ or increase the
hard when passing other vehicles on the highway, when merging,
throttle slightly before re-engaging the clutch.
or moving ahead of a vehicle before it sideswipes you. Or you
You’re not slowing down and the engine will need
may be exploring the performance of your machine at a track day.
to spin more quickly to keep up with the rear
If you’re cruising along at highway speed in top gear and need to
wheel through a lower gear ratio. Otherwise, the
bike will lurch forward from engine braking, at the
accelerate quickly, downshift to a lower gear. This will
least becoming unsettled, at worst causing the
immediately raise engine RPM and give you more throttle
rear tire to skid.
response. Being caught in too high or ‘tall’ a gear when hard
acceleration is needed in a hazardous situation. If opening the
throttle doesn’t have much effect, you’re probably in too high a
gear for your speed. Before making a pass, especially on an incline or at higher altitudes where your
engine makes less power, it may be necessary to downshift two gears. This will depend on the power
characteristics of your bike and where its power lives in the RPM range. Some bikes make optimum
power very high in the RPM range (600cc sportbikes, for example), while others do so at much lower
RPM (large V-twin cruisers, for example). In the latter case, there’s little or nothing to be gained from
downshifting and ‘screaming’ the engine.
As you continue to accelerate, engine RPM rises. For a certain RPM range (which varies from bike to
bike), the engine will be ‘in the power’ or the optimum part of its ‘power band’, where it produces its
strongest acceleration. Once it rises past this range (closer to the ‘red line’ on the tachometer), power will
start to ‘fall off’, and acceleration will be reduced. To continue maximum acceleration, the rider must
quickly shift up to the next gear before engine RPM gets too far above the optimum range. If engine RPM
goes too high, it may hit the ‘rev limiter’, which cuts power to prevent engine damage from ‘overrevving’. This will also reduce your acceleration. If, however, the rider ‘short-shifts’, or shifts to the next
gear too soon, at too low RPM, engine RPM will drop WAY too low and again be ‘out of the power’,
greatly slowing acceleration. It’ll take a long time then for the engine RPM to climb back up into the
power. For maximum acceleration, the shift should be made at the upper part or just above the engine’s
most efficient RPM. That way, when the higher gear is engaged and the RPM drops, it’s still in or close to
the engine’s most efficient range. When properly shifting ‘in the power’, the engine RPM drops just to the
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beginning of the power band with each shift, rises through it, and crests it just as the next shift is made.
In the lower gears, the shifts will likely have to be made at short intervals, especially on a powerful
machine. In the higher gears, at higher speeds, the intervals between the shifts become longer, as the
engine has to overcome more aerodynamic drag and other friction resistance.
Note that quite apart from being rarely appropriate on the street, ‘red-lining’ (using maximum engine
RPM and beyond) can cause rapid wear and possible failure. Make your shifts firmly and positively. At
high RPMs and under hard acceleration, a missed shift can do a lot of damage to your engine or gearbox.
Make sure the bike is as upright as possible before even considering hard
acceleration. At even moderate lean angles, traction may not be available
and loss of control can easily occur.

As power is applied by opening the throttle, weight transfers to the rear wheel, causing it to ‘hook up’,
increasing available grip for more power. If the throttle is not opened gradually and progressively,
allowing weight transfer to build up along with the demand for traction, the rear tire could ‘break loose’
(spin). This could lead to the rear wheel stepping out to one side or the other, with the possibility of loss
of control or a highside crash. In poor traction conditions (or with cold tires), accelerate gently and
smoothly; short-shifting (shifting early, at a lower RPM) makes it less likely that you’ll spin and slide the
rear. If accelerating hard, you should feel the rear of the bike ‘squat’ before feeding in still harder
throttle; this indicates that weight has transferred and more grip is available. Once you have leaned your
bike for the corner, gradually adding throttle will help your motorcycle stay stable throughout the corner.
Most machines will tend to understeer when hard throttle is applied,
possibly causing the machine to go wide in a corner. The rider must be
prepared for extra countersteering effort if accelerating hard out of a turn.
Throttle also affects the motorcycle at the entrance to a turn: With the
throttle on, the bike will take longer to lean into a turn. With the throttle
off, the bike will lean in more quickly.

Understeer: Go wider in the
turn or require extra effort/
input to keep the bike from
going wide.

Shaft-driven machines react differently to throttle inputs than a chain- or belt-drive. They tend to lift up
on their chassis and sometimes torque slightly to one side, settling down noticeably when the throttle is
rolled off. Known as ‘shaft effect’, it won’t be a problem in normal riding conditions.
A hooked-up rear most likely means a ‘light’ front, which can make
some machines more susceptible to ‘head shake’ or the more
extreme tankslapper, usually encountered while hard on the gas
and going over pavement irregularities. With little weight to
dampen its movement, the front is more easily misdirected and
small twitches can build up to a crescendo of savage, armwrenching handlebar oscillations. This generally only happens
when the rider of a relatively powerful, short-wheelbase machine
is riding aggressively. Motorcycles that may see use on the
racetrack and are prone to ‘headshake’ are often equipped with
steering dampers to reduce this problem.

Tankslapper: Advice on what to do if you
find yourself in a tankslapper is varied and
even
contradictory.
Some
pundits
recommend that you maintain a loose grip
on the bars and ride it out. Others insist
that the only solution is to grip the bars
tightly and bear down on them with more
weight to dampen the oscillations, in effect
becoming a human steering damper. A
hard tankslapper can slam the brake
pistons into the calipers. Next time the
rider applies the front brakes… there are
none. It may take several pumps of the
lever to restore them.

Hard or sudden acceleration can cause a 100% weight transfer to
the rear wheel. If this occurs and power continues to be applied,
the motorcycle will begin to rotate backwards around the rear
wheel, in the well-known phenomenon called a ‘wheelie’.

Steering Damper: A hydraulic device
connecting the fork to the frame. It
provides
some
resistance to
fork
movement, with the aim of preventing
minor, normal oscillations from developing
into severe headshake or tankslappers.
Also available from the aftermarket,
steering dampers are adjustable, with the
stiffest settings giving the most protection
from tankslappers, but at the cost of
reduced front wheel cornering compliance
and feel.

Many new riders are keen on wheelies and want to learn how to
do them. They won’t learn it here. Please understand that crashes,
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injuries, and even death result when wheelies go wrong, and it occasionally happens to even highly
skilled riders. A lot can go wrong very quickly. Riders who are interested in pursuing the increasingly
popular ‘extreme sport’ of motorcycle stunting are well advised to learn the basics thoroughly first,
acquire a lot of riding experience, and then seek training from experts in the field in as safe an
environment as possible and with full protective gear. And don’t say we didn’t warn you!
You should also realize that stunting on public roads is illegal
and carries severe penalties.
Wheelies are actually inimical to hard acceleration. If a racer pulls a big wheelie off the line at the start of
a race, other riders will likely go past almost immediately. Once the front wheel comes up past a certain
point, it only takes a small amount of extra power to flip the bike completely over, so the rider cannot
accelerate any harder, and may even have to roll off (reduce or close the throttle) to avoid ‘looping’ the
bike. Keeping the front tire down permits harder acceleration. If you need to accelerate hard and keep
the front wheel down, you can lower yourself over the tank and lean forward, putting more weight over
the front wheel.
If you inadvertently loft the front wheel under acceleration, there’s no need to panic. Don’t grab the front
brake! Keep the front wheel pointed straight ahead. Touching the rear brake brings the front wheel
down. Slamming a wheelie down abruptly can cause damage to steering head, forks, and can also result
in loss of control, tankslappers, and crashes.
Rear Wheel Spin
If the rear wheel breaks loose and spins under acceleration, the natural response is to shut the throttle.
This may stop the wheel from spinning and solve the problem, but it can also cause worse problems if
the rear end of the bike has begun to slide out to the side. If you’re accelerating out of a corner and the
rear end ‘steps out’, it’s better to hold the throttle steady and push up on the outside bar to put more
weight on the rear tire, giving the rear end a chance to get back in line with the front. Suddenly
‘chopping’ or shutting the throttle in this situation can cause the rear tire to suddenly regain traction and
produce a highside crash. Again, the best way to prevent rear wheel spin is by opening the throttle
progressively and SMOOTHLY, and waiting until the bike is upright before attempting hard acceleration.
Be especially cautious with acceleration when your tires are cold or when traction is suspect for any
reason (wet, sand/gravel, etc.).

Powerful Motorcycles: “The Throttle Works both Ways”
When discussing the merits and drawbacks of very powerful motorcycles, it’s often said that “the throttle
works both ways”. This old adage reminds us that there are times when it’s more appropriate to roll off
the throttle than on, and that even the most powerful motorcycles will only accelerate as hard as the
rider’s wrist ordains.
It’s also been said that ‘power corrupts’. The mere availability of great power can be intoxicating and a
difficult temptation to resist. Once riders become comfortable with the performance of very powerful
machines, they may become complacent about using it, and use more of it to get the same thrill. This
definitely increases the risk of an extremely serious mishap.
Other riders come to grief soon after they move up to more powerful machines without having grasped
how quickly they pick up speed and how hard it is to stop or negotiate corners at those speeds. When
the rider is on an unfamiliar bike with more horsepower, or even one that produces power more smoothly
or is more comfortable at higher speed, that familiar right-hander on their favourite road has a way of
approaching much faster than they realize. Changing ‘speed cues’, such as wind resistance and
turbulence, engine noise/vibration, and suspension movement can all cause the rider to misjudge speed,
just as unaccustomed extra power can.
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Are powerful motorcycles more dangerous to ride? A powerful motorcycle can be more dangerous
because it can accelerate to high speeds quickly in a very short distance, but only because the operator
chooses to use that capability. On a fast motorcycle, it takes only an instant to go from reasonable to
ridiculous speed, and that instant of exuberance can have serious and lasting consequences. Only the
rider’s sense of maturity and responsibility can avert it.

Think before you open the throttle. Under hard acceleration, the bike resists steering inputs and avoiding
an obstacle is difficult. That’s something to remember any time you consider blasting by a line of
vehicles, any one of which could enter your lane. A major factor in motorcycle accidents is speed
differential: the difference in speed between a (usually much faster) motorcycle and (generally slower)
car or truck. Even small increases in speed mean stopping will also take significantly more distance.
A powerful motorcycle demands a smooth, precise wrist on the throttle to maintain traction and control,
particularly when the bike is leaned over and traction is being used for cornering as well as acceleration.
Without this skill, the powerful bike can quickly get an aggressive operator in big trouble, and won’t even
necessarily be faster on the racetrack.
Motorcyclists often take the acceleration of their machines for granted and trust it will always be there to
help them merge ahead of any vehicle or pass at the least opportunity. However, the output of an engine
is affected dramatically by variations in altitude and temperature. Some fuel-injected models compensate
for such air density changes, but you should be aware that an easy pass at 800 m of elevation may be
dangerous at 1600 m because of power losses. Or that power or ‘throttle response’ may be greater (more
severe) than you expect when you reach an elevation suited to your engine. In these cases, the rear
wheel may break loose more easily than you expect, or the front wheel become lighter and harder to
steer.
Like braking and cornering, acceleration is a skill all motorcyclists should practice. The ability to use your
bike’s power makes you a far safer, more competent rider. But remember, on the road and even on the
racetrack, what speeds up, must eventually slow down and stop. After you have leaned your bike for the
curve, slowly add throttle to stabilize your bike for the remainder of the curve. The bike will almost stay
in the curve all by itself. Countersteer in and out of the corner, the throttle will stabilize your bike front
to back.

EMERGENCY BRAKING
The ability to bring your motorcycle to a safe, controlled stop in an emergency situation is likely the
single most crucial skill you can have. Stopping a motorcycle quickly requires considerable skill and the
only way it’s learned is through practice. It’s safe to say that many riders on the road today have not
adequately developed their braking skills. Many of those who have received training don’t regularly
practice and their skills deteriorate. Without good emergency braking skills, every ride, in the city or on
rural roads, places the rider (and other road users) at unacceptable risk.
As this is such a central part of the subject of motorcycle control, we’ll be taking advantage of it to
introduce not only the subject of motorcycle braking systems and emergency or ‘optimum controlled
braking’, but the subject of traction in general.

MOTORCYCLE BRAKING SYSTEMS
To make a good decision in an emergency, a rider must not only understand the scene (where other
vehicles and obstacles are) but the equipment at his or her disposal.
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All brake systems work by converting mechanical energy (the speed of the vehicle) into heat energy. This
is exactly the opposite of what the engine does (converting heat energy into mechanical energy). But the
brakes perform this conversion much more efficiently. Modern hydraulic brake systems are like a
powerful engine (FAR more powerful than the actual engine), capable of delivering massive torque
(turning force) to BOTH tires—in reverse.
One of the main differences between a car and a motorcycle is the independent front and rear brake
systems of the latter. The separate systems and greater dangers inherent in traction loss make hard
braking of a motorcycle more challenging than a car. As you’ll recall, a motorcycle doesn’t fall over when
moving because it has gyroscopic inertia; but if you lock up its wheels (especially the front wheel), there
is ZERO gyroscopic inertia, ZERO stability, and ZERO steering control. The bike is now as stable as a
sheet of plywood sliding on its edge.
Learning to brake a motorcycle properly is complicated by the fact that most new riders already have
considerable experience behind the wheels of cars and trucks, which, like a motorcycle, have a brake
pedal operated by the right foot. As a result of this ‘conditioning’, many riders tend to stomp hard on
their rear brake pedal when they need to slow or stop in a hurry. The rear brake is very useful for control
and stability at lower speeds and for minor speed reductions, but there is very little traction available at
the rear tire for hard braking. ‘Jumping’ on the rear brake will therefore do
little to slow the bike and will very easily lock up the rear wheel. This takes
Too Late: The rider may then grab
the front brake sharply, lock it up,
away more than half of the bike’s gyroscopic stability and invites the rear
and crash the bike. He or she might
wheel to come around and throw the machine out of control. If the rider only
then decide the front brake is too
remembers to use the front brake after skidding through half the available
dangerous to use, when the real
stopping distance, it will be too late.
danger is in not starting to use it
soon enough.

For this reason, some manufacturers have devised ‘linked’, ‘integrated’ or
‘combined’ brakes for several models. These systems ensure that, even when
a rider panics (ignoring the front and stomping on the rear), the front brake is automatically applied,
giving much more effective braking power. Conversely, such systems will also apply the rear brake when
the front brake lever is squeezed. (‘CBS’ and ‘ABS’ are discussed further below.)

COMBINED SYSTEMS AND ABS
As we’ve mentioned, some bikes have front and rear systems linked together (‘LBS’: linked brake system;
‘CBS’: combined brake system; ‘DCBS’: dual combined brake system, etc.) For the most part, these make
hard braking easier, but may lull riders into the habit of using only the lever or only the pedal. If the rider
then returns to a machine with standard, unlinked brakes, they may not use the brakes effectively. Even
if you have linked brakes, you should make a habit of using both lever and pedal when you brake. Some
combined or linked systems activate only some of the pistons of the front brake when the brake pedal is
applied, and only part of the rear brake when the brake lever is squeezed. To get maximum effect, you
must therefore apply both the pedal and the lever.
A common problem with linked systems arises in low speed maneuvers. It’s best to use only rear brake
when making a tight low-speed turn, but a linked system may activate the front brake as well, making a
tip-over more likely. Some systems have a delay built in, so that brief, light dabs on the rear brake won’t
activate the front. Some are speed sensitive and preserve separate brake function at low speeds. Some
experienced riders are disdainful of such linked systems, preferring completely separate control of the
brakes, but there is little doubt that integrated systems do work and can help many riders stop faster.
ABS (anti-lock braking system) can prevent lockup and loss of control under hard braking, especially in
the wet and on gravel. It’s an expensive option on some bikes, but worth it if you can afford it. Be aware
that it may also require periodic maintenance. ABS only senses when the wheel stops rotating and
prevents it from locking. It will not detect and cannot necessarily prevent a lateral slide to the outside
when braking in a corner. Nor will it necessarily prevent sliding and crashing on ice. Some operators of
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ABS-equipped vehicles are complacent about traction conditions and go faster or follow closer than they
should. This is bad enough in a car and, on a bike, it’s very foolish. ABS is only an advantage if you
maintain a safe following distance and slow down adequately for corners.
It’s your responsibility to know how the system on your bike works and to become proficient with it
through regular practice.
When in Doubt, BRAKE: “Newtonian Physics Don’t Take Holidays”
If you’re approaching an obstacle and you don’t know whether to brake or swerve… BRAKE. You should
at least try to reduce your speed, so that if a collision does occur, you’ll be going slower when it happens.
If it then becomes apparent that swerving is the best solution, the brakes can be released as you lean
the bike. But if you don’t brake, you don’t reduce speed, and you continue to carry a great deal of energy
toward the obstacle. Even slowing down a little bit might help more than you realize. The severity of an
impact and the damage to body and bike is related directly to the energy involved, and the energy is
drastically affected by speed.
The energy of a moving object is equal to ½ M x V2
Energy is equal to one-half the mass of the object times its velocity squared. It’s the squared part you
should especially notice. It means that even small increases or decreases in V (velocity/speed) will cause
large increases or decreases in energy, and the severity of a crash. Even reducing your speed from
40 km/h to 35 km/h could significantly affect the outcome. And if you happen to already be going just a
bit slower when you make the decision to begin braking, you’ll be able to stop in a much shorter
distance, or successfully swerve in far less distance. This is why it’s so important to limit your speed as
you approach intersections and limited visibility areas, and even slow down slightly when you have the
least suspicion something could go wrong.
Crash Test Dummies: Laying it down or jumping off to ‘avoid an accident’
Motorcyclists were once taught to lock up the rear wheel and crash (lowside) the bike if it appeared they
couldn’t stop in time. Back in the bad old days, a bike might actually stop quicker this way than by using
the brakes. Except perhaps on gravel or grass, this is happily no longer the case, and many modern bikes
have very effective brakes. A rider who deliberately dumps the bike will slide much farther (unless they
hit something first) than a rider who keeps the rubber side down and uses the brakes properly. Nothing
(short of a collision) will reduce your speed as quickly as braking with the bike upright and travelling in a
straight line. The idea of jumping off the bike is less than ideal for the same reason. When you release
the grips and stand up on the pegs preparing to dismount, you’re not braking, and you’re not slowing
down. There have been instances where motorcyclists have done the ‘superman’ leap and sailed overtop
of a car, escaping serious injury. But there are more who attempt it and fail. Again, your best bet is to
stay on the brakes as long as possible.

TRACTION: Surfaces, Friction, and Weight Transfers
A motorcyclist has to have at least some understanding of the physics of traction, and of what is and isn’t
possible for tires. Braking, particularly emergency braking, constitutes the largest demand most riders are
likely to make on a motorcycle’s traction. We’ve already pointed out the need for common sense when it
comes to slowing the bike: attempting to stop in an unrealistically short distance can result in loss of
traction and crashing. But a rider who doesn’t learn to use the brakes to their maximum effectiveness
lacks an indispensable tool for collision avoidance.
Imagine you’re running in a straight line and you cross a patch of gravel or sand. No problem. But now
imagine trying to come to a sudden stop or changing direction. There’s a good chance your feet will slide
out from under you and you’ll fall. It’s when we try to change our speed (accelerating or decelerating) or
our direction (steering, turning, leaning) that we need traction to resist side forces. You only have two
contact patches (the soles of your shoes) and losing traction with even one can make you ‘crash’.
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Like you, a motorcycle has just two contact patches to connect it with the road, and because of its tires’
rounded profile, these contact patches are relatively small. Anything that gets between its tires and clean,
solid road surface can cause problems very suddenly. A motorcyclist must always be aware of traction
while riding, scanning far ahead for anything that could compromise it. A rider needs to be a
‘connoisseur’ of traction, expert in quick recognition of changing conditions, as well as of what enhances
and what detracts from grip. Some riders get a kick out of playing around with traction: ‘getting it
sideways’ in corners, ‘backing it in’, etc. These are activities best left to off-roaders and roadracers.
Control of a sliding machine can (and should) be learned, but deliberately sliding on the street is risky.
For our purposes, traction is control. Once tires lock or slide, stability, steering control and the very force
that holds the bike upright goes out the window.
Traction is just another word for friction. How much traction your tires have depends on
three things:
1. The surface of your tire (the type and temperature of the rubber or ‘compound’);
2. The surface of the road (its texture and temperature); and
3. The amount of force pushing the tire down against the road.
Three Types of Friction
The above is complicated slightly by the need to distinguish between three distinct types of friction.
1. Rolling Friction: The amount of friction that needs to be overcome in order to
roll a wheel or tire. Normally, this amount of friction is negligible and need not
concern us much.
2. Starting Friction: The amount of friction that must be overcome to cause an
object (such as a tire) to lose grip and START to slide.
3. Sliding Friction: The amount of friction that must be overcome to keep an
object sliding.
Once an object starts to slide, it tends to take less force to keep it sliding. This is why starting friction is
greater than sliding friction, and it’s why you have more traction before the tires begin to slide than after.
This is why the most effective braking is available at the threshold of tire lockup.
When we talk about the grip provided by a certain tire or road surface, we refer to its ‘coefficient of
friction’ or ‘COF’. It quantifies the resistance to sliding at the interface of two surfaces. Tires with a ‘soft’
compound, typically found on sportbikes, conform to the road surface more closely and provide a higher
COF than the harder tires generally used on cruisers and touring bikes. That extra grip comes at a cost,
as the softer tires wear out much faster. A richly textured and abrasive road surface has a higher
coefficient of friction than one that is smooth or slick, just as a sheet of sandpaper produces more friction
than a sheet of shiny metal or glass.
However, even surfaces with a high COF (a very soft tire and highly textured concrete, for example) will
produce little traction without some force pushing those surfaces together. This is called ‘downforce’ or
‘normal force’ (‘N’). The weight of the bike and rider pushing straight down on the contact patches hold
them to the road surface and provides traction.
Almost everything we do on the bike will cause the weight on those contact patches to either increase or
decrease. Understanding and feeling these ‘weight transfers’ is critical to your control of traction and of
the bike. It determines how effectively you can accelerate, corner, and especially brake.
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Traction or friction (F), therefore, is the product of two components: the coefficients of friction (COF) of
the tire and the road surface and the downforce or normal force (N) pushing the tire straight down
against the road surface.

F = COF x N
Increasing the COF of either a tire or a road surface will
increase traction.
For example, traction will be increased when:
1. A grippier, ‘softer’ compound tire is employed, as opposed
to a ‘harder’, generally longer-lasting tire. Tires with
higher ‘speed ratings’ (‘Z’ and ‘V’ ratings are the highest)
also have the most grip.
2. The tires are warmed up. A cold tire has a much lower
COF. How long a tire takes to warm up depends on air/
road temperature, speed, and the type of riding.
Aggressive braking or cornering on cold tires is one of the
oldest and most reliable methods of crashing. Overinflated tires don’t warm up as well. It’s also critical that
the tires be ‘scrubbed in’.

Warm Up: Unless you have a pair of tirewarmers, the only reliable way to warm up
tires is by riding. The flexing of the tire at
speed generates heat and increases the
compound’s grip. Acceleration warms up the
rear tire fastest; braking warms the front tire
fastest. Cornering warms the sides of the
tires. Swerving from side to side at low speed
doesn’t do much to warm the tires, but may
be useful in scrubbing off sand, dirt, or
debris. The only other effective way of
putting heat in tires is with tire warmers, a
type of electric blanket used by racers to
warm up tires just before a race or practice.
Scrubbed In: Brand new tires have a waxy,
slippery finish and don’t develop reliable grip
until they’ve been ‘scrubbed in’ against the
pavement. Be extra conservative with
braking, acceleration, and cornering until that
shiny surface is worn off. How long this takes
depends on how you ride. A racer can have a
tire scrubbed in after less than a lap on the
racetrack; some street riders have several
unscrubbed centimetres of tread at the edge
of their tires even after hundreds of
kilometres. Some people call these ‘chicken
strips’. As a street rider, you shouldn’t be
ashamed of them, but understand they
represent tread that isn’t fully scrubbed in
and may not provide grip at maximum lean
angle.

3. The road surface is clean (dry, free of oil and other
contaminants), solid (unbroken), hard (not crumbly), and
richly textured, as opposed to smooth (as in smoothfinished concrete, tar sealer, or asphalt polished from long
wear). Having proper tread to prevent hydroplaning gives
a ‘drier’ contact patch; poor tread will introduce water and
lower the COF dramatically. Dry, textured concrete has the highest COF, followed by dry
asphalt, wet concrete, wet asphalt, gravel, hard snow, and ice, with no COF to speak of.

4. The road surface is warm. Warm pavement, air, and sunlight, will help to warm up a tire
and keep it at an effective operating temperature. A cold surface will mean a colder tire
and lower COF. (VERY hot road and overheated (possibly from under inflation) tires get
‘greasy’ and almost as slippery as cold, but this is less common in street riding.)

Increasing the downforce on a contact patch will increase the traction.
For example, traction will be increased when:
1. The combination of motorcycle and rider/passenger/luggage is heavier. You will have
more traction with a passenger, but this extra traction will be more than used up when
trying to stop or corner the greater mass.
2. Weight transfers to a contact patch. Turning on throttle transfers weight to the rear tire,
increasing traction for more acceleration. Rolling on the throttle progressively minimizes
wheelspin. Applying the front brake transfers weight to the front tire, increasing traction
for harder braking. Squeezing the front brake progressively minimizes front tire skidding.
Keep in mind that, on level pavement, weight transfer or distribution is a ‘zero-sum
game’: adding weight or ‘downforce’ to one tire removes it from the other. The front tire
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Weight Distribution: Even at a standstill,
there are differences in the amount of weight
various motorcycles carry on their front and
rear tires. The distribution is never exactly
50% on the front and 50% on the rear.
Sportbikes tend to have a more forward
weight distribution (weight over the front tire
contact patch equal to or slightly more than
that over the rear), while cruisers/customs
have a more rearward weight distribution
(more weight over the rear contact patch).

3. The tires are properly inflated. On dry surfaces, an underinflated tire may produce more traction, because it
produces a larger contact patch and gets warmer.
However, the motorcycle will not handle properly and the
tires may overheat (reducing traction) and will wear
Hydroplane: Like a car, a motorcycle can
hydroplane or aquaplane (lose contact with
abnormally. In wet conditions, a properly inflated tire’s
the pavement and skim on top of the water’s
smaller, more ‘concentrated’ contact patch cuts through
surface in very wet conditions), especially at
and disperses water more effectively, while an underhigh speeds and/or with under-inflated tires.
inflated tire’s larger contact patch (with less downforce
per square centimetre) readily hydroplanes. Overinflation makes the contact patch too small, and the increased downforce per square
centimetre cannot make up for it. Under hard front braking, the contact patch should be
able to expand slightly for optimum grip.
4. The machine is cornering on a positive camber (road surface sloping up to the outside of
the turn, ‘Daytona’-style). With positive camber, some of the cornering force (normally a
side force) is converted to downforce. Unlike weight transfers, which add traction to one
tire by taking it away from another, positive camber increases the total or ‘net’ amount of
downforce and traction. Negative camber (road surface sloping down to the outside of
the turn) reduces the total amount of downforce and traction.
5. Going uphill or downhill. Going uphill increases downforce on the rear tire, while going
downhill increases downforce on the front tire. These increases come at the expense of
reduced traction for the other tire and are not net traction gains like those produced by
camber in corners. When a motorcycle reaches the bottom of a hill and begins climbing,
some of its momentum is briefly converted to downforce and increased (total) traction.
As it crests a hill, the motorcycle ‘gets light’ and downforce/traction is reduced.
6. The suspension is functioning and properly adjusted. At the end of any suspension
‘rebound’ stroke, downforce will be reduced; so proper suspension damping rates can
increase traction by controlling rebound, as well as minimizing suspension ‘bottoming’
and generally keeping the tires on the road. Conversely, poor suspension performance
will reduce traction while cornering, braking, and accelerating. Wheel spin, slides, and
crashes all become more likely.
7. The road surface is even and ‘smooth’. By ‘smooth’ here, we don’t mean free of texture
but free of bumps and dips that upset the motorcycle’s chassis and cause weight to come
off the contact patches—or tires to come completely off the pavement. There is always
less grip available for cornering, braking, or accelerating when the road is bumpy, even
with properly adjusted suspension.
Available traction has to resist all the other forces applied against the contact patches. These other forces
(accelerating, cornering, and braking) are essentially all lateral or ‘side’ forces: they try to make the
tire(s) slide sideways to the outside of a turn, to spin backwards under acceleration (like a backwards
rear-wheel skid), or slide forward under braking. In all cases, the loss of traction will result from one of
these lateral forces overcoming the forces of adhesion. The rider must continuously see, recognize, and
accommodate all these traction variables and avoid asking for more traction than the tires can provide.
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EMERGENCY BRAKING SEQUENCE
Here’s the basic sequence for an emergency stop. In the simplest point form, this is what you must do to
bring the motorcycle to a quick stop:
1. Decision. You’ve already checked mirrors or know from previously checking where
vehicles are behind you.
2. Throttle Off/Clutch In. You’re more likely to do this if you start from a low-wrist
position. Roll it off as you reach for the brake lever—don’t slam it shut. At the same
time as the throttle is being turned off, pull in the clutch.
3. Apply the Brakes. Apply both brakes at the same time. Don’t stomp or grab. Press
the pedal lightly and squeeze the lever progressively.
4. Tap Down on the Gear Selector. Get the gearbox down to first gear before you
stop.
5. Shoulder Check in preparation for quick move-off/escape.
ONE decision, ONE execution:
Now we’ll deal with these points individually and expand them:
Decision—Decide and Execute
Typically, an emergency gives the rider a fraction over two seconds in which
to make a decision and then act to avoid a collision or crash. A quick and
informed decision is crucial. You’ll make a quicker and better decision if your
mind is unimpaired and is focused on the task of riding. You’re more likely to
make a correct decision if you know where vehicles are around you and
what they’re doing. Otherwise, you’ll burn through precious time checking
conditions and/or be forced to gamble. A quick and successful execution of
the decision is more likely if you’ve practiced and are prepared to use the
appropriate techniques as positively and aggressively as necessary, and at
the speeds you’re likely to need them.

In an emergency situation, a rider may
be faced with an unpleasant choice: to
swerve or to brake. Doing both at the
same time is potentially dangerous. If
you are going to swerve hard, it’s best
to do it without applying the brakes. If
you’re going to brake hard, it’s best to
do it with the bike upright and
travelling in a straight line. You could
brake hard, start releasing the brakes
and then swerve, or swerve, stand the
bike up and then brake, but a cardinal
rule of traction is that you do not
combine major inputs. Trying to steer
hard and brake at the same time
demands more traction than is
available, and leads to complete loss of
traction and control.

Throttle Off/Clutch In
Some riders open the throttle when starting to reach for the brake or when squeezing the brake. When
they hear the engine scream, they may release the brake(s). Obviously, this isn’t conducive to a quick
stop. When they again realize that they need to apply the brakes, the late application is likely to be a
panicky grab.
Make a point of deliberately closing the throttle as you reach for the brake lever. Throttling off will start
the weight transfer and increase the amount of traction available at the front contact patch for the initial
brake application.
If the engine does scream during your stop, keep your mind on the braking application. As long as you
have the clutch pulled in, a roaring engine won’t affect your ability to stop.
Apply the Brakes
Apply both brakes, making sure to progressively squeeze the front. Don’t grab, don’t ‘slam’ or ‘hit’ the
brakes. Build up the front brake pressure and feel the weight transferring and traction increasing before
squeezing harder. This is obviously the most important part of the sequence and we’ve dedicated an
entire section to it: see Optimum Controlled Braking, below.
Tap Down on the Gear Selector
Following an emergency stop, it may be necessary to immediately move out of the way of a following
vehicle that isn’t stopping in time. You don’t want to be a sitting duck on a stalled bike in fifth or sixth
gear. With the engine running and the gearbox in first, you’ll be ready to turn the wheel and pull out of
the way quickly (see: Get Out of the Way! below).
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Once the clutch is pulled in, the gear selector should be ‘tapped down’ repeatedly to ensure the bike
stops in first gear. It’s the same tap-down you do as part of every stop. The foot should press down
firmly and then fully un-weight each time, allowing the shift mechanism to reset for the next step down.
Tap down as many times as possible.
Don’t wait too long to begin the tapping down or you may not get all the way down to first gear. But if
you’re travelling at higher speed when you begin braking, you should get the speed reduced before
tapping down into the lowest gears. Tapping down too quickly (especially into first or second gear) while
the bike is still going fast can cause damage and/or lockup.
You’ll note that we’re talking about ‘tapping down’ and not ‘downshifting’. They accomplish the same
thing, i.e., getting the gearbox into first so we can move off again without stalling, but we aren’t
concerned with blipping the throttle or easing out the clutch and managing engine braking. To allow you
to concentrate all your attention on the braking, the clutch is just squeezed and held in throughout the
stop.
Shoulder Check—Get Out of the Way!
The danger isn’t over once you’ve successfully stopped. Immediately following or during a quick stop,
you’re at high risk of being struck from behind by a car, truck, or even another motorcycle.
If you suspect the vehicle behind you is not stopping in time, you’d better not stick around to find out.
Look both ways to pick the best direction and turn your wheel into it. At the same time you should be
finding the friction point of your clutch and adding throttle. Use the engine power and the partially
engaged clutch (don’t pop the clutch or you’ll stall or lose control) to get the bike out of the following
vehicle’s path as quickly as possible. It’s important to keep the wheel turned and look where you want to
go as you start to move, or the bike will straighten out and go directly into whatever obstacle prompted
your stop in the first place. Of course, if you’re stalled out or in anything but first gear, your getaway isn’t
going to be as quick, or possible at all (see Clutch In and Tapping Down, above).
Checking conditions to the rear should be instinctive any time you think of slowing down. Consult the
mirrors any time you’re about to brake or downshift or slow for any reason. Any time you stop in a hurry
it’s especially critical that you know what’s happening to the rear. If your mirrors don’t tell the whole
story (and they often don’t) then shoulder check the instant you’ve stopped.
It may be possible to steal a glance in a mirror while you’re on the brakes, but turning your head to look
around while braking takes too much attention away from the job of braking.
Even when sitting at a light or stop sign, unless you’ve already got some vehicles fully stopped behind
you, there’s a significant chance of being rear-ended. Especially at night. When a motorist sees your
single tiny taillight they may not understand how close you are, and plow right into you. When you’re
stopped and see cars coming up behind you, flash your brake light by tapping the front or rear brake,
and if it looks like they aren’t stopping in time, have a plan for getting out of the way. Leaving extra
space between you and the vehicle ahead makes a quick escape easier. It’s also far easier to vacate the
position if the bike is already in first gear. Slipping it into neutral every time you stop may relieve your
clutch hand, but it’ll add a couple of seconds to your getaway time.
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OPTIMUM CONTROLLED BRAKING
In routine braking, the rider should try to apply the brakes
smoothly and gradually enough that the bike remains as level
on its chassis as possible. To keep these stops smooth, it’s
possible to ease off or release the front brake for the last part
of the stop. Sudden, pitching weight transfers are always
undesirable.
In contrast, emergency braking requires a quick, but still
controlled, weight transfer. Because weight transfers forward
under braking, the motorcycle’s front brake is far more
powerful than the rear. Until some weight has transferred
to the front tire contact patch, the front brake cannot be used
effectively. Weight transfer must be built up as braking input
is built up—PROGRESSIVELY.

How much more powerful the front brake
is depends on the type of bike. Machines
with a longer wheelbase and a lower centre of
gravity (customs, cruisers, some big touring rigs)
might do 30% of their braking at the rear and
70% at the front. Shorter wheelbase, higher CG
machines (sport bikes, dual purpose bikes) tend
to be more front brake-biased. Such machines
quickly transfer most or all of their weight to the
front tire under heavy front braking, meaning
they might do 80 or even 90% of their braking
with the front. Under hard braking, such
machines may transfer 100% of the vehicle/
rider weight to the front wheel and lift the rear
wheel completely off the road (a ‘stoppie’).

We’ve said it before and we’ll say it again:
If the front brake is ‘slammed’ on, or grabbed abruptly, the front wheel will lock up. Steering
control will instantly be lost, along with stability. A crash is then likely, unless the brake is
released immediately.
Optimum controlled braking, or the most effective braking we can achieve while remaining in control of
the bike, occurs when the wheels continue to roll on the pavement, not when they lock up completely
and skid. (Remember that ‘starting friction’ is almost always greater than ‘sliding friction’.) The wheels
may be very close to locking up—even rolling more slowly than the bike is moving, but they should not
completely stop. If the front wheel does stop rolling, braking effort (pressure on the lever) should
IMMEDIATELY be relaxed in order to get it rolling again.
One way to apply force progressively and avoid grabbing is to begin squeezing with the outer, weaker
fingers first, then the inner, stronger digits. A common error is attempting to do all the braking in the first
part of the available stopping distance. You should plan instead to do the hardest braking later in the
stop.
Straight Up
The hardest braking is only possible with the bike upright and travelling in a straight line. The greater the
motorcycle’s lean angle, the easier it is to lose traction when applying the brakes. Try to get the bike
upright well before maximum braking is attempted. In some situations, it may be possible to first lean the
bike more to tighten your line in the turn (which also slows the bike) and then begin standing the bike
upright as you brake hard. Alternatively, you could brake hard in as straight a line as possible, then
release the brakes and lean the bike quickly for the turn. Either method can help you stay in your lane
even while braking in a straight line. We’ll discuss braking in a curve in a later section. For now, it’s
important to understand that when the bike is leaned over, hard braking is not an attractive option. In
slippery conditions, or with cold tires, it’s an almost guaranteed crash.
Get the Weight Transferred
Starting from the low-wrist position, the rider rolls off (closes) the
throttle as the fingers reach over the lever; this provides engine
braking and a small initial weight transfer/traction increase at the
front tire contact patch even before the brake is applied. The
brake lever is squeezed progressively, firmly at first and harder as
more weight transfers. You should feel your body weight loading
up against your arms and thighs where they squeeze the tank.
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You should feel the front end of the machine settling or squatting down under braking. Skilled
riders get the weight transferred quickly so they can begin braking harder sooner, yet without grabbing
or slamming on the lever. This requires practice and feel. The instinct in an emergency is to grab and
stomp hard right away, but this is what causes skids and loss of control. You have to be ‘cold-blooded’
and calm when applying brakes, even in an emergency, deliberately building up braking input no faster
than weight is transferring and traction increasing. Taking too long to get the weight transferred means it
will probably take too long to stop.
Causing the weight to SLAM or pitch forward too suddenly may produce more than optimum weight
transfer, in the form of a ‘stoppie’ (see Stoppie/Endo, below), which is not conducive to a quick stop.
The weight transfer has to be quick, but it must also be controlled. It should settle onto the front tire
contact patch, not ‘pitch’. An extremely sharp and abrupt weight transfer is more likely to bottom the
front suspension, which can then result in the tire coming off the pavement as it passes over bumps. This
in turn will cause nearly instantaneous lockup.
Once you get the weight transferred, keep it there, unless you have to release the brakes to pass over a
treacherous surface or lean the bike to steer. Interrupting the braking application means having to start
the weight transfer progression all over again, and will greatly increase stopping distance.
For this reason, pumping the brakes won’t help, in dry or wet conditions; each time you release the
lever, traction is lost under the front tire and braking distances will be greatly extended, and the chance
of lockup and loss of control increases. The application should consist of ONE progressive squeeze,
without interruption unless you detect lockup.
Rear Brake, Rear Wheel Skid
As the front tire sticks harder, the rear wheel of the bike gets lighter, and even moderate rear brake input
can then cause it to skid. This is why most riders learning and practicing hard braking will commonly lock
up the rear wheel. In hard braking, it’s surprising how little rear brake can be used before lockup occurs.
In fact, roadracers often have to reduce the effectiveness of the rear brake (by drilling the disc, removing
pad material, or installing smaller calipers/discs), to allow them to use it with more confidence.
Don’t allow your weight to transfer onto the brake pedal. This is more likely to happen if your foot slides
forward on the footrest, resulting in your leg ‘standing’ on the brake; use just your toes or the ball of
your foot on the brake pedal. Rear brake will be most effective in the very earliest part of the stop, and
be easiest to skid later in the stop.
It’s often recommended that you ignore the rear brake altogether (particularly if you ride a sportbike) in
an emergency stop. This allows the rider to concentrate fully on proper application of the front brake and
not worry about locking the rear wheel. However, at speed, the rotation of the heavy rear wheel carries a
lot of energy. That energy will push the bike forward. Using the rear brake is the most effective way to
dissipate that energy and relieve the front tire/brake of some of its burden. On bikes with a longer
wheelbase (customs/cruisers, tourers) the rear brake is even more indispensable to an effective stop.
For the best results use both brakes, whatever type of bike you ride.
Use the rear brake but concentrate your attention on the front.
The ideal rear brake input would begin with moderate to strong pressure and reduce or taper off as
weight transfers forward and front brake input increases. As this is difficult to coordinate with the front
brake and may take attention away from the more important task of progressive front brake application,
the best compromise is to use light to moderate rear brake pressure throughout the stop.
If you notice the rear wheel locking up (you’ll likely hear a squeal, often accompanied by a ‘wallowing,’
‘fishtailing’ movement at the rear of the bike), it’s not the end of the world, provided the bike continues
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in a fairly straight line and the rear wheel doesn’t step out too far to the side. Your attention should
remain concentrated on the front brake, even if that means leaving the rear brake locked up all the way
to the stop.
Some riders will release the front brake when they feel the rear wheel locking up. That’s a serious
mistake if you need to stop in a short distance. It’s better to leave the rear locked up, if that allows you
to maintain optimum front brake input and get the bike stopped quickly. If the rear tire locks up and the
bike skids sideways, suddenly releasing the rear brake can throw the bike out of control (highside crash).
Again, it’s better to keep the rear tire locked up at least until the rear wheel is back in line behind you. If
you continue braking in a straight line with the front wheel, the rear wheel will tend to return to its
normal position.
Front Wheel Skid
As you increase pressure on the front brake, feel (and listen)
for signs of lockup, which may be revealed by a ‘chattering’
or ‘chirping’ sensation at the lever and handlebars. Some
tires will ‘howl’ as lockup approaches. You have now what
some call the ”GOLDEN SECOND” to release the front
brake lever ever so slightly to stop the front wheel from
skidding, But still have enough brake pressure on to keep
from hitting whatever you were braking for in the first place.
This can be very challenging, take my word for it.
Note that in wet/poor traction conditions, there may be little
or no such ‘feedback’ prior to lockup. For this reason,
practicing threshold braking in the rain is very risky. If the
front locks and the handlebars turn, the bike will almost
instantly crash.

Feedback: A perceived response to an input
(braking, steering, accelerating) other than the
main desired result (slowing, turning, increased
speed). ‘Feedback’ describes the tactile sensations
detected through the controls or other surfaces of
the machine (footrests, seat, grips, etc.),
originating at the contact patches of the tires. As
the tires lose and regain traction, for example, a
vibration is transmitted though the brake lines
and/or the fork to the rider’s hands. This sensation
or ‘feedback’ is a valuable signal to the rider of
what the tires are doing. If a bike provides little or
no feedback when braking or cornering, it may be
criticized for lacking ‘feel’ or being ‘numb’.

Keep the front wheel straight. The bike normally will do that itself, if the front wheel is rolling. But when
it locks, the wheel will actually try to turn and must be held straight. You must immediately release
the front brake enough to restore rotation and avoid crashing, and then progressively reapply it to
continue your stop. The progressive reapplication is especially challenging, as the sensation of lockup at
the front is disconcerting. If the front brake is completely released at lockup, the front end will unload
and you’ll have to start from scratch with the weight transfer—greatly increasing your stopping distance.
If you release it enough to get the wheel turning again but maintain enough to keep some weight on the
front contact patch, you’ll stop in a much shorter distance.
Stoppie/Endo
Under hard front braking, the rear wheel of some motorcycles (mainly
sport and standard style bikes) will tend to come up off the ground.
Weight transfer to the front tire is natural and desirable under hard
braking, but it can go too far. If the rear wheel feels as if it’s floating just
above the pavement and wagging slightly from side to side behind you,
you’re braking just about as hard as you can. If you continue to squeeze
the front brake harder, the rear wheel rises as the bike begins to rotate
itself around the front wheel. As the rear wheel gets higher, so does the
motorcycle’s centre of gravity and the less additional braking force it
takes to raise it still higher. Once the rear wheel is a foot or two off the
ground, you actually can’t brake as hard as you could if it was on the
ground or at least closer to it. If you do, the bike will flip over, or ‘endo’.
(Note: usages vary, some people use ‘stoppie’ and ‘endo’
interchangeably. In this case, crashing by flipping the bike over on the
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front brake is known as ‘looping’ the bike, just as with a wheelie gone bad.)
If you watch professional roadracers braking hard before a corner, you’ll rarely see their rear wheels
come off the ground more than an inch or two. They know that a towering stoppie doesn’t help them
brake more effectively, just as a big wheelie doesn’t help them accelerate. While trying to brake
effectively, they strive to keep both wheels on the pavement.
While emergency braking requires a quick weight transfer to the front tire contact patch, making it too
abrupt tends to loft the rear wheel by causing the weight of the bike to pitch, rather than settle, onto the
front. Get the weight transferred, but keep it controlled. Don’t provoke weight transfers that build up
their own unstoppable momentum. Making sure you use the rear brake as well as the front helps keep
the bike more level. You can also help the rear wheel stay down under hard braking by keeping yourself
in the seat and not leaning forward over the tank, and by not sitting up too tall. Anything that keeps your
centre of gravity low and to the rear will reduce the bike’s tendency to flip over. If the rear wheel does
start to come up off the ground, don’t panic. You may still be able to increase brake pressure at that
point, but be prepared to level off or back off if the rear wheel starts coming up higher. Further to the
subject of body position under braking:
Body Position
Don’t let your head or body slump forward under braking. Holding yourself upright will actually transfer
weight more quickly to the front contact patch. Stay in the seat, keep your eyes up and level with the
horizon, your elbows slightly bent (never locked) and support yourself with your hands on the bars, your
knees squeezing the tank and turning your heels in against the heel plates. Squeeze the front brake lever
with your fingers, not your whole hand, which can cause the throttle to be unintentionally applied. Some
riders turn their fingers into a kind of rigid hook and then drop their wrist as a way of applying pressure
to the brake lever; this produces a ham-fisted application, no finesse, and will probably scream the
engine as well.
Keep your head up and eyes looking well ahead while braking. Try to look beyond the object or vehicle in
your path, rather than fixating on it. That way, if an escape route opens up you’ll be able to take it. If
your eyes lock on to the obstacle, you’ll likely be unable to avoid it even if the opportunity presents itself.
It’s easier to keep from locking the brakes in panic if you don’t
stare directly at that bumper or grill.
Let your peripheral vision ‘monitor’ the obstacle.
Two Fingers or Four?
There are pros and cons on both sides of this debate. Your brakes may be powerful enough to easily lock
the wheel with only two fingers, so why use four? Well, if you do need more effort on the lever for any
number of reasons, two fingers may not be strong enough. If lever travel increases (‘spongy’ lever,
fading brakes) and fingers are trapped between the lever and the grip, you may be prevented from
applying enough brake. You can’t extract the trapped fingers until you’ve released the lever completely,
and by the time you get all four back on the lever, you’ve already pasted it into the side of that leftturning Volvo.
Brake fade and failure is rare on modern, high-performance machines, but pad/disc contamination and
greater than expected effort is NOT unusual. Nor are all riders always riding state-of-the-art machines in
perfect working order. But if you are, and you’re confident in your brakes, it’s certainly possible to
achieve optimum controlled braking with two fingers. Using two fingers to brake also frees the other
fingers to blip the throttle for downshifts (standard practice on the race track), but this won’t be
necessary or even advisable in an emergency stop. Finally, many riders feel they have better feel and
control when using two fingers (index and middle finger) than with four, and are less likely to lock up the
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front wheel. I use this: four fingers for stopping and two fingers for slowing in a curve. See if this works
for you.

BRAKING IN ADVERSE CONDITIONS
Some of this information is repeated in later sections, but the subject of Emergency Braking needs to
include at least a passing mention of specific surface hazards.
It’s the rider’s job to observe surface conditions well ahead and know how they will affect braking. For
this reason, speeds should be reduced and following distances increased after dark. Riders need to
understand and be conscious of how extra weight (see Passengers, below) and declines will increase
braking distances.
Some riders are surprised to learn how hard they can brake in the rain after some practice and
experience. Provided both tires are properly inflated and have good, sharp tread and the machine is
travelling upright and straight, stopping power is fairly good. PROGRESSIVE application is again the key.
Because there is less traction available, there will likely be less weight transfer to the font tire. With a bit
more weight left on the rear tire contact patch, the rear brake may account for slightly more than the
10–30% of stopping power it normally does in the dry.

Friction coefficients are reduced as speed increases. The table below gives a few values
for the frictional coefficient under wet roadway surface conditions (AASHTO, 1984).
Design Speed (km/h)
30
50
70
100

Coefficient of Friction (f)
0.40
0.35
0.32
0.29

In wet conditions, the water itself is not always the biggest problem. It’s when water combines with other
materials that things get really slippery. Water mixes with clay, sand, dirt, leaves, manure, cellulose, etc.,
to produce a paste or film that may or may not be visible. Fibres or particles mixed with water are
extremely treacherous. Surfaces that have poor traction in the dry (metal grates, tracks, expansion joints,
manhole covers, painted or plasticized pavement markings, asphalt sealant, etc.) are ridiculously slippery
in the wet.
Disc brakes occasionally have very little initial ‘bite’ in the wet, as the brake pads hydroplane over the
soaked rotors. They will soon cut through the water, however, and if the lever has been desperately
crushed in the meantime, over-braking and lockup may result. If you know ahead of time that you’ll be
braking, or that you might have to brake hard (approaching an intersection, facing a left-turning car), try
skimming the water from the disc(s) by lightly applying the lever before reaching your actual braking
point. (See also Adversity: Challenging Weather and Surfaces)
In Calgary, there can be gravel and sand on the roads well into the spring, and in some places it’s there
year-round. Cars drag gravel out of alleyways and onto streets. During cleanups, sand and gravel is
sometimes swept from the sides of the roads into areas you don’t expect. Rainstorms wash gravel and
other debris from alleys, lawns, and shoulders, onto the road, where just minutes earlier there may have
been clear pavement. Try to stay off it as much as possible, and try to completely avoid braking and
cornering on it. If you have to make a turn on gravel, do so at very low speed; ‘tiptoe’ around a gravelly
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corner. If braking on gravel is unavoidable, use mostly rear brake and little if any front brake. Expect
much longer stopping distances (see the section on Sand and Gravel).
Oil, diesel (invisible but often smelled first), coolant and other greasy contaminants are most often found
where vehicles sit at a light, i.e., approaching an intersection traffic. Diesel sometimes sloshes out of
overfilled fuel tanks as trucks speed around off- or on-ramps. Asphalt repairs (those strips or patches of
dark tar) can be extra slippery in the cold and can give or tear easily in hot weather. Braking across a
narrow strip may pose little problem, but braking hard over a larger patch, or along the length of a strip,
is treacherous. When the pavement’s color changes, becoming darker or lighter in color, you should
expect changes in available traction. Any surface that looks shiny can be assumed to have very poor grip.
It may be necessary to release the brakes as you pass over a treacherous surface, then reapply them
once back on cleaner pavement. Make sure the reapplication is progressive.
Bumps will increase braking distances and the chances of lockup; note that pavement is often rippled
leading up to intersections from heavy vehicles braking and accelerating. Braking downhill takes much
more distance and makes the rear wheel even lighter and looser than usual. Passengers and other extra
weight will increase stopping distance, and a passenger who is not paying attention or is asleep can
cause further problems by sliding forward into the rider. The ability to brake harder may be limited not by
traction but by the passenger’s mass piling up against the rider.

BRAKING IN A CURVE
There are two extreme points of view when it comes to braking in corners: The first is that it can’t be
done and shouldn’t be attempted. The second is that it’s just as safe as braking with the bike upright.
Both are wrong.
It’s always better not to brake in a curve, especially in wet or slippery conditions or with cold tires. IF AT
ALL POSSIBLE, try to get the bike upright before (or at least as you begin) braking hard.
It takes more distance to slow down or stop if you have to start braking with the bike leaned over, which
is a key reason for slowing down as you approach corners. Your ‘sight distance’ (see Speed and
Stopping Distance, below) isn’t reduced only by the corner’s line of sight limitations, but by the bike’s
increased stopping distance.
On the racetrack, riders are often surprised at how hard they can brake into corners, with the bike close
to maximum lean angle. It’s true, when the tires are up to temperature and the track surface is grippy,
hard braking is possible even at considerable lean angles. The street rider, however, should remember
that his/her tires are unlikely to be as warm and grippy as they will be after some fast laps (and lower
pressure) on the track. Furthermore, starting to brake in the middle of a corner, after the bike has been
leaned over, is different from ‘trail braking’ into a corner, where braking is begun with the bike upright,
transferring weight and grip to the front, and then carried on into the turn.
If you can’t stand the bike up without going off the road, or into an obstacle
or oncoming traffic, then you may have to at least start your braking with
the bike leaned over. Remember that the greater the lean angle, the easier it
is to lock up the tires and crash under braking. Begin your braking
accordingly. At a small lean angle (bike nearly upright), you can start with a
firmer application than if the bike is leaned way over. At greater lean angles,
you’ll have to start with a very gentle application. Use both brakes at once.
The key here, more than ever, is PROGRESSIVE application. The squeeze on
the lever has to be very gradual and smoothly increased. Any grabbiness can
cause immediate lockup. When braking in a straight line, the braking input
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happening at the front tire
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can build up fairly quickly to maximum weight transfer. In a corner, this input has to SLOW DOWN. Your
tires only have so much traction available. When cornering is eating up a large part of the traction ‘pie’,
you only have a small piece left for braking, and vice versa. As your speed and lean angle in the corner
are reduced, more of the traction ‘pie’ is available for braking. Slow down SLOWLY and above all,
SMOOTHLY. Don’t get greedy!
As you apply front brake on a cornering motorcycle, it may react by tightening up the radius of the corner
without affecting its lean angle (sounds wrong, but it is what is happening). The throttle will widen the
radius and again not affect the bike’s lean angle. Lean angle is controlled by countersteering inputs
against the handlebars. Knee pressure on the tank and foot peg pressure help as well, but
countersteering is the major player in your bike’s lean angle. Countersteering changes the lean angle of
your bike; speed will change the radius of the corner but not lean angle.
If you over-brake the front and lock it up while in the corner, the first sign you may notice is the front
wheel and handlebars turning or falling into the turn. This curious sensation is a clear sign that
the front of the bike is ‘tucking’. A crash is about to ensue unless you immediately release the front
brake. As at any other time, you’re more likely to ‘tuck’ or ‘lose’ the front end if you grab the brake
instead of applying progressively, and if you attempt to brake too hard on a cold tire or surface. If you
watch roadracing on TV or at the track, and get a close look at a bike as it tucks the front and crashes in
a corner, either from over-braking the front or from excessive cornering force, you’ll clearly see the front
wheel swing over into the turn just before the bike hits the ground. The rider has to pay close attention
to what the bars are doing, and the instant they start to ‘turn in’, release the brake.
If you’re only making a minor correction to your speed midcorner, it’s better to use a small amount of
rear brake, which won’t disturb the bike’s equilibrium the way the front will. Many riders find that
dragging a bit of rear brake into the corner ‘settles’ the bike, even when they don’t need to reduce speed.
But be very careful: a hard stab at the pedal can launch you into a highside crash. Also, getting in the
habit of climbing on the rear brake for every corner could create an undesirable ‘conditioned response’—
leading to over-braking the rear in panic and crashing. While we recommend dragging the rear brake
around tight, low-speed corners, be wary of over-reliance on the rear brake at higher speeds.

Speed and Stopping Distance: ‘Sight Distance’
Because momentum increases with the square of velocity, braking distance does not increase at the
same rate as speed. It increases geometrically. If you double your speed, you won’t double the stopping
distance. You’ll quadruple it. It’s easy to underestimate stopping distances from high speed.
Typical braking distance from 50 km/h: 10 m.
From 100 km/h: 40 m.
Even travelling 10% over the speed limit (as most people routinely do) can mean the difference between
an easy stop for some pedestrians who appeared out of nowhere, and a regrettable incident.
When determining a safe speed for the conditions, ask yourself if you could stop in the distance you can
see ahead. If something obstructs your view of the road, could you stop before that obstruction? The
distance you can see the road ahead, perceive a hazard and get completely stopped is known as SIGHT
DISTANCE. It’s an important tool for judging appropriate speed, but not the only one. Just because you
can see the road for 2 km ahead, doesn’t mean it’s safe or responsible to travel at 220 km/h. Some
hazards won’t be seen until they’re much closer.
At 100 km/h, in the second it takes to perceive a hazard, you’ll already have travelled close to 30 m. On
wet, level pavement, civil engineers calculate that at 100 km/h, it takes 157–205 m to perceive a hazard,
react, and come to a full stop; at just 110 km/h, that distance increases to 179–246 m.
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One of the easiest ways to avoid collisions is by leaving a lot of following distance. Don’t tailgate other
vehicles and beware of changing lanes and being even briefly too close to the bumper of the vehicle
ahead. They may pick that instant to brake hard. Some motorcycles can out-brake cars and trucks in
some conditions, but it takes skill on the part of the rider. It takes no skill at all to hammer on the brakes
in a car, and riders who follow other vehicles too closely may get more practice doing emergency
techniques than they’d like.
Covering the Front Brake
Most enthusiasts and instructors recommend covering the front brake with two fingers whenever you
ride. It saves precious time and reduces stopping distances if you don’t have to reach for the brake lever
in an emergency situation.
There are, however, costs associated with this practice. First, less experienced riders who cover the front
brake tend to squeeze it or even grab it, consciously or unconsciously, when startled or panicked. Riders
who are used to the right hand rear brake control on a pedal bike seem especially prone to abuse and
make mistakes with the front brake lever on a motorcycle. If this happens when they’re making a turn,
they first realize their mistake when they find themselves lying on the ground. This is the single most
common cause of crashes we see in basic training. For this reason, we discourage covering the front
brake during the initial stages of learning to ride. We want students to make a conscious decision to
reach for and then apply the front brake, not crush it unconsciously as every muscle in their body
tightens up in reaction to something that surprises them, or makes them nervous or uncomfortable.
Secondly, having fingers on the lever, rather than on the grip, makes for slightly less control and feel for
steering and throttle, both of which are at a premium during basic training. With more experience and
practice, this is less of a problem.
When it comes to riding on the street, our advice to new riders is to cover the front brake SELECTIVELY.
As you approach an intersection or any hazard that could require you to stop quickly, place two fingers
on the brake lever and be ready. If you perceive an even greater likelihood that you’ll have to stop
quickly, you can even begin lightly applying the brake lever to show your brake light and begin a slight
weight transfer. This will further reduce your stopping distance. But once you’re past the hazard and
you’ve got a clear road ahead of you, returning your fingers to the grip will give you better control of
steering and throttle.

COLLISION AVOIDANCE

(EMERGENCY SWERVE)

You’re riding on the highway, with a car following one and a half seconds behind you. Up ahead, directly
in your path, is a large piece of lumber on the pavement. You’ve noticed it too late to stop and, besides,
if you pile on the brakes, what’s likely to happen? The car behind will rear end you. Your best bet here is
to swerve around the obstacle.
The first and most important task is to get your eyes off the hazard and into your escape route. You must
look where you want to go. If your eyes fixate on the rock, it’s unlikely you’ll be able to avoid it. Even if it
wasn’t in your path, you may even find the bike going toward the object once you start looking at it.
LOOK

WHERE

YOU

WANT

TO

GO!

If you want to go to the right, then look to the right. Turn your head and look over your right hand at the
open pavement ahead. And keep looking there. Don’t look back at the obstacle to see what it’s doing. It’s
probably about where it was when you saw it the first time. It sounds so easy, but it isn’t. Your instinct,
honed by millions of years’ practice and hard lessons, is to look at danger, to keep track of it. This
powerful survival instinct is also known as ‘target fixation’. It makes you look at any object in your path
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that could be a hazard. You’ll probably never entirely unlearn this instinct, but you can begin to teach
yourself a new one:

LOOK

WHERE YOU WANT TO

GO!

Do it every time you ride the motorcycle. Every time you turn, on the road or in the parking lot. Turn
your head and look into the turn. Look WAY into the turn. Get it hardwired in your head, and it may just
happen when you need it most. In emergency situations, where we’re at least on the verge of panic, we
will do what is habitual, not what we have to think about. This is why it’s so important to develop good
habits. Looking where you want to go is the best habit of all.
There’s no point in looking 90o over your shoulder into the ditch, as there’s no way you’re going to make
a right angle turn at highway speed and you wouldn’t want to enter the ditch even if you could. All you’re
likely to need is a 45o deflection to clear the obstacle in your path.
Once you’ve got your eyes off the obstacle and looking where you want to go, you’re more than halfway
there. The next step is to push the handlebar, or ‘countersteer’, in the direction you’re looking. If you’ve
decided to go right and are looking right, you’ll push the right handlebar straight out away from you.
Don’t push it down, or pull it over, just push it straight out by extending your right arm from the elbow.
The front wheel turns to the left, causing the bike to lean to the right. The harder and quicker you push,
the quicker the bike will lean. If you continue to push, the bike will continue to lean more and more. Push
as hard and as long as it takes to get the bike where you want it to go.
At higher speeds, the bar feels more solid and will require more pressure to make the bike lean over. The
bar itself won’t move much. At lower speeds, the bar feels softer and takes less pressure to make the
bike lean, but the bar will have to move more.
(In the next chapter, countersteering will be discussed in a bit more depth. For now, all you need to
know is this: push right to go right, push left to go left.)
You may be tempted to try other things to get the bike over to the right, such as sticking out your knee,
throwing your body over, trying to pull the bike over as you lean your torso into the turn, etc., but none
of it will have much effect. And if it interferes or delays the countersteering push, it will make your
avoidance slower and less effective. If you do these other things (often referred to as ‘body steering’)
instead of countersteering, you’ll crash straight into the object ahead of you.
LOOK RIGHT and PUSH RIGHT.
LOOK LEFT and PUSH LEFT.
It’s that simple. And the simpler you keep it (i.e., the less other ‘stuff’ you do), the more effective it is.
Keep your knees snug on the tank, your shoulders relaxed, your body upright. The bike pivots over
underneath you. A low wrist position makes it less likely that the engine will suddenly rev up, particularly
when pushing the right bar. Imagine you’re pushing against the very centre of the bar. Opening the
throttle will make the bike slower to lean; snapping it shut will cause the front end of the bike to collapse
even more than it already is from the countersteering push. Though the forward weight transfer may
help the bike lean more quickly, it may also unweight the rear tire enough to increase the risk of it sliding
out.
Once the bike is leaned over enough and has cleared the obstacle, it may be necessary to bring it back
upright again, to avoid running off the road or into other traffic or obstacles. Again, look in the direction
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you want to go, and pull in on the bar you pushed. You can also push on the opposite bar. So, to stand
the bike up out of the right swerve, you can push on the left bar, or pull on the right bar.
By staying upright over the bike when you first lean it over, it’ll be easier to stand it up again. If you lean
with the bike when you make your initial swerve, the bike will tend to continue in that direction, possibly
farther than you want.
Staying relaxed is critical. If you tighten or tense up, your left arm will resist the countersteering input of
the right arm, or vice versa. Only one arm pushes, in the direction you want to go. If the other arm
absolutely has to do something, it can pull in, and make the input even more effective. By pushing the
left bar and pulling in on the right bar, the bike will lean left VERY quickly.
You probably won’t need to stand the bike back up again as quickly as you needed to lean it over, and
it’s best to stand it up a bit more gradually to avoid upsetting the chassis too much. Snapping a bike from
one lean angle too aggressively over to the opposite can cause the front wheel to come off the
pavement, and result in a crash. Very rapid slalom maneuvers are strongly discouraged, particularly on
bikes with less sophisticated suspension.
One Decision, One Execution
Sound familiar?
As with emergency braking, it’s important to keep major inputs like swerving and braking as separate as
possible. If you make the decision to swerve aggressively, then stay off the brakes. It’s possible to
swerve and then come to a quick stop, but make sure the bike is nearly or completely upright again
before beginning to brake. If you try to brake and swerve at the same time, you’ll probably crash. In fact,
this is one of the most common causes of heavy crashes in basic motorcycle training. We see it happen
particularly when riders ‘cover’ the front brake, as so many well-intentioned people recommend. Keep
your fingers off the clutch and brake lever until it’s time to brake.
If you’re on the brakes hard when you make the decision to swerve, COME OFF THE BRAKES BEFORE
AGGRESSIVELY COUNTERSTEERING. You CAN brake right up to the moment you swerve, which will
reduce your speed considerably and make it easier both to get the bike over quickly and stand it upright
again. Remember that the greater your speed, the more effort and distance it takes to lean the bike or
change its lean angle.

UNAVOIDABLE OBJECTS
Experienced motorists, and especially motorcyclists, develop a feel for when and where they’re most
likely to encounter different objects on the road. At the end of the month, people are moving house and
piling all their earthly possessions high atop pickups and even cars. These loads are often poorly secured.
Give such precariously loaded vehicles plenty of following space. Everything from mattresses and sofas to
gardening tools and exercise equipment can end up in your path. Lumber, exhaust systems, pallets, and
pipe are often seen. Sacks of concrete, fertilizer, lawn seed, rolls of poly, angle iron, boxes of nails, all
these and more await the motorcyclist following trucks. Some items are obviously seasonal, some more
likely to be found in the vicinity of construction, especially new housing developments.
When a rider is travelling at the proper speed for the conditions, keeping a safe following distance,
looking well ahead and paying attention, very few objects should be ‘unavoidable’. Nevertheless, it may
happen that another vehicle following you too closely makes braking too risky and the proximity of the
obstacle makes swerving undesirable. Other hazards to either side may also preclude swerving.
If both braking and swerving are impossible, it may be necessary to ride straight over the object in your
path. Objects as high or higher than your front axle are probably too tall for the bike to get over. The
motorcycle may be able to negotiate objects lower than this, but it’s not a decision to be taken lightly.
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Even much smaller objects can cause damage to the motorcycle or cause a crash. Objects lower than the
front axle may be possible to ride over without crashing provided you do it properly.
If you decide to go over an object, it’s best to do so with the bike upright and travelling in a straight line.
The motorcycle’s suspension is then at its most effective and the bike is at its most stable. Trying to
swerve at the last second and then hitting the object with the bike leaned and the wheel turned can be
bad news.
If the object is long (like a board) or rectangular (like a wooden pallet), it’s best to cross it as squarely as
possible. A long surface or edge at an angle to the motorcycle’s direction produces an ‘edge trap’, easily
causing loss of control and a crash. Such ‘edges’ turn the front wheel away from the object, forcing the
bike to lean (countersteer) harder against it. Eventually, the motorcycle will fall over in the direction of
the object or edge. This happens most often when a rider strikes a curb, rail, or pavement imperfection
at an angle.
The rider should stand or ‘post’ on the footrests, keeping the knees bent and using the legs as
suspension for the body, which might otherwise be bounced off the bike by the impact. The eyes should
be up looking ahead for other hazards and not down at the object directly in front of the tire. The throttle
should be turned on as the bars are pulled up. The idea is to get weight off the front wheel and extend
the front fork to maximize the available suspension travel. DON’T BRAKE (remember the one decision—
one execution rule! If you’ve decided to go over, then go over). Applying front brake will compress the
fork, possibly bottoming it out, and cause the impact to be much more severe. Besides, the front tire may
grip the object and push it along the pavement, causing total loss of steering control and a crash. Rolling
off the throttle will also transfer weight forward exactly where you don’t want it, worsening the impact.
Having throttle on not only transfers weight to the rear tire but makes the bike more stable. Once the
front wheel is over the object, the throttle can be gently rolled off. After the rear tire passes over the
obstacle, the rider can sit down.
When riding over an obstacle, just as when riding over the crest of a hill, the motorcycle’s tires may lose
contact with the ground. When this happens, keep the front wheel straight. Should the front tire come
back to the pavement significantly turned (‘crossed up’), the bike may crash. Avoid making steering
corrections until the motorcycle’s suspension has fully settled after passing over the obstacle.

TIRES
Your motorcycle was designed around its tires. Significant
departures from the manufacturer’s tire specifications will nearly
always affect handling—for the worse. Older machines (pre-1980)
had ‘100% aspect ratio’ tires with characteristically ‘tall’ profiles.
Some bikes (cruisers/customs) still use them. Since then, however,
manufacturers have moved to increasingly low profile, wider tires.
Installing a modern, low profile tire on an older machine not
designed for it can be dangerous. Chassis geometry will be affected
and cornering clearance greatly reduced.
Michelin introduced radials for motorcycles in the early ‘80s and
they are now in widespread use. Radials should not be combined
with bias ply tires, with a small handful of exceptions. Modern lowprofile radial tires are responsible for much of the improvement in
motorcycle handling since the ‘80s.
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The subjects of tires, traction, and control are inseparable. We’ve touched on such things as inflation and
tread depth but, naturally, there’s more. Every nice new tire is heat-cured to provide specific traction
properties at certain temperatures. Every time they are brought up to temperature and cooled again they
are said to undergo a ‘heat cycle’. Each heat cycle slightly re-cooks the tire and changes its structure and
chemistry. High speed and aggressive use will put the tires through more intense heat cycles. After a
certain number of cycles, grip will decrease. Volatile fractions of the compound are cooked off, causing
the surface of the tire to become ‘greasy’. When cold, they may then become harder. DOT race tires
(tires that are legal for the street but meant for the track) are designed to produce extreme grip for just
a small number of extreme heat cycles (sometimes one is all it’ll take). After that, they lose much of their
adhesion. They’re also designed to dissipate heat in order to avoid overheating during sustained track
thrashings. At street speeds, they may take a long time to warm up, or fail to warm up altogether.
Street tires are designed to warm up quickly and survive a large number of relatively mild heat cycles.
With normal use, the compound will continue to provide reasonable grip until the tread is worn out.
Many riders would like a wider rear tire than the OEM tire
fitted to their bike. A wider tire may look cool, but unless
you’re running the banking at Daytona, that fatter tire is only
going to make your bike harder to turn and cost more to
replace.
You may notice differences in handling after switching to a
different manufacturer’s tire even if it has the same
dimensions, but these differences will be rather subtle and
not dangerous in themselves. The differences (in steering
response or ease of leaning-in, cornering and straight-line
stability) come down to carcass construction, shape, and slight differences in circumference. Two tires
may have the same 70% aspect ratio, but some are more
rounded, others more triangular. A triangular profile generally
turns in quickly and gives a relatively larger contact patch when
leaned over. Rounded profiles take slightly more effort to roll
over, leaning more slowly and evenly. Tires with slightly larger or
smaller outer diameter will affect the geometry and steering
response of the bike (this can be corrected by raising/lowering
the forks). As tires wear (more in the centre of the tread in typical
street use), the profile will be changed. Even before tread depth
runs out, some degradation of handling characteristics and
cornering grip may be detected. These won’t prove dangerous in
normal riding conditions.
If departing from OEM-spec tires or carrying heavy loads, ensure
your tire choice has the correct weight rating (‘A’: lightest load;
‘C’: heaviest).
No matter what the bike is doing wrong, whether it’s sluggish, high-effort steering, poor grip, or the front
wheel wanting to ‘tuck’ in a turn, the first thing you should think of is inflation. Chronic improper inflation
causes two obvious types of uneven wear. Over-inflation rapidly wears the tread over a narrow central
area. Under-inflation wears the tread on either side of the centre. It can also produce a distinctive
‘cupping’ or ‘puckering’ of the tread blocks.
Blowouts, Tread Separations
Of the small percentage of accidents caused by mechanical failures, tire failure (blowouts, tread
separations) make up the majority. And the majority of deflating punctures and blowouts happen to tires
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late in their lifespan. This is a good reason to think again before trying to get another 1000 km out of
that marginal tire. Smart money is not saved on tires. Check frequently for embedded objects.
Total tread separation, or ‘chunking’, generally affects tires
subjected to vicious high-speed abuse but partial tread
separations, which can affect handling/steering, can escape
casual inspection. They can be detected with a stationary
index pointer. If ignored, total tread separation could occur.
This will be felt as a violently out-of-balance vibration, which
could develop into a ‘tankslapper’. Keep a firm grip on the
bars to prevent oscillations getting out of control, and respond
as you would to a blowout. Old, badly cracked tires are the
most likely to ‘chunk’ on the street, along with chronically
under-inflated (overheating) tires.

Stationary Index Pointer: With the wheel
elevated (using a centre-stand, front- or rearwheel stand, jack, or balancing on the
sidestand), a stationary object (a can of spray
lube with its straw works well) is placed on the
ground close to the tire tread. When the wheel
is rotated, the distance between the tip of the
straw and the tread is closely observed. Any
change in distance could indicate a problem with
the tire or wheel.

In the event of a front tire blowout, keep a firm grip on the
bars and gradually slow down by throttling off, rear braking
and downshifting. Avoid the front brake. Pull the bike carefully
over to a safe parking spot. If the rear tire deflates, gradually
slow down by throttling off, applying the front brake, then
pulling in the clutch and tapping down, before pulling over to a
safe stopping point. Any time you detect a problem with either
tire, keep the bike as upright as possible and do nothing that
will require a large amount of traction.

Repairs
Some shops will refuse to plug punctured tires, on the grounds that repaired tires are unsafe. If a
puncture occurs in one of the tread grooves, where the compound is thinner, a plug may not be a good
idea. If the puncture is close the edge of the tire or at an angle, repairing may not be an option. If the
tire is more than half-through its useful life, you’re better off replacing it. A repaired tire drops at least
one speed rating (from Z to V, for e.g.). For long trips, you may wish to carry a repair kit and know how
to use it: tubeless tire plug kits are compact and fairly simple to use. Practice on an old discarded tire
before you have to use it in earnest.
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HIGHER SPEED CORNERS
“Does a straight road have any use at all? It gets you to your next corner.” – Keith Code
“Crooked roads are roads of improvement.” –William Blake
The only time motorcyclists are likely to prefer a straight road over
a twisty one is when it’s dark and they’re tired, wet, cold, and on
reserve. Motorcyclists love corners in all their varieties, from
downhill hairpins to uphill sweepers. They learn to quickly
recognize types of corners long before they enter them, adjusting
their speed and lane position to get through them efficiently. They
critique each corner they ride and look for ways to improve.

Hairpin: An extremely tight (small radius)
180o corner. Hairpin turns are most often
linked in alternating series of left and right
turns
called
‘switchbacks’,
usually
ascending/descending a mountainside.
Switchbacks were originally required to
reduce grades on mountain roads so
horses pulling wagons could climb them.

Sweeper: A wide, large-radius turn that
But while cornering on a motorcycle is one of the great things life
can be taken at higher speed.
has to offer, it has in recent years taken a grim toll in riders’ lives.
While a large number of accidents still occur at intersections and
involve the familiar right-of-way violation by a car, more and more injuries and fatalities are occurring on
rural roads, involving a single motorcyclist losing control in a curve or corner. In fact, this is how
approximately one half of all motorcyclist deaths occur. Too many riders are testing their skills against
the road at high speed and coming up short.

As a new rider, it’s essential that you exercise caution and restraint not just in the city where traffic and
hazards are thick and heavy, but out in the ‘twisties’ as well. These roads may be safer than city streets,
but they’re still not racetracks
Racetrack vs. Street
When roadracers compete on a road course (racetrack), they follow a strict protocol. They wear topnotch
protective gear, including full leathers, full-face helmets, and back protectors. Their equipment must
undergo close scrutiny to ensure its safety. They can only enter and leave the track at specified locations.
They obey signals given by corner workers, who continually issue warnings about track conditions ahead.
They all ride in the same direction (no oncoming traffic) and there are no cars or trucks.
The road course is designed to provide generous ‘run-off’, the
crucial space between the outside edge of corners and any hard,
unyielding objects. Ample run-off allows a rider who enters a turn
too fast, crashes, or loses control, to come to a gradual stop after
riding or sliding off the track. Any objects close to the track are
usually covered with tires, hay bales or other energy-absorbing
materials.

Energy-absorbing
Materials:
Road
courses are increasingly using ‘air fence’,
an inflated fabric/plastic ‘bag’ placed
between the track and hard walls. Riders
can crash and slide into these devices at
high speed and suffer minimal injury.

An ambulance stands by, poised for immediate response to any emergency. At major races, an
emergency vehicle even follows the riders through part of the first lap, ensuring even quicker response
during the first crowded, frantic corners. Even with all these precautions, roadracing is a risky sport, and
there are major injuries and fatalities. But considering the speed, the intensity of the competition, and
the extremes to which the racers push their bikes, the safety record of roadracing venues is remarkable.
The number of serious, disabling injuries is surprisingly low.
Far more motorcyclists are killed and maimed on city streets and highways, many of them while riding
responsibly at or even below the speed limit. Unlike roadracers, most street riders don’t wear full
protective gear. They share the road with other vehicles, nearly all of them cars and trucks that can
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squash them like bugs, many of them going ‘the wrong way’. Some of them are half-asleep, immersed in
cell phone conversations, drunk, or stoned. Everywhere you look there are parked cars, trees, curbs,
medians, guardrails, posts, chain link/barbed wire fences, poles, walls, deep ditches, rock faces, boulders,
sheer cliffs, farm equipment, pedestrians, mailboxes, and on and on. All this ‘curbside furniture’ is just
waiting to collect a rider who misjudges a turn on the public road. Not a hay bale or brake marker or
corner worker in sight. It is emphatically NOT a racetrack.
Racing speeds are dangerous enough on the best racetracks, on city streets and highways, they’re
absolute and irresponsible lunacy. The only way to have a decent chance of surviving on a motorcycle is
to leave a healthy margin, a safety reserve in case things go wrong. Roadracers can afford to ride to their
full abilities because of the special nature of the track. Street riders can’t.
What is a Higher Speed Corner?
When we discussed slow turns, we defined them as turns that do not generate enough gyroscopic inertia
or cornering force to allow the rider to lean with the bike. In true low speed turns, the rider stays upright
or even leans away from the turn.
For our purposes then, a ‘higher speed corner’ is one in which the rider can lean with the bike. The bike
is now going fast enough, or the corner is tight enough, to keep the bike from tipping over without help
from the rider. Because the bike is more stable when it goes faster, riders may find higher speed turns
easier to perform than low speed ones.
A more important difference between higher and lower speed turns is the amount of traction required:
low speed turns use very little traction; higher speed turns can use a lot—potentially more than is
available. Higher speed corners generate centrifugal or cornering force, which keeps the bike from tipping
over but also tries to push it to the outside of the turn. The traction of the tires on the pavement is what
keeps that from happening. But if the cornering forces are too great, or the traction compromised by a
surface hazard like gravel or oil, the tires will slide to the outside and a crash could ensue. The rider must
ensure that cornering forces do not exceed available traction.
A simple formula can give us some idea of how cornering force is generated:
Cornering Force = Mass X Velocity2
Radius of Corner
We can see that cornering force increases proportionally with mass, but geometrically (that is, more so)
with velocity. This means that going just a little faster through a corner will significantly increase the
amount of cornering force. The smaller the radius of the turn (that is, the tighter the turn), the greater
the cornering force as well. In other words, if a corner is tight enough (having a small enough radius),
significant cornering force can be generated without going very fast.
Another thing to keep in mind about cornering force is that it will combine with other forces trying to
overwhelm the tires’ grip. If you overdo it a bit on the throttle and spin your rear tire while generating a
lot of cornering force, that tire is going to swing way out (highside crash). With less cornering force, it
might only drift out gradually and controllably. The same thing applies to the front tire and too much
front brake in the corner: with high cornering force, even a brief lockup can wash it out.
To keep cornering force from overcoming traction, riders have only two recourses: reducing speed
sufficiently (slower in tighter turns), and choosing a line through the corner that increases the radius of
the turn (makes the turn wider).
It would seem common sense, then, that if traction is suspect (due to moisture, spills, sand, gravel, or
other surface contaminants), or if the corner appears to be tight (small radius), the rider is well advised
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to slow down even more for the turn, to avoid generating too much cornering force and sliding out. While
everyone more or less understands this intuitively, some riders think they can somehow skirt the laws of
physics when it comes to corner speed. Unfortunately, these laws are self-enforcing…

CAMBER THRUST AND COUNTERSTEERING
What actually causes the bike to lean over and why does it corner when leaned over? We’ve already
referred to countersteering repeatedly, but deferred any detailed explanation as to how it works. This is
as good a place as any to discuss some of the physics of motorcycle cornering.
A motorcycle corners when leaned over because of the shape of its tires. Unlike the ‘flat’ surface of a
car’s tires, a motorcycle has tires with a ‘rounded’ shape or ‘profile’. When a motorcycle is upright (not
leaned over or ‘zero degrees lean angle’), the contact patches are on the centre of the tires, which are
virtually flat. It’s like rolling a straight cylinder, or car tire, on the ground. It goes in a straight line. But
when leaned over, the round ‘profile’ of the tires forces the bike to travel in an arc, exactly as a cone
travels in an arc when rolled on a surface. This is commonly known as camber thrust, and is easily
observed when rolling any conical object, or even a tapered cylinder (like a coffee cup) along the ground.
And as the bike (and tires) lean over more, the shape of the ‘cones’ changes such that the arc of the turn
becomes tighter. As the contact patch gets closer to the edge of the tire and the taper of the ‘cone’
becomes more pronounced, the radius of the turn becomes smaller. That’s why we lean the bike over
farther to turn tighter—or to corner at higher speed, as more cornering force is generated.
But how do we lean the bike, or increase or decrease its lean angle? What makes it happen? The most
reliable and effective way is with countersteering. We call the technique ‘countersteering’ because we
turn the front wheel in the direction opposite or ‘counter’ to the direction we want to go. To make a right
turn, we push the right handlebar, turning the wheel left. The bike responds almost immediately by
leaning to the right. Once the bike leans to the right, the front wheel tips over and points into the turn, to
the right. The front wheel will point into the turn all by itself, because of gyroscopic precession, and
generally doesn’t need any help from the rider. In fact, if the rider tries to make the front wheel point
into the turn, the bike will stand up and ‘refuse’ go into the turn, or even go the opposite way.
Some people are baffled by explanations and even demonstrations of countersteering. To them, it makes
absolutely no sense that turning the front wheel left will make the bike go right. This confusion or
mistrust can even interfere with their ability to control the bike. It may help to relate the effect to what
any driver experiences in their car or truck. When making a corner at speed in a car, every driver is
familiar with the feeling of the car’s body, and even their own body, being ‘pushed’ to the outside of the
turn. In a right turn, the car’s body may tilt or lean quite noticeably to the left. In a left turn, the ‘body
roll’ is to the right. It’s even more obvious in a truck with a high centre of gravity, like an SUV. Turn too
tight, and it can even roll over. In all cases, the car or truck leans in the opposite way that you turn the
wheel.
Something similar happens when you push (or pull) on the handlebar. The motorcycle is forced over,
pivoting around its centre of gravity and rolling over on its rounded tires. When you turn the front wheel
left (that is, push out against the right handlebar), the contact patch is steered out from under the bike
to the left, causing the bike to lean or topple to the right, just as if someone pulled the carpet out from
under you. The same thing happens when you vertically balance a tall object (like a pool cue) on its end
in your hand; if you suddenly move your hand to the left, the object will topple to the right. When the
motorcycle ‘topples’ or leans to the right, that’s the way it will go.
Countersteering and Geometry
Every motorcycle will countersteer (unless equipped with a side car or converted to a ‘trike’), but the
quality and degree of its response to countersteering (and other) inputs will depend on its design. The
way key chassis components are proportioned and positioned is called ‘geometry’ and greatly affects the
way the bike ‘handles’ or responds to inputs.
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With respect to steering, the most important part of the motorcycle’s geometry, as already mentioned in
our discussion of types of motorcycles, is trail. To review, trail is the distance by which the front contact
patch ‘trails’ behind a certain point on the pavement. That point is determined by projecting a line
through the centre of the motorcycle’s steering head (the pivot or axis on which the fork turns) toward
the ground. To work properly, a motorcycle has to have a certain minimum amount of trail. Too little
causes instability and a lack of feedback to the rider.
Trail will be increased by: 1) a larger diameter front wheel or tire (even a front tire with a taller profile
can have a measurable, noticeable affect on the trail figure and the bike’s handling), 2) reduced fork
offset (the amount of space between the steering head and the fork: if the fork is close to the steering
head, the trail increases; if the fork is well ahead of the steering head, trail is reduced), and 3) increased
fork rake (the amount the fork is angled out away from vertical toward the front wheel).
The geometry of a cruiser includes a relatively large amount of trail, which has a ‘self-centreing’ effect. It
has a more pronounced tendency to stand up out of a turn after the rider stops countersteering. This can
also be described as ‘understeer’, and most riders prefer chassis geometry that understeers slightly. It
requires the rider to maintain some countersteering pressure to keep the bike leaned over. Bikes with
large amounts of trail are said to have ‘lazy’ steering characteristics, which means they respond more
slowly to steering inputs. They’re very ‘stable’ and track with little effort in a straight line. Hardly anything
is as relaxing to ride on long straight roads than a cruiser with lots of trail and a long wheelbase.
Shorter trail (smaller diameter front wheel/tire, reduced rake, increased fork offset) results in a bike that
steers more ‘neutrally’. It will tend to remain leaned over until the rider countersteers in the opposite
direction to bring it back upright. Sportbikes, having less trail, will have less understeering/self-centreing
characteristics and more ‘neutral’ steering characteristics. They respond more quickly and positively to
steering inputs.
Some sportbikes, with ‘steep’ or ‘aggressive’ geometry (very little rake, increased fork offset, and very
little trail) may actually oversteer, or tend to continue leaning farther even after the rider stops
countersteering, unless some other input is made (countersteering in the opposite direction and/or
increasing throttle). Such geometry is conducive to very quick steering, but also to instability and reduced
feedback. Most (but not all) riders find an oversteering chassis disconcerting, and it can make the
motorcycle more susceptible to ‘tankslappers’ or ‘tucking’ the front. Bikes with very short trail numbers
are often described as ‘nervous’, and may require frequent corrections to keep them on their line through
corners.
Wheelbase, or the distance between the axles or the centres of the two contact patches, is another
important dimension in the motorcycle’s geometry. While it’s less significant than trail in terms of steering
response, longer wheelbases are associated with generally increased cornering stability and somewhat
slower steering response, like longer trail. A bike with a longer wheelbase may be slower to lean in
response to countersteering inputs but, once leaned over, is less easily upset by midcorner bumps.
Weight transfers (from throttle inputs and braking) will be less sudden and extreme on a bike with a
longer wheelbase, more pronounced on a bike with a short wheelbase. These weight transfers, as we’ve
seen, affect both traction and steering response.
Knees and feet are a pivotal part of the Eyes, Body then Bike equation we talk about. If you need to
move the bike to the left, push on the left bar to initiate the lean. Then add a prying motion with your
knee against the gas tank sort of like you are removing a bottle cap. Now push down with your left foot
on the left foot peg. This is what we mean about using your whole body to help get the bike leaned in
the turn. Because once the bike is leaned over, it will stay there all by itself. Countersteer the bike into
and out of the corner.
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COMPONENTS OF A CORNER
Every corner consists of four elements: approach, entry, apex, and exit. (This might be complicated
when two or more corners are linked directly together, overlapping the exit of one corner with the
entrance to the next.)

Apex
Exit

Line of sight: See the apex with your
peripheral vision.
Entrance

Approach

Approach
On the approach, the rider studies as much of the corner as can be seen to get some idea of its radius
and any other features in order to decide on a safe entry speed. If necessary, the rider then slows
(rolling off throttle and, if required, braking and downshifting) and positions the bike in the optimum part
of the lane for the entry (left of centre for a right turn, right of centre for a left), both to increase the
corner’s radius and extend sight distance. It’s important, especially in wet or other less than ideal traction
conditions (gravel, sand or other debris, off-camber, etc.) to complete all braking and downshifting
before entering the corner. During the approach, the rider visually locates the next part of the
sequence, the entry. By FAR the most important part of this sequence is where the rider looks, or the line
of sight. The eyes must look ahead into the turn for the next task-point.
Entry
At the entry or ‘turn-in’, the rider countersteers, causing the bike to lean into the turn. As the bike
leans over into the turn, the rider’s (and passenger’s) body should follow, leaning with the bike. Once the
appropriate lean angle is established, the countersteering pressure is relaxed or reduced (depending on
certain factors, some pressure may need to be maintained to keep the bike from standing up). At this
point the throttle should be gently opened or ‘rolled on’. Less experienced riders tend to turn in too early
and lean the bike gradually. Typically, this results in a series of midcorner corrections and a ‘ragged’ line
through the corner. Fading into the corner early can also cause the rider to run wide on the exit. More
proficient riders turn in a bit later, but lean the bike more positively.
At the entry of the corner, the rider should be looking across the inside of the corner for the apex and
then beyond it, for the exit.
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Apex
After the entry, the line will bring the bike in closer to the inside portion of the lane position. Where the
line comes closest to the inside of the lane position is the apex. It’s also likely to be the slowest point in
the corner. A common error is ‘apexing’ too early. This can cause the rider to go too wide on the exit,
and can also place the rider in the path of an oncoming vehicle where it’s most likely to go wide in the
corner and cross the centreline. Missing the apex altogether, by failing to lean the bike enough or turning
in too late, can also result in the bike running wide. The rider may then have to slow down drastically
midcorner, or be forced to lean the bike more than expected.
Some corners will require more than one apex (see Multiple Corners/Complex Corners below).
Exit
At the exit, the rider begins standing the bike up again. This can be achieved by countersteering (pushing
on the left bar to exit a right turn; pushing on the right bar to exit a left turn) and by continuing to open
the throttle smoothly and gradually. It’s dangerous to open the throttle too much too soon, when the
bike is still leaned over, particularly on a powerful machine. You may be asking for more traction than is
available, in the same way braking with the bike leaned over can do. The normal line will take the rider
back to the outside portion of the lane position as the bike exits the corner, which increases the radius of
the turn and keeps the bike as upright as possible.
At the exit, the rider’s eyes should be looking ahead for the next corner, and not at the outside edge of
the road to see how close it is.
Note that the eyes do not necessarily need to look at some imaginary ‘line’ on the pavement the tires will
follow throughout the corner. The line of sight can cut across the inside of the corner to see the road
further ahead, while peripheral vision tracks your position relative to the chosen line.
While roadracers strive to use the entire track by going to its extreme edge at entry, apex (‘clipping’ the
apex) and exit, doing so on the road is dangerous and unnecessary; it can put the tires into debris
(‘marbles’) or unstable pavement, or into the path of oncoming vehicles. On the road, it’s better to use
the centre two-thirds of the lane.

TROUBLESHOOTING HIGHER SPEED CORNERS: ‘SLLRR’
An acronym, used by Too Cool Motorcycle School for many years, serves as a checklist for the cornering
sequence, and it forms the basis of our approach to troubleshooting corners. It’s called SLLRR, or Slow,
Look, Lean, Roll, then Relax.

Slow
The most common error in corners (high or low speed) is running wide. The most common accident
among motorcyclists that does not (initially, at least) involve another vehicle is failing to negotiate a
corner. In these instances, the rider either leaves the road and crashes in the ditch, or over brakes in the
corner and crashes. In some cases, the rider fails to negotiate a right turn, crosses the centreline and
goes directly into oncoming traffic, with predictably grim results.
The single most common cause for this type of accident is speed and, more
specifically, entry speed. The most important task for the rider approaching a
corner is setting a safe entry speed. If the rider misjudges the corner, or is
overly aggressive, or is trying to keep up with other riders, the entry speed
may be too high. Once the bike is leaned over into the turn, the rider is
‘committed’ to the turn at more or less that speed. Trying to slow down
significantly at this point is difficult and possibly dangerous. There may not be
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enough traction available to corner and brake at the same time and an ‘environmental impact’ may well
ensue. The bike may also stand up out of the corner if the brakes are applied, causing the bike to run
wide, leave the road, or enter the oncoming lane.
A motorcycle must lean to get around a corner and, the faster it goes, the more it has to lean. There’s a
limit to how much any bike can lean, and too much entry speed could force the rider to lean the bike past
that limit. Sportbikes, sport-touring bikes, and dual-purpose bikes can lean the farthest, but you should
avoid testing the limits on the public road. Cruiser/custom style motorcycles cannot lean very far and will
easily be upended if you try to carry any kind of speed into the turn.
The solution to these problems is glaringly obvious: slow down for the corner. Err on the side of caution
when entering a corner, particularly a corner you can’t see all the way around. Excessive entry speed is
as unnecessary and avoidable an accident causation as following too closely.
Slow Continued: Trail Braking
Braking into the corner or ‘trail braking’ is a way of continuing to scrub off speed after leaning the bike to
enter the turn. It’s standard practice for road racers, because it allows them to keep the throttle on
longer as they approach a corner. Trail braking also allows the rider to more precisely set speed closer to
the slowest part of the corner (generally the apex). Without trail braking, the rider must set the speed
while a long way away from the apex, where it’s easier to misjudge the corner. Remember: not harder on
the brakes, but use them longer.
Because applying the front brake compresses the fork, it alters the geometry of the motorcycle, slightly
reducing rake and trail. This in turn allows the bike to turn in more quickly. Some riders also drag rear
brake into the corner to ‘settle’ the bike and help them tighten their turn. While ‘trail braking’ can help a
racer do faster laps and pass other riders going into a corner, it’s often the cause of crashes as well. Too
much brake too deep into the corner, at too great a lean angle, will cause the front wheel to ‘tuck’ and
result in a lowside crash. Too much rear brake can cause the rear wheel to swing out, producing either a
lowside (if the brake is held on) or a highside crash (if the brake is suddenly released after skidding out).
In the rain or other slippery conditions, trail braking is especially hazardous. In any condition, it’s far safer
to complete your braking with the bike upright and travelling in a straight line, or at least to release the
brake as you lean the bike into the turn. If you release the brake as you turn in, you should do so
progressively, not abruptly. Abruptly releasing the brake will cause the fork to rebound suddenly
(‘boing!’), which makes the bike bounce and upsets the chassis. Practice releasing your brakes smoothly
in any vehicle you drive and especially ride.

Look
The next problem, which may or may not be directly related to excessive entry speed, is running wide in
the corner or understeering. If you find yourself drifting wide in a corner, toward the edge of the road or
the oncoming lane, there are two things you should immediately do: 1) look further into the corner (look
for the exit) and 2) countersteer to lean the bike over more. The most insidious thing about ‘midcorner
panic’—the feeling of terror that comes from the belief that you can’t make the turn—is that it makes
your eyes look where they shouldn’t: to the outside of the turn. If you start looking at the encroaching
guardrail or oncoming vehicle, the bike will be drawn irresistibly toward it. The cardinal rule of riding and
eyesight cannot be repeated too often: LOOK WHERE YOU WANT TO GO. The corollary, of course, is that
the bike will tend to go where you look. If you become fixated on the edge of the road, that’s where the
bike is almost certain to go.
Learning to use your eyes properly when riding, to look for hazards as well as looking through corners, is
perhaps the single most important task of the new rider. It’s a process that will likely continue long after
you complete a basic or intermediate course and throughout many years of riding. It’s why instructors
will nag you relentlessly to turn your head and look farther into even low speed, parking lot turns. They’ll
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even ask you to ‘exaggerate’ the amount you look into the turn. It’s all intended to help ward off the
panicky look to the outside that leads the motorcycle off the road. At higher speeds, it takes only a
moment for it to happen.
When approaching the corner, look for your entry or ‘turn-in’, where you will begin leaning the bike. After
locating your turn-in point, your eyes should shift ahead to the apex. Before you reach your apex, your
eyes should have moved ahead to the exit. Again, your eyes don’t have to follow the exact path your
tires will take around the corner, your line of sight will instead ‘cut the corner’ to the key task points.
Trust your peripheral vision to look after the rest.

Lean
Why did the motorcyclist cross the road (and crash in the ditch)? In many cases, it was simply because
he or she was unwilling or unable to lean the bike. The bike cannot turn without leaning. We said in
the previous section that there were two things you had to do immediately if you notice the bike going
wide. The first is to look well into the turn. But no matter how far you look, you won’t make the corner
unless you lean the bike over. The best way to do this is with countersteering.
Some riders are taught that countersteering is an extreme technique used to avoid a collision with an
object in their path, and that leaning the body or ‘body steering’ is used for routine cornering and
steering. This notion is false and potentially dangerous. You should use countersteering routinely,
consciously, and deliberately whenever steering the bike, so that it becomes ‘hardwired’ into your
repertoire of ‘motor skills’. Push left to go left, push right to go right. Do it routinely, do it frequently, and
chances are better you’ll do it automatically in an emergency or ‘panic’ situation.
If you feel that, despite your best efforts to countersteer, the bike is resisting your attempts to lean it
over and is continuing to run wide, there are several possible explanations. First, are you holding on to
the bars tightly or with a relaxed grip? If your arms are stiff, one arm can prevent the other from
countersteering effectively, locking the bars in place. Stay relaxed and keep your elbows bent. Second,
are you on or off the gas? If you’re accelerating, the bike will take longer to lean over and can more
easily run wide. If you’ve closed the throttle, the bike will lean in quicker—and continue to lean in until
the throttle is resumed or an opposite steering input is made. In this way throttle helps to steer the bike.
Body Steering
There are other ways to cause the bike to lean. Leaning your body, pushing with your knee on the
(out)side of the tank, and placing more weight on the (inside) footrest, will cause the bike to lean. But
compared to countersteering, these inputs are relatively
ineffectual and, as speed increases, they become even less
Body Steering, Pro and Con: Keith Code, a
leading high-performance riding instructor and
effective by themselves.
Without countersteering, riders can climb all over and half
off the bike, using all manner of ‘body english’ in a
desperate attempt to make it turn, only to go wider and
wider in a corner, or fail to avoid an obstacle they should
have easily swerved around. They might not even be going
very fast.
Let’s be very clear about this: riders who don’t use and
practice countersteering are among the most frequently
involved in accidents, a fact established by the Hurt Report
many years ago. Indeed, such riders are no more in control
of the machine than a passenger on the back who can’t
reach the handlebars.
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proprietor of the California Superbike School,
challenges proponents of ‘body steering’ to
negotiate the track on his special ‘Anti-BS’ bike.
This machine has an extra set of handlebars
attached solidly to the frame rather than the front
wheel, making countersteering impossible. Riders
who believe they can steer the bike at speed by
leaning their body and using their feet and knees
on the footrests and gas tank quickly discover that
‘body steering’, without countersteering, is mostly
BS.
On the other hand, racers and fast street
riders who try to muscle their bikes into turns or
through quick transitions at high speed with
countersteering alone find it isn’t quick (or
smooth) enough to get the job done. Instructors at
most high-performance riding schools teach the
importance of using body weight (another form of
weight transfer) on the footpegs and against the
side of the bike, to help the bike turn more quickly.
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However, body steering becomes more important as an aid to motorcycle control at track-day and racing
speeds, when the bike is being operated near or at its performance limits. To get the most out of a
motorcycle’s cornering performance, a rider must use body weight or ‘body steering’ in conjunction with
countersteering. Your body weight helps pull the bike down into the turn more quickly if you get your
chin and shoulders into it (imagine trying to get your chin pointed into the turn and closer to the mirror
and pavement on the inside of the corner), your butt over to the inside of the seat, and your weight on
the inside foot peg. This is especially effective AFTER countersteering has already begun to lean the bike.
The timing of this weight transfer is critical: If it’s too early, the bike ‘fades’ into the corner before the
entrance, apexing too early, which can result in too wide an exit. Too late, and the apex might be missed
altogether, with the bike again running dangerously wide.
Inputs made with the knees on the side of the bike and with the feet on the foot pegs will help lean the
bike over more quickly, provided they aren’t done at the expense of countersteering inputs. They also
serve to keep the muscles of the rider’s torso taut and the hands/arms relaxed. It’s another example of
how it’s better to grip the bike with your knees, rather than your hands.
But when street riders, and especially new riders, go wide in corners at anything below all-out, racing
speeds, or fail to avoid what should be easily avoided obstacles, lack of body steering isn’t the problem.
Lack of countersteering IS the problem. Before you worry too much about body steering, make sure
countersteering is second nature.
Lean Angle and Body Position
While countersteering is the most effective method of steering at speed, body position plays an important
role in how the bike corners, just as it does at low speed. You’ll recall that in the ‘low speed world’
(parking lots, tight 90o turns, etc.) it’s better to ‘counterbalance’ or at least remain upright over the bike
while it leans into turns. In the ‘higher speed world’ this is no longer the case.
Now there is enough cornering force for you to lean with the bike as your countersteering inputs lean it
into corners. The most important reason for doing so is simply this: when you lean with the bike, you do
some of the leaning for the bike. If you don’t lean with it, the bike has to do the entire job itself. It will
have to lean more. When you (and your passenger) lean with the bike, the bike can remain slightly more
upright, while still cornering at the same speed.
Hanging Off: A rider ‘hangs off’ by
moving over to the side of the
machine in the direction of the turn.
They move themselves to the right
side of the seat as they approach a
right turn, and the left side of the seat
for a left turn. While individual riders’
styles vary somewhat, all are trying to
move their bodies’ centre of gravity
(CG) to the inside of the bikes’ CG.
This does even more of the leaning,
which allows the bike to remain still
more upright. This simply means the
motorcycle can go faster around the
corner before running out of cornering
clearance. This is not the same thing
as ‘body steering’. If you need to
‘hang off’ to avoid scraping parts of
your bike while riding on public roads,
you are likely going MUCH TOO FAST,
and should consider taking it to the
track .

At normal speeds,
this is more of a
concern for riders
of machines with
limited
cornering
clearance (cruisers,
some
touring
bikes). The way
body
position
works in cornering
is vividly illustrated
by motorcycle roadracers, who employ a technique called hanging
off to carry more speed around corners at the race track.
Hanging off can also aid in getting the bike upright sooner while
exiting a corner, making harder acceleration possible earlier. The
rider effectively ‘pushes the bike upright’ and away from
him/herself, keeping the body weight low and to the inside. This
body position helps to keep the bike from running wide while
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accelerating hard. Once the bike is almost fully upright and out of the turn, the rider then smoothly gets
back up onto the seat or into position for the next turn.
A common error in changing body position for cornering is using your arms on the handlebars to pull your
body over from one side of the bike to the other. This upsets the bike by causing unwanted
countersteering inputs. Instead, use your legs to unweight and slide your butt over on the seat and to
move your weight onto the inside foot peg, so your arms can remain calm and relaxed on the bars. This
is a key reason why having strong muscles in thighs as well as your torso, is essential to smooth control
at sustained high speeds—i.e., racing and track days. If you’re not reasonably fit, a few laps at a track
day will have your legs feeling like rubber. It’s also easier to use your legs if the balls of your feet rest on
the foot pegs, rather than your heels or instep. It makes moving easier and gives you better feel for
what’s happening.
Your upper body should be relaxed as you corner. Your elbows should be slightly bent and not locked.
There’s no need to grip the bars tightly, and doing so will only interfere with their normal movement
while making it harder for you to feel what the front tire is doing. Have calm hands on the grips. That
goes double in wet and slippery conditions. If a half-hour ride on twisty roads has your arms and
shoulders feeling stiff and sore, chances are excellent that you’re holding on too tight. Shake it out.
Relax. Keeping your eyes up and looking well ahead through the turns can do a lot to help keep you
comfortable. Often holding on too tight is a sign that the bike is ‘catching up with our eyes’ and making
us feel stressed.
Fear of Leaning
When they realize they’re going wide in a turn, some riders are reluctant to lean the bike more. They feel
the bike is already leaned WAY over and are afraid it will slide out. So instead, they grab the brakes or
stand the bike up and head for the ditch. This is almost always a serious error. If there’s enough traction
to both brake and corner, there is definitely enough traction to corner harder. Trying to brake hard while
leaned over asks the tires for an enormous amount of traction, which might not be available. If you overbrake the rear tire, it may ‘step out’ or slide to the outside. If it then regains traction, the bike will likely
be launched in the air, and you along with it. This is called a highside crash, and is especially dreaded by
motorcyclists. It usually causes more pain and injury than a lowside. Applying too much front brake can
lock the front wheel and cause it to ‘tuck’. A lowside crash is the usual result.
Taking to the ditch, or even worse, the oncoming lane, is usually a poor choice as well. There may be
unseen obstacles like boulders or trenches waiting to send you flying off the bike. There may be a cliff, a
mountainside, trees, fences, or any of a number of lethal hazards.
It’s far better to countersteer and lean the bike more. Many riders have no idea how far their bike will
actually lean before they run out of traction or cornering clearance. In a crisis, they give up too easily.
Until you feel or hear parts of the bike scraping on the pavement, it’s a good bet you can lean over
farther and corner harder. And just because you hear a footrest or floorboard begin grinding, doesn’t
mean you should immediately stand the bike up. You should also realize that the friction of cornering
slows the bike down a fair amount, so braking midcorner may not be necessary.
Above all, don’t give up on the corner. If you look into the turn and really lean the bike you’ll probably
make it. And even if you lean too far and slide out, that’s usually better than standing the bike up and
riding into the ditch or into oncoming traffic.
There are many ways to overcome the (natural) fear of leaning: if you have a sportbike, try a track day
or race school. It’ll greatly improve your cornering and leaning confidence. If you have a cruiser and have
never so much as dragged a floorboard, you should do it deliberately. Use caution, but find out what
drags on your bike at relatively low speed, where there’s good traction. On the typical cruiser, you’ll run
out of cornering clearance long before you run out of traction. Be cautious to begin with in case
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something rigid (frame, footrest/floorboard, control bracket, exhaust, etc.) drags before something
flexible, which could cause the tires to lever up off the pavement. Don’t let a fear of leaning cause you to
run off the road in a corner or fail to avoid a collision with a car or object.
For a new rider, there’s a lot to think about when cornering (lane position, braking, downshifting, looking,
body position, etc.), it’s actually possible to forget to lean the bike altogether. It may sound absurdly
obvious, but don’t forget to lean the bike! And if you need to, be prepared to lean it MORE!

Roll On
Once the bike is leaned into the turn, it’s time to begin carefully and smoothly re-opening the throttle or
‘rolling on’. This part of the corner sequence, especially past the apex, is also called the ‘drive’. You don’t
have to wait until the bike is out of the corner and fully upright. In fact, if you’ve reduced speed
sufficiently and can see your way clear through the corner, you can even roll the gas back on before
leaning the bike into the corner. That way, if there’s an off-on throttle ‘bobble’ (a slight pitching back and
forth on the suspension, caused by a weight transfer), it’ll happen with the bike upright, rather than
leaned over. It’s one less thing to worry about keeping smooth while you’re in the turn. Note, however,
that with the throttle open, it will take more effort and time to get the bike leaned over, than with the
throttle closed.
The motorcycle will hold its line through the corner more easily and naturally if you have the throttle
slightly on, rather than shut off and ‘trailing’. With a ‘trailing’ throttle (throttle closed, or closed enough to
produce engine braking), more of the rider/machine weight is on the front wheel. While this may
quicken steering response, once the bike is leaned over it’s best
to have some extra weight on the rear tire contact patch.
Quicken Steering Response: A
weight transfer to the front (from
engine braking or front brake
The rear wheel/tire is larger than the front and has more gyroscopic
application) compresses the fork and
inertia and a bigger ‘footprint’. So when the rear tire is leaned over
changes the motorcycle’s geometry.
and ‘aimed’ in the right direction, it’s what will mainly hold the bike on
Trail is slightly reduced, which causes
your chosen line. You can stabilize it by putting a little extra weight
the bike to respond more quickly to
countersteering inputs. This is why a
on it with the throttle. Opening the throttle gently and smoothly will
bike will turn in more quickly and
transfer a small amount of weight to the rear. Opening it too abruptly
easily with the throttle closed than
will cause the bike to pitch back and forth on its suspension, as will a
open.
series of on–off throttle transitions. Strive to keep it smooth. With the
throttle on, the bike will sit a bit higher on its suspension, giving you
more cornering clearance. (The opposite applies as well: if
Spin the Rear Tire: With the bike leaned over and the
you shut the throttle off midcorner, the bike will drop on its
contact patches close to the edges of the tires, the rear
suspension and possibly begin dragging hard parts on the
wheel diameter is effectively reduced. As a result, your
pavement. However, if the bike is going wide in the turn,
final drive ratio is lower, which may put you in a more
rolling off the throttle smoothly can help tighten your line.)
powerful part of the rev range when you roll on. It may

When the bike leans over, the contact patch moves toward
the outside edge of the tire, where the circumference of the
tire is smaller. At a significant lean angle, therefore, the bike
is effectively rolling on a smaller diameter rear wheel. The
wheel now has to rotate more quickly to keep up with the
engine. Unless you roll on some throttle, the result will be
engine braking, which in turn transfers weight forward,
overloading the front and making the bike harder to hold on
its line. In a very challenging corner, close to the limits of
traction, this could be enough to cause the rear tire slide
out.
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then take less throttle than you expect to break the rear
tire loose or make the bike run wide.
Highside: This is, in fact, one of the most common
tricks used by roadracers to crash spectacularly. It’s
considered the price you pay for getting on the gas
harder and earlier than possible.
Throttle Helps Steer the Bike: We’re not talking
here about ‘rear wheel steering’ out of corners by
spinning up the rear tire on hard throttle. When racers
speak of ‘rear wheel steering’ they mean deliberately
breaking the rear of the bike loose, allowing cornering
force to push it to the outside, which in turn gets the
front pointed in the direction they want to go. This is
obviously not a suitable technique for the street, and it’s
a good way to get highsided to the moon. But if you do
spin the rear tire and feel it ‘come around’ on you, don’t
slam the throttle shut. Let the bike get itself back in line
first.
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Rolling on the throttle early is a good habit but, of course, there are limits. Rolling on too much throttle
will make the bike try to stand up out of the corner and go wide. Rolling on too much with the bike
leaned over (especially on a surface with poor grip) can also spin the rear tire and cause it to break
loose. If the tire swings to the outside of the turn (‘trying to pass you’) and then suddenly regains grip
(as it tends to when the throttle is then shut off), the dreaded highside crash can be the result. It’s
virtually identical to highsiding the bike with the rear brake. Also, if the corner runs downhill and leads
directly to a red light, you obviously won’t be rolling on much.
As you approach the exit, continuing to gradually roll on the throttle will also help ‘pick the bike up’ or
stand it up out of the corner. The closer the bike comes to vertical, the safer it is to apply more power for
acceleration.
Roll On Continued: In Slow, Out Fast
If you find that you can’t roll on early in the corner without the bike going wide, it’s very likely you
entered the corner too fast. Enter corners slowly enough so you can easily get back on the
throttle as soon as the bike is leaned over, or even before. Even racers know that the highest possible
entry speed isn’t necessarily the fastest way around the track. If you go into a corner ‘hot’, it takes a long
time to ‘gather the bike up’ and get back on the throttle. The throttle will have to be cautiously nursed a
long time in ‘maintenance’ (this Nick Ienatch’s term) mode before starting to accelerate. At serious lean
angles and with high cornering forces, this fine throttle control—the throttle open to the smallest
imaginable degree—must be utterly smooth and performed with the utmost delicacy. At the racetrack,
this balance, or inverse relationship between lean angle and throttle/acceleration (increasing throttle
while decreasing lean angle) takes place at the very edge of adhesion. Don’t precariously balance these
forces on the street, but strive to be smooth whenever you pick up the throttle through a corner. Feel
how gradually and progressively opening the throttle stands the bike up toward the exit. And remember:
the rider who goes in a bit slower can be back on the gas MUCH earlier, out of the corner sooner, and do
it all much more safely.
Roll On How Much? Chasing the VANISHING POINT
One way to tell how much you can roll on the throttle and accelerate through and out of a corner is to
look for the ‘VP’ or You should be able to stop within that distance. If you can’t, you’re going too fast.
When that point is receding or staying at a constant distance from you, your speed and acceleration are
probably not excessive. If you notice the ‘VP’ is getting closer, it means you’re accelerating too much or
the corner is tightening up; you need to stop rolling on or even roll off. Any obstructions to your line of
sight through the corner (trees, hedges, parked cars, or machinery) will obviously bring the ‘VP’ much
closer. Your speed should be adjusted accordingly.
Throttle Practice
Smooth transitions from off-throttle to partial throttle to positive throttle (acceleration) are a crucial skill,
particularly in slippery conditions or in high-speed cornering. On the racetrack, they’re what separate the
fastest from those who crash. You can practice your throttle control at low speeds, in first gear, by trying
to roll off and back on the gas without upsetting the bike on its chassis. Work on controlling throttle
openings with smaller and smaller increments. Try to subtly and imperceptibly ‘sneak’ the throttle open,
rather than ‘cranking’ it. If you notice the bike pitching back and forth, it’s telling you there’s work to do.
In conclusion, the throttle ‘helps steer the bike’ in three ways: 1) By rolling off the throttle, the bike
turns in more quickly and easily at the entrance to the corner. 2) Midcorner, slightly open or partial
throttle keeps the bike balanced and helps hold the intended line/lean angle. And finally 3), at the exit,
the progressively opening throttle helps stand the bike up and out of the turn. Again, SMOOTHNESS is
the watchword.
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Relax
Staying relaxed while you are in a corner allows the motorcycle do what it was designed to do, lean in
the Corner.

TYPES OF CORNERS AND LINES
Every corner can be quantified by at least two basic measurements: 1) the amount of direction change it
encompasses in degrees from entrance to exit and 2) the distance it takes to make that direction change,
which is a function of its radius, in metres or feet (the radius of the turn is the distance from the centre
point around which the road bends out to the road itself. The tighter the turn, the smaller the radius). A
turn that completely reverses the direction of the road is a 180o turn. If that turn has a radius of 1500 m,
it will be a gentle curve in the road. But if its radius were only 25 m, it would be a tight corner indeed. In
addition to this ‘horizontal curvature’, corners are affected by ‘vertical curvature’, or uphill and downhill
slopes along the length and across the width of the corner (uphill and downhill corners, on- and offcamber corners).
The ability to ‘read’ corners as you approach them is learned from training, practice, and mostly
experience. The faster you approach a corner, the less time you’ll have to get that ‘reading’. When riding
on unfamiliar roads, it’s crucial that you take your time. Don’t try too hard to keep up with anyone on a
road you don’t know thoroughly, and when you can’t see the pavement around the turn, look for other
indicators, like the tree line, land contours, or power/telephone poles to get an idea of where the road
goes and how tight the turn might be. Roads tend to follow patterns and they can be predictable, to a
degree (but note that in nearly every set of repetitive, near-identical corners, there’s one surprisingly
tight decreasing radius turn). In canyons, for example, a long downhill slope ending in a tight blind turn
will often empty onto a narrow, slippery bridge. The characteristics of corners, surfaces, fencing, and
signage can change dramatically as you enter a different province, state, rural municipality, or county. Be
extra cautious when crossing such boundaries.
There are many other ways corners can be described and we’ll discuss these below. We’ll also discuss
ideal ‘lane position’ and ‘lines’ through these corners. ‘Lane position’ usually refers to one of three
possible positions within a lane: left of centre, centre, and right of centre. Because each of these
positions is typically well over a metre wide, there is also some latitude within each of these. Your ‘line’ is
the path you choose for your tires, connecting the components of the corner (entry, apex, exit) described
earlier. On the racetrack, a good line allows a rider to get through the corner faster by maximizing its
radius (despite appearances, roadracers are actually trying to keep their motorcycles as upright as
possible, so they can brake and accelerate harder). On the public road, a good line has to do more than
simply widen the corner, it also has to position the rider for a better view of the corner and out of the
way of oncoming hazards.
Delayed Apex Line
The normal line through a corner starts ‘wide’ or to the outside. So in a left-hand corner, the bike should
be positioned to the right of centre for the entry. By starting wide at the entrance to the turn, you
maximize its radius and won’t have to corner as hard or lean the bike over as far. By using more of the
available lane at the entrance, you won’t have to use as much at the exit. If you enter on too tight a line
(too close to the inside, or in our left-turn example, in the left of centre lane position), you may need
more space to complete the turn than is available at the exit.
At the turn-in point, aim the bike for an apex that’s a little past the halfway point of the turn. An earlier
apex might get you around the corner faster, but that’s not your main concern on the road. In a left turn,
a later apex will keep you to the right of centre longer and out of the path of an oncoming vehicle
swinging wide into your lane. You don’t want to be close to the centre line (apexing) where the oncoming
menace is most likely to be crossing into your lane. Remember also that when you lean the bike into a
left turn, you and the motorcycle will be considerably to the left of your tires’ contact patches. If your
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tires are just inside the centre line, your head is likely in the oncoming lane. Your apex, then, can’t be as
tight as it might be on the racetrack.
If you can’t see all the way around the corner, and especially if this ‘blind corner’ is to the left, you are
well advised to choose a ‘delayed apex’ line. Staying wide deeper into the turn not only keeps more space
between you and any potential line crossers, but gives you a better line of sight into the corner, allowing
you to see any hazard earlier. If the corner begins tightening, you’ll be in a better position to lean the
bike more and tighten your line. If you’ve already apexed, your line will be taking you out toward the
outside lane position again, and if the radius of the turn is now tightening up, you could find yourself
heading for the ditch. After the apex, your line carries you back toward the outside lane position, where it
should be easy to stand the bike up.
A delayed apex helps keep you in the proper position for multiple corners as well. A midcorner apex will
put you in poor position for the next turn possibly making you go wide.
In a right-hand turn, a poorly planned
line or too much entry speed will send
YOU over the centreline and into
oncoming traffic, so be especially aware
of your own responsibilities as you
approach these corners. You could
cause an accident simply by appearing
to be out of control and causing
someone to swerve away and possibly
leave the road or lose control.

Constant Radius
90 Degree Corners
Tight Entrance
Early Apex

The pattern is the same everywhere,
from parking lots to highways: enter
wide, apex, exit wide. Slow down more
than you need to for the entries, stay
wide a little deeper into the blind and/or
decreasing radius corners, apex a bit
later, and you’ll be in good shape.
Constant Radius/Balance Corner
The simplest type of corner is a constant
radius, where the ‘tightness’ or rate of
the turn is unchanged from the entrance
to the exit; the ‘VP’ stays ahead of you
without receding or approaching.
Provided there is good visibility and no
surface changes, it holds few surprises.
Set up wide for the entry, apex a little
past the midcorner point and exit in the
outside lane position.

Middle Apex

Wide entrance/
Delayed Apex

Increasing Radius/Exit Corner
This corner starts tight at the entrance, but at some point begins to open out or widen toward the exit.
You may have to slow down considerably for your entry, but it will be easy to get on the gas and pick up
speed as you approach the exit and see the ‘vanishing point’ accelerate away from you. It’s possible to
apex a bit earlier in an increasing radius corner and still have plenty of room for the exit. Of course, when
the direction is reversed, an increasing radius corner will become a decreasing radius corner.
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Decreasing Radius/Entrance Corner
Riders are far more likely to get in trouble with
a decreasing radius turn than with any other
type. The corner starts gradually, possibly
luring the unwary in at too high a speed. Then
it tightens up, and the ‘VP’ rushes toward you.
If you haven’t slowed sufficiently, or have
turned in and apexed too early, you could find
yourself in difficulties. When approaching what
you even suspect may be a decreasing radius
turn, slow down more than you think you need
to. Set up wide for the entry and stay wide
deeper into the turn. Begin your turn and aim
for an apex that’s well past the midcorner
point. This will give you plenty of room for your
exit.

Training Manual

Decreasing Radius Corner
Use delayed apex line

Uphill
You can use more throttle when you roll on in
an uphill corner, but note that the front tire is
already lighter on an upslope and with too much throttle it will become even lighter and prone to
breaking loose. You’re also more likely to encounter an off-camber surface on an uphill left-hander. The
VP may get close if the uphill corner is on a crest, making it a blind corner.
Downhill
Downhill turns throw weight onto the front tire and make the bike harder to control. Shutting off the
throttle loads the front up even more. Sometimes, the best bet is to keep some throttle on but drag a bit
of rear brake to control the speed. Enter downhill corners at conservative speeds. Gravity combines with
cornering force to push the bike to the outside. A downhill left-hander is more likely to have off-camber
characteristics.
Camber
Camber is the term for the slope or grade across the surface of the
Positive
Camber
Surface:
road, rather than along it. A slope up to the outside of the turn is called
Speedway style racetracks or ‘ovals’
an on-camber or positive camber surface; down to the outside is off(Daytona,
for
example)
have
or negative camber. An
extremely steep positive camber
turns
which
allow
cars
and
off-camber
corner
adds
motorcycles to corner at incredible
gravity to cornering force
speed by converting much of the
and tries to push the bike
cornering force on the contact
much harder to the outside
patches into downforce, greatly
increasing traction—and tire wear.
of the turn. The pavement
sloping up to the inside will
also come much closer to those parts of the bike which are
susceptible to grinding when leaned over (footrests, exhausts,
etc.) and to the edge of the tires. Off-camber turns must be
approached at much lower speeds than neutral or positive
camber surfaces. Most (but not all) corners on public roads
are designed to include some positive camber to make
cornering safer, especially in slippery conditions.
Downhill Off Camber Corner
The crowned shape or profile of the roadway, meant to help
shed water, also produces camber effects, which are most
noticeable in the right-of-centre lane position.
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Blind Corner
The greatest danger in corners comes from not being able to see the complete picture. When the
vanishing point (VP) is very close, your speed must be drastically reduced. A blind corner may conceal
almost any kind of danger: extreme decreasing radius, large, slow moving farm or construction
equipment in your lane (maybe even turning across your lane from the oncoming lane), other vehicles
pulling out of driveways, wet, slimy wooden bridges, animals, stalled vehicles, vehicles parked to
photograph wildlife (or because a passenger is suddenly carsick), cyclists, pedestrians, dogs, debris,
bumps or potholes, gravel, police parked to write a ticket, accident scenes… you name it, and
motorcyclists have encountered it as they came screaming around a blind corner. When you can’t see
around the turn, slow to a speed that would allow you to stop in the distance you CAN see. Expect the
worst and plan for it.

Blind Corner Tight Entry:
no problem, right?

Same Corner Wide Entry:
see the oncoming car in

your lane?
Multiple Corners/Complex Corners
Sometimes a corner will exit directly into the entrance of
another (opposite direction) corner. If there’s no ‘straight’
separating them, they’re called ‘multiple corners’. Your line
through the first corner might have to be altered to line you up
properly for the next corner. A late apex in the first corner will
help, as will following through with your exit, so you end up
with a wide entry into the next corner. This will be especially
helpful if that second corner turns out to have a decreasing
radius. If you cut straight across from the apex of the first
corner to the entrance of the next, you may find yourself badly
out of position after the second apex.
Double Apex
Some ‘complex’ corners may have more than one apex. Two or
more consecutive turns in the same direction close together
(generally totaling 180O of direction change) might be treated
as one larger turn with a ‘double apex line’. After the first apex,
the exit of the ‘first’ corner becomes instead the entrance to
the ‘second’ corner, in the outside portion of the lane.
Therefore, beware of picking up too much throttle after the
first apex—you’ve got to keep the bike leaned over to make
the second apex before standing it up with the throttle for the
final, real exit. If you don’t get the first apex, you’re likely to
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completely miss the second, and in a right turn that could mean going straight into oncoming traffic.
Diamond Line
Motorcycles with limited cornering clearance (cruisers/customs) may benefit
from a slightly different type of line through the corner, sometimes referred to
as a ‘diamond’ line. As with any line, it starts wide with the entrance. But
instead of quickly leaning the bike into the turn at the entrance, the line stays
wide and the bike upright deeper into the turn. The bike is slowed right up to a
point beyond the standard entrance to the corner, and then the bike is turned
(at relatively low speed), aimed at the apex and driven out of the corner toward
the exit, using the low-end torque to pull the bike back up to speed. The line
gets its name from its ‘v’ or diamond shape, consisting of a nearly straight line into the turn, a quick,
sharp direction change at low speed, followed by another nearly straight line out to the exit.
Traction Chooses Your Line
Not using enough of the lane to corner (entering too tight) is a common mistake, but not the only or
even the most serious one. The motorcyclist has to always pay special attention to traction. Going to the
very edge of the pavement on your entry or exit may put your tires on sand, gravel, grass clippings,
leaves, or broken pavement. If you find you’re having to use every last inch of pavement as you corner,
you’re probably going much too fast. Always leave some room for error. Keep in mind that places on the
road where other motorists’ tires seldom go are likely littered with gravel, sand, and other debris (on the
track, it’s known as being ‘in the marbles’ because of the poor traction). As we mentioned earlier, it’s
better to use the centre two thirds of the lane, avoiding the pavement closest to the edge of the road or
the centre line.
Your traction requirements for cornering are not the same all the way through the corner. Certain parts
of the corner will use more traction. Braking for the corner, leaning the bike (turn-in), and your maximum
lean angle (normally somewhere at or near your apex) are all areas requiring more traction. Plan your
line to use traction where it’s most available. Entering a right-hander, you may choose not to start quite
as wide with your entry and take advantage of the positive camber closer to the inside lane position. (You
also want to have plenty of room between you and oncoming vehicles ‘clipping’ their apex or hogging
part of your lane as they corner.) Gambling that pavement you can’t see yet will have adequate traction
for your hardest cornering is just that: a gamble. It’s sometimes wiser to adjust your line to use surfaces
you KNOW will provide traction, even if that means changing your entry and apex positions from what
would otherwise be ideal. The ideal line for the road is the one that not only keeps you safe from other
vehicles and in your own lane, but also keeps your tires in firm contact with the road.

CHANGING LINES MIDCORNER
After entering a corner, it’s possible to discover a hazard on or close to your chosen line, forcing you to
take a tighter or wider line. This means changing your line midcorner. Normally, tightening your line is
the more challenging task, as it means leaning the bike over more. If you’re going into the corner too fast
and already using a lot of lean angle, this will be even more difficult, or impossible. And if you’re riding a
bike with severely limited cornering clearance (especially a ‘lowered’ cruiser), it’s another reason to enter
corners at a conservative speed.
Taking a tighter line requires the rider to move his/her eyes to a new target further into the turn, beyond
whatever hazard is forcing the correction. The newly chosen line will appear to pass through a ‘gate’
consisting of the inside edge of the available lane and the hazard on the outside. The rider’s peripheral
vision should see this gate while the visual focus moves through it and beyond, toward the exit of the
corner. The rider has to be prepared for a second correction once past the hazard, as the tighter line may
put the bike in a less than optimum position for finishing the corner, or for entering the next corner in an
‘S’ bend.
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Remember that if the hazard is a surface problem (sand, gravel, mud, bumps, etc.) that compromises
traction, choosing a tighter line will also demand more traction, which might not be available if your tires
even get on the edge of the bad surface. Choosing a wider line and reducing lean angle will demand less
traction as you pass near the hazard, but then you may have to corner harder after the hazard to stay on
the road. In other words, deferring the demand for cornering traction might later force you to use more
traction when it comes time to finish the corner.
If you’re aggressively committed to a corner, hanging off the inside of the bike, standing the bike up
quickly can be difficult. Again, the slower you’re entering the corner, the easier this correction will be.
Look through the ‘gate’ created by the hazard and the outside edge of your available lane—not at the
gate’s ‘posts’. If the hazard is an oncoming vehicle, you’ll want to give it plenty of room and err toward
the outer edge of the lane position, rather than toward the more lethal, closing hazard. Expect the
moving hazard to go still wider and force you wider. Remember that your lean angle places your head
closer to the hazard, even if your tires are on a clear course. That means your tires have to miss the
inside hazard by a considerable amount, if your head and/or inside shoulder is to just clear it.
Standing the bike up to take a wider line can be challenging because it may put you in a poor position to
finish the turn or for entering the next turn. Also, after standing the bike up even slightly to miss a
hazard, the rider’s eyes might become strongly attracted to the outside edge of the road or lane position
(which is suddenly much closer); if target fixation occurs, the bike could now be headed off the road or
into oncoming traffic.
Finishing the turn can be further complicated if the bike gets ‘out of shape’. This could occur if the rider is
out of position on the bike, preoccupied with braking (or skidding tires), or simply not prepared for the
task after the distraction of the midcorner correction. Keeping the bike on the road might now become a
greater challenge than the line-change itself. When making a correction toward the outside of the turn,
the rider has to be prepared to corner HARD (after clearing the hazard) to avoid leaving the road or
running straight into yet another hazard. Keeping the eyes looking resolutely INTO the corner, even while
briefly standing the bike up out of it, will help make this possible.
Whether standing the bike up to take a wider line, or leaning it more to take a tighter line, the most
positive way to do it is with a firm countersteering input. Push/pull on the bars as much as necessary and
use your weight on the footrests to lean the bike or stand it up enough to make it through your escape
‘gate’. If tightening your line midcorner, countersteer and lean with the bike, but keep your shoulders and
arms relaxed in order to be prepared for further corrections. If taking a wider line, countersteer to bring
the bike upright. If your body remains leaned into the turn, it’ll be a bit easier to get the bike back into
the turn once you’ve cleared the hazard.
Midcorner Bump and Grind
Compared to other developed countries, Canada’s roads are rather bumpy. This is partly due to our
climate and the effect of ‘frost heaves’, which distort the pavement’s surface. This has serious
implications for motorcyclists, particularly where braking and cornering is concerned.
The motorcycle’s suspension system is most effective (able to keep the tires on the road) when nearly or
completely upright. When the bike is leaned over, forces act on the suspension at an angle. This in turn
produces more ‘stiction’, a binding effect between the part of the suspension connected to the wheel and
the ‘sprung’ part attached to the frame. Stiction causes too much of the wheels’ movement to be directly
transmitted to the chassis of the bike, making it vulnerable to bumps and sudden elevation changes. As a
result, the bike and rider tend to move around over the suspension. It makes the lower ‘unsprung’ part of
the suspension less compliant with the road surface, which could cause tires to ‘chatter’ or even lose
contact with it altogether. If a tire is bounced off the pavement, cornering forces will quickly push it to
the outside, possibly making the bike go wide in the turn or initiating a slide. The greater the lean angle,
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the more easily upset the chassis will be by midcorner irregularities. Motorcycles with inferior or poorly
adjusted suspension components are much more susceptible to problems caused by bumps in corners.
When the road is bumpy, you need to enter corners more slowly and keep the bike more upright.
Goals for Cornering on the Road
For many riders, learning about corners means one thing: learning to go faster. It needs to be repeated:
making speed your goal, trying to go faster and faster on your favourite twisty road, trying to keep up
with faster riders, places you in the highest risk category of all motorcyclists. Virtually everyone who
follows this path makes a mistake sooner or later, and if that mistake occurs on a public road, bristling
with lethal hazards, that one mistake could be your last.
Your goal in cornering should never be outright speed but
rather SMOOTHNESS (getting tired of that word yet?),
consistency, and poise.
Try to keep the chassis level on its suspension throughout the corner by getting smoothly and
progressively both on and off the brakes; do the same with the throttle to prevent sudden ‘squatting’ of
the rear and accompanying ‘vagueness’ or ‘skittish’ lightness in the front. Work on transitioning smoothly
from throttle to brake and back to throttle again. Smooth out your shifting to avoid excessive engine
braking and rear wheel ‘hopping’. Strive to keep your chosen line cleanly throughout each turn and
practice being precise with steering inputs, reducing midcorner corrections (and over-corrections). Learn
to feel how the bike responds to different inputs at various points in the corner and eliminate all
unnecessary movements and inputs.
If your ultimate goal is to go faster—that is, to go racing or take part in trackdays—the first thing you’ll
learn is that you’ll never be fast until you learn to be smooth. Don’t take our word for it: take a race
school or advanced course and see for yourself. Smoothness reduces many things: chassis disturbance,
loss of traction, rider fatigue, and wear and tear on equipment. It increases your chances of keeping the
rubber side down in demanding situations and on dubious surfaces. Learning to be truly smooth takes
practice and it starts when you get on the bike for the first time and continues throughout your riding
career.
Simply put:

Countersteer to get in the corner and Countersteer to get out of the corner.

HOOK TURNS
Getting the bike pointed in the direction you wish and holding a tight
line is always a challenge. The hook-turn position adds one more way
to beat physics and tighten or remain tighter in a corner. For steering,
you want to weight the front end with your upper body in the direction
you wish to go, which will make the bike bite and turn. It does this by
changing the geometry of the forks and shortens the wheelbase just a
touch allowing the bike to hook into that turn.
It is all about the interaction between you and the bike. Knowing how
to move your body can make the biggest difference. Remember the
bike needs you to make the corner. It just knows how to go straight.
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PASSING
Passing Sequence
1. Position yourself to be seen
2. Confirm the safety of the pass
3. Activate left signal
4. Check traffic to the rear
5. Change lanes
6. Downshift if more power is needed; accelerate, pass
7. Check traffic behind
8. Activate right signal
9. Change lanes (upshift)
10. Cancel signal
Some of the most serious road accidents occur when vehicles pass or ‘overtake’ on the highway,
particularly where there is no passing lane. The potential for head-on collisions greatly increases during
any passing maneuvers, and the high closing speeds make them by far the most lethal type of collision.
Passing is a major subject among motorcyclists for a couple of reasons. First, motorcyclists frequently
travel in a group, and an object of group riding is to keep the group together. When riders pass a vehicle
or group of vehicles, the following riders may feel pressured to pass as quickly as possible in order to
stay with the group. That sense of urgency can lead to poor decision-making.
Secondly, motorcyclists can accelerate rapidly and often travel at higher speeds than other traffic. As a
result, they tend to catch up with a lot of other vehicles, and their ability to pick up speed quickly
encourages them to ‘go for it’ and attempt passes where the operators of other vehicles wouldn’t. It
takes the rider of a powerful motorcycle much less time and space to complete a pass than other
vehicles, but obviously there are limits, and overconfident riders may exceed them.
Motorcyclists are notorious for passing where
prohibited (over a solid line), confident their greater
acceleration will get them through. It goes without saying
that this a risky practice, and riders who pass illegally not
only imperil themselves and others, but can harden other
motorists’ attitudes against all motorcyclists. They will also
exploit the motorcycle’s small size to squeeze past other
vehicles within the same lane if another lane is unavailable
(car drivers, it must be said, occasionally do the same
thing to motorcyclists). All these practices are
discouraged.

Passing on Solid Lines: Solid lines prohibit passing
for a number of reasons, and not just because
engineers determine there is insufficient passing sight
distance for average vehicles to complete a pass.
Hidden intersections, driveways, or other hazards not
immediately apparent may also make passing
inadvisable. A rider’s perspective can make crests
and curves momentarily invisible, hiding oncoming
vehicles or other hazards. Accelerating up to passing
speed and then having to negotiate a corner can
exceed a rider’s or motorcycle’s capabilities.

Motorcyclists are also tempted to pass where conditions are questionable because they can often squeeze
between the vehicle(s) they’re overtaking and the oncoming vehicles if they run out of room to complete
the pass. Such hair-raising antics can alarm and provoke other motorists, who may take unpredictable
action to either ‘help’ or hinder the rider or those following.
The power of the motorcycle can be very welcome in passing situations. But if you’re riding in top gear at
normal highway speed, your engine may not be turning at a high enough RPM to make optimum power.
Having good throttle response is crucial when making a pass, so you may need to downshift at least one
gear to make sure the engine is sufficiently in the power band to make a quick, clean pass. You should
not start the pass and find your engine bogging as you apply throttle (see Acceleration). The less time
you spend in the blind spots of cars and trucks, the better.
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Even when passing safely and in optimum conditions, the rider should not assume the vehicle he or she
is overtaking will cooperate. Other motorists will routinely speed up as riders attempt a pass. The vehicle
about to be passed may itself move left without checking conditions and attempt to pass the vehicle
ahead.

The vehicle you plan to pass may slow down. Their brake lights may come on. They may be objecting to
your following too closely or simply be nervous. Or they may be slowing down in preparation for a turn.
They may be preparing to turn right or left, without signalling. They may even make a U-turn.

Other motorists often drive obliviously in the left lane, forcing traffic to pass in the right lane. If you pass
on the right, expect the vehicle to suddenly move over. They may have just realized they should be in
the right lane or be preparing to pass another ‘left lane hog’.
Before proceeding with a pass, MAKE CERTAIN YOU are not about to be passed.
When travelling with a group of riders, keeping the group together while passing other traffic can be a
challenge. The lead rider has to show some consideration for the rest of the group and look for
opportunities for several riders to pass. Once around the other vehicle, the lead rider should maintain a
low enough speed so the other riders can pass and catch up without resorting to excessive speed. If this
isn’t possible, the lead rider can pass the vehicle(s) where safely possible and then slightly reduce speed.
The following riders can then more easily pass both the vehicle(s) and the lead rider.
A lead rider should avoid passing another vehicle just before taking an off-ramp. At best, you’ll risk being
separated and, at worst, you may force following riders to make a difficult, possibly dangerous lastsecond decision. If you know you may need to take an off-ramp in the next minute or so (depending on
the size of the group), forego the pass in the interests of group cohesion.
Passing Sight Distance
The distance you can both see and complete a pass with room to spare is called passing sight distance.
This is generally limited by some line-of-sight obstruction at the inside of a corner or at a crest in the
road. It can also be limited by atmospheric or light conditions, or some temporary obstruction like large
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vehicles travelling ahead or parked on or near the road. The greater your speed and the speed of the
vehicle to be passed, the greater the distance required to safely complete a pass. The speed of the
oncoming vehicles plays a critical role, but is difficult to judge from a great distance. You should assume
that oncoming vehicles are going faster than the speed limit, and forego passing if you have any doubts
as to your ability to complete the pass with room to spare.
To get a good look at conditions ahead, it may be necessary to move very close to the centre line. This
entails a degree of risk, as it potentially brings you very close to oncoming vehicles. If they in turn are
moving close to the centreline to check conditions, the potential for a head-on collision increases
unacceptably. Keeping a good distance from the vehicle to be passed makes it easier to see around it,
particularly if it’s a large truck.
It’s sometimes helpful to move onto or even across the centreline to get a better view of conditions
ahead (remember that the painted lines are slippery, especially when wet). This is acceptable, provided
you already have a good view of the road to a distance ahead that will make moving back into your lane
easy should you see an approaching vehicle.
You should only make the decision to pass if you can see far enough ahead and if the distance between
you and the oncoming vehicles is more than sufficient. Don’t assume the oncoming vehicles will aid you
by slowing down or moving over.
Even where a broken line makes passing legal, there may not be adequate passing sight distance.
Curves, crests, or temporary obstructions may limit visibility to the point that a safe pass cannot be
guaranteed. The vehicles to be passed may be too large or going too fast. Your motorcycle may not have
sufficient power and acceleration to make the pass safely, either because of its inherent limitations or
because of conditions (steep incline, altitude, temperature, carrying passenger/luggage, etc.).
Passing Trucks
When passing large trucks, take their longer braking distances into account. Make sure you can see the
cab of the truck in your right mirror and then further increase the distance before pulling back into the
lane ahead of them. If there’s the slightest possibility of your having to slow down or stop immediately
after passing them, then stay behind them.
Be especially aware of large trucks’ extensive blind spots when passing. They may be totally unaware of
your presence and move into your space without warning. Make your pass quickly and efficiently and
spend as little time in the blind spot as possible. Remember it takes several seconds more to pass a truck
than to pass a car. It may be easy to pass the truck on an uphill grade, where it tends to slow down.
Going downhill, however, the truck will be going much faster and will take much longer to pass.
Truckers may appreciate it if you flash your lights prior to passing. Once you’re around them, they may
flash their lights to indicate you’re far enough ahead to return to the right lane. (See also Big Trucks.)
The High-Speed Blow-by
Motorcyclists who travel at high speed and blast by other motorists are playing a dangerous game
indeed, even when there’s an open passing lane. If you close rapidly on another vehicle, the driver has
no idea you’re there. Put yourself in their position: the last time they checked their mirrors, they saw
nothing. They certainly don’t expect a small vehicle to be in their blind spot when they change lanes
three or four seconds later.
Approach the vehicle ahead with caution and give them some time to become aware of you. Position
yourself where the motorist to be passed is most likely to see you. When you ride in the left of centre at
a safe following distance, they can see you in their centre mirror and their driver side mirror. Don’t crowd
them but be close enough that your intention to pass is clear and that you can make the pass in a
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reasonable amount of time. Once you’ve checked out the motorist to be passed, it may be appropriate to
fall back a bit for a better view of the oncoming lane as well as room to accelerate. If you know you’re
going to pass after a particular oncoming vehicle goes by, you can start your pass from further behind
the vehicle and build up speed before changing lanes. Then, when the oncoming vehicle is past, you can
change lanes and complete the pass more quickly and using less space.
If a motorist moves over, slows, or does anything to make the pass easier and safer, it’s courteous to
give them a thank-you wave.
The safety of any passing maneuver is the responsibility of the individual rider. Always err heavily on the
side of caution. Lead riders in a group should ensure that the group understands the rules for passing
and that unsafe passes are unnecessary and unacceptable. They must then make it easy for following
riders to keep up without resorting to desperate, unsafe passes. When riders pass another vehicle, they
should open a space large enough for following riders to pull in behind, otherwise those riders may be
forced to slot in too close to the front bumper of the car or truck, or be stuck out over the line as
oncoming traffic approaches. Having a system (and signals) worked out with your group before the ride
makes a big difference (see Group Rides).

The Five Reasons Why Riders C.R.A.S.H.:
C:
R:
A:
S:
H:

Concentration, the lack there of
Rushing into a corners / Repeating mistakes
Abrupt use of controls (i.e., Brakes)
Speed, just going too fast
Hesitation in making a decision on what to do…
And you only do what you practice.
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PART FIVE
BIG TRUCKS
Proximity to large vehicles should concern the motorcyclist for several reasons, beginning with visibility.
All vehicles have blind spots you should be aware of, but drivers of big trucks are unable to see very
large areas beside, behind, and in front of their vehicles. It’s important to be aware of these areas and to
spend as little time as possible in them or stay out of them altogether.

If you can’t see the truck’s mirrors, the driver can’t see you. They may be unable to see anything directly
ahead of them for up to 6 metres, so under no circumstances should you enter that area, even
temporarily. A long area to the rear of the truck is also invisible to the driver and should be avoided. In
wet conditions, the spray kicked up by the truck’s tires can further reduce the driver’s ability to see a
relatively tiny vehicle like a motorcycle nearby.
Because of their size, trucks also block your view of the road ahead, making it harder to see hazards or
make passes. It’s wise to leave extra following distance for ‘big rigs’, so you can stay out of their deep
rearward blind spot and have a better view of conditions down the road.
When a truck passes you, you can make the process safer by slowing down slightly and moving to the
right of centre. Moving over to the right of centre when a large truck approaches from the oncoming lane
keeps you out of the way of flying debris and reduces the turbulence.
Be sure to dim your headlights when following a big truck; their large mirrors shine a lot of light in the
driver’s face.
Large trucks take much longer distances to stop than cars or bikes in dry conditions, and a truck with an
empty trailer may actually take even longer to stop than one with a load. Large trucks cited for
equipment violations are often found to be operating with substandard brakes. However, in wet
conditions, with a full load, the truck may stop more effectively than you expect.
The longer the truck, the more room it needs to maneuver. When making a right turn, for example, a
truck may first move well over to the left, leaving a large space. If you unwittingly enter that space, the
truck’s rear wheels may run you over as it starts turning. Logs carried by logging trucks in the oncoming
lane can swing out into your lane in a tight turn; make sure to give them a lot of room, even if it means
taking to the shoulder.
When trucks turn around, they may block the entire road. If you then get directly behind the truck in an
effort to go around it, you’ll be in a blind spot and the truck could reverse directly over you.
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Accidents involving big trucks account for a disproportionate number of road fatalities. The operator of
the other vehicle is far more likely to be killed. Most accidents involving large trucks occur on rural roads
during daylight hours and on weekdays.
While professional truckers are among the best and most courteous drivers on the road, some push the
envelope to make time. Fatigue is often found to be a factor in accidents involving truckers, and recent
proposals in both Canada and the U.S. mean regulations may actually be relaxed, allowing drivers to
spend even more hours each day driving.
Where their use is permitted, ‘LCV’s (longer combination vehicles) like ‘Turnpike Doubles’ and ‘TripleTrailers’ are involved in a greater number of more serious accidents as well, because of their tendency to
‘jackknife’ and/or roll over.
A trucker may not notice loss of pressure in one of the trailer’s tires. The flat tire will then overheat and
may disintegrate. Pieces of the tire may be flung off violently, with enough force to injure a motorcyclist
or cause a crash. Truckers call these pieces of tread (often seen on the shoulder of the road) ‘gators’. It’s
another reason not to linger close to trucks. 4X4s equipped with off-road style tires can have large stones
wedged between their tread blocks; once they get on pavement and pick up speed, these will be
launched out at anything behind them.

CRESTS
When the road drops away sharply it forms a crest, limiting your
line of site. As you approach a crest you have no idea of what may
be on the other side. There could be animals, a parked or disabled
car, or even an oncoming vehicle in your lane attempting a pass.
Because you want to be able to stop in the distance you can see
ahead, your speed approaching a crest should be low. It’s also a
good idea to move over to the right of centre so you can go
directly into the shoulder if you need to. Even entering the ditch is
preferable, if the alternative is a head-on collision.
As you ride over a crest, the motorcycle becomes lighter and traction is reduced. This effect is increased
by your speed, to the point where your tires may leave the road if the crest is pronounced enough and
your speed high enough. If you ‘get some air’ going over a sharp crest or large bump, keep the bars
straight and stay off the brakes. Going over a crest while hard on the
gas can pop up the front wheel; this can be brought back down with a
touch of rear brake. A midcorner crest causes the chassis to unweight,
taking away traction needed for cornering adhesion. The effect is
similar to an off-camber corner.

ANIMALS
Every year in Alberta thousands of animals are struck by vehicles (in
2001, there were 9000 collisions in Alberta, 10,000 in B.C., 800 large
animals were killed in Kootenay Park alone). When a car or truck strikes
a large animal, the occupants can be injured or killed. To a
motorcyclist, collisions with animals pose an even greater threat. Hitting
even a smaller animal could cause loss of control and a crash.
Reduced predation and hunting along with habitat changes have
caused a boom in deer populations in much of Canada and the U.S., increasing the danger to riders. Of
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all the larger animals, you’re most likely to hit a deer while riding your motorcycle. It could happen any
time, in any season, but the probability is highest in the evening and early morning, and in the mating
(fall) and birthing (spring) seasons. Deer, elk, antelope and sheep travel in groups, so when you see one,
you should expect others to be in the vicinity.
Signs warning of deer or other animals should be taken very seriously. They’re only installed after
repeated collisions, which tend to occur where roads intersect with routes habitually used by various
cervidae (deer species). As cities and towns sprawl into their territory, deer, moose, elk and coyotes are
more and more often seen on suburban and even urban roads where motorists often don’t expect them.
Acting out of fear and confusion, animals are highly unpredictable. Seeing you approach, they may lunge
out of a ditch or ‘freeze’ (‘deer in the headlight’) in your path. The greatest danger is where and when
visibility is reduced. Areas where brush or tall grass encroaches on the edge of the road are a particular
menace because they can hide wildlife until the last second. Blind corners and crests should always be
expected to conceal animals. Above all, nighttime should put you on your guard. The animals are more
active and you can’t see them. Particularly on narrow rural roads, SLOW DOWN when riding at night,
even below the speed limit. Some motorcyclists avoid riding in such conditions altogether, as they
consider the risk too great. Watch for the reflection of your headlight(s) in the eyes of animals ahead,
and be prepared to come to a quick stop. It’s very easy to over-ride the headlights of motorcycles
(especially older models), which don’t illuminate the road as effectively as a car’s or truck’s.
Some riders are lucky enough to walk away from collisions with deer. The
same cannot be said for those unfortunate enough to have hit elk (up to 315
kg [700 lb]) or moose (up to 725 kg [1600 lb]). Moose are harder to see at
night because their dark coats tend to reflect less light and their eyes are
also less reflective. Bear are another formidable diurnal (daytime and night
time) road hazard.
Even in broad daylight, animals can be hard to spot because of their natural camouflage. Bighorn sheep
blend in with the rock faces along the mountain roads. The buff coats of deer blend in with the spring
and fall landscapes. Your first clue may be their movement.
When an animal appears on the road in your path, you may have only a couple of seconds to make and
execute a decision. If stopping appears impossible, try to aim the bike to the rear of the animal rather
than the front. Swerving hard may put you in even greater danger, by sending you into oncoming traffic,
off the road, or out of control. Also, the animal may move in the direction you swerve. That’s why braking
is the preferred response. You’ll reduce your energy and give the animal a chance to move out of the
way.
When you see animals well ahead, use your horn to sound a long, single blast. It may frighten them
away from the road. Devices such as ‘deer whistles’ can be attached to a vehicle and produce a sound
the manufacturers claim will drive off animals. Unfortunately, there is little if any evidence of their
effectiveness. Don’t let the presence of such devices induce an unwarranted sense of security.
Smaller animals often run over by motorists in our area include porcupine, coyote, badgers, skunks, and
prairie dogs. The first four are large enough to cause major damage in a collision and possibly a crash.
Even running over roadkill can cause a puncture and blow out. While no one wants to run over a small
animal if it can be avoided, suddenly swerving and then running over even something as small as a
gopher could cause a crash. You’re better off maintaining your course and control over the machine,
keeping it as upright and straight as possible. Overreaction may be the greatest danger.
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Domestic dogs can also pose a serious hazard to motorcyclists, as they may
actively pursue and try to intercept. This can happen on rural or urban roads.
Sounding your horn may or may not discourage an approaching dog. If you see a
dog approaching aggressively, you should expect it to attack your front wheel.
One possible strategy is to slow down, change your course toward the dog and,
when the dog changes its direction to meet you at a closer point, return to your
original lane position. This may leave the dog behind you and unable to catch up.
However, if the dog is already too close, it becomes a judgement call. A large dog is capable of running
into your front wheel with enough force to knock you down, particularly if you’ve slowed. While most are
only bluffing, some vicious dogs, especially when in a pack, are capable of inflicting serious and even
fatal injuries. If you sense the dog is vicious and likely to make a genuine attack, you’re better off not
stopping. If the dog clamps its jaws on to your boot, leg or part of the bike, keep riding. Unless it’s
especially ‘game’, once the dog is dragging it’ll almost certainly let go. Again, the greatest danger in most
encounters with bluffing, barking dogs is likely to be the rider’s overreaction.

INSECTS
The normal riding season is also the season of exploding insect population. If you’re allergic to bees
and/or wasps, you should carry your emergency treatment kit with you anytime you ride. Insects can
enter your clothing at the collar, the sleeves, and any other openings. Riders wearing no eye protection
are at risk of suffering serious injury if a large insect strikes them in the face at highway speed.
In ‘buggy’ conditions, insects can literally coat the motorcycle and rider, and conditions can be worst at
night, when flying insects are drawn to the headlight. In a short time, visors and goggles can become so
coated with insects that vision is obscured. When stopping for gas, use the restroom sink to wash your
visor. Insect guts are corrosive and damage paint and other surfaces if not removed.
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ADVERSITY: CHALLENGING WEATHER
AND SURFACES
RAIN
Traction considerations
Rain reduces traction on all surfaces but especially those that are already slippery in the dry. Metal
(manhole covers, grates, expansion joints, rails, Texas gates, etc.), paint and plastic (pavement
markings), and asphalt repairs (tar) all become treacherously slick in the rain. Pavement is most slippery
just after the rain has wet it, especially if it hasn’t rained in a long time. Accumulated oil is floated out of
pits and fissures in the asphalt, forming a sheen on the surface. After enough rain has fallen, some of
this material is washed away and grip may improve. The first fifteen minutes of a rainstorm are a good
time to stop and put on your rain gear.
Provided your tires have adequate tread depth (0.8 mm or 1/32” is an absolute minimum, and you’re
better off with more), you should have enough traction to ride safely. Excessively worn tread will leave
the motorcycle vulnerable to hydroplaning (contact patches climbing up on top of the surface of the
water), especially at higher speeds. Check the condition of your tread frequently, as well as your tire
pressure as under-inflated tires hydroplane much more easily.
Even with good tread, there is less outright traction available in wet conditions for hard cornering,
braking, and acceleration. There’s less ‘forgiveness’ for mistakes, as well, so it behooves the rider to
increase following distances and to be as smooth as possible on the controls. Have ‘calm’ hands on the
grips and only hold on tight with your knees. Be especially progressive when braking and accelerating,
and keep the bike more upright (slower) when cornering. Be extra wary of combining inputs (braking and
steering, accelerating and steering) in wet conditions. Make your control inputs separately to conserve
traction.
A powerful motorcycle is less likely to spin its tire under acceleration if it’s operated in a higher gear,
rather than keeping it’s engine high in the powerband. When braking in the rain, the reduced traction will
result in reduced weight transfer, changing the ratio of front/rear brake effectiveness slightly in favour of
the rear brake. If the front brake has 80% of your stopping power in the dry, it may have only 60–70%
in the wet, with the rear brake’s contribution increasing proportionately.
Heavy rain may conceal other surface problems. Broken pavement, gravel, sand, or potholes may lurk
beneath the surface of standing water. Oil, grease, coolant, and other contaminants are harder to see on
wet pavement and their effect is greater when mixed with water.
Water by itself is rarely the greatest hazard to traction. Water combined with other materials is what
most severely compromises grip. A soggy piece of cardboard can be ground to a pulp on the pavement
by thousands of car and truck tires. Even after the cardboard is blown into the ditch, cellulose fibers
remain on the pavement. Mixed with water, they become a slippery paste. The same goes for leaves,
mulch, grass clippings, moss, dirt, clay, and other organic and inorganic material.
Heavy rain moves large amounts of debris (sand, gravel, mud, leaves) around, usually washing it off the
crowned road surface, but occasionally carrying it from alleys, shoulders, and overflowing ditches and
down slopes on to the road. Wherever water pools, you can expect to find sand or mud, which will
remain after the water dries.
Riding in heavy rain is one thing, riding in the wet as the temperature falls below freezing is quite
another. When a road turns from wet to icy, virtually all traction disappears. Roads over bridges are
often the first to ice up when temperatures drop, as cooling can occur both on and under the road
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surface. Secondly, a bridge surface doesn’t hold as much residual heat as an ordinary road, which may
stay ice-free long after the temperature has gone below zero, if daytime temperatures were high enough.
Visibility Considerations
The interiors of visors, goggles, and glasses will fog up in wet weather, while rain and slush will streak
the exteriors. It all reduces your ability to see, and the problem is compounded by darkness. Anti-fog
treatments are available (even a very thin layer of dish soap or shampoo works), but their effectiveness
is short-lived and they must be reapplied frequently. Adhesive liners that attach to the inside surface of
the visor (Fog CityTM for example) work better and last longer, but somewhat diminish optical clarity at
night in dry conditions, compared with untreated visors.
The visor of a full-face helmet will fog up most quickly when conditions are wet and cold, and when
you’re travelling slowly. With goggles this is much less of a problem. It’s often necessary to ride with the
visor ‘cracked’ or partly open (1 cm or so). The ‘breath guard’ found on the chin bar of some helmets
rarely seals well around the nose and mouth and are only marginally effective. You may find your visor
fogs less if you deliberately ‘breath down’ by sticking out your upper lip and pulling in your jaw, exhaling
through your mouth down through the bottom of the helmet.
When slowing down (for a corner, intersection, or stop-and-go traffic), flip the visor fully open to give
maximum visibility; shut it once you’re picking up speed. Keeping the visor clear may require frequent
adjustments, but it shouldn’t distract you too much from the task of riding. You may need to pull over
and wait for conditions to improve. Road grime mixed with water makes it much harder to see, so
parking and giving the visor/goggles/glasses a proper cleaning may significantly improve things, at least
for a while, and it gives the rain a chance to lighten up. Maintaining a longer following distance from
other vehicles not only makes stopping easier, but keeps you out of their dirty spray as well.
It’s not only harder for you to see in rainy/gloomy weather, it’s also harder for others to see you. “I never
saw you,” is what most drivers say to motorcyclists after knocking them down. Try to make yourself as
conspicuous as possible when riding in dark, murky conditions by wearing bright colors and reflective
materials.
Wet conditions can actually improve your ability to see certain things—particularly at night. Wet power
lines or tree branches glisten in the light of an oncoming car’s headlights while it’s still around a blind
corner or behind a crest. The shimmer of lights on wet pavement can show more than in the dry,
reflecting brake lights of a car ahead of the car you’re following, or subtle changes in pavement’s surface
character (credit: Art Friedman of Motorcycle Cruiser).
Wet and Cold
Finally, wet conditions increase the risk of hypothermia. Windchill on a motorcycle can be severe even
when temperatures are well above freezing and, if your clothes are soaked through, the problem gets
much worse, much faster. Staying dry is an essential part of staying warm.
Heat loss is a concern for riders everywhere outside the
tropics, but it’s a very serious issue north of the 49th. Long
before clinical hypothermia sets in, your riding ability is
affected. You’re miserable and irritable, and preoccupation
with the discomfort distracts you from your task. By the time
symptoms manifest (extreme shivering, loss of circulation to
extremities), the danger is already high. Judgement and
coordination are impaired. A hypothermic rider becomes
strangely complacent (indifferent to consequences or hazards)
and in later stages, sleepy.
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To stay dry in sustained, heavy rain, you’ll need a real rain suit, not just water resistant or ‘treated’ gear.
A one-piece suit keeps out drafts better, but a two-piece can be more versatile and easier to get in and
out of (see the Gear section). A rain suit will not only keep you dry, it’ll keep you warmer, even in dry
weather, by serving as an effective windbreaker. Gloves and boots for wet/cold weather are available, as
are rubber ‘booties’ that fit over your regular boots and are easy to stow. If you can fit oversize kitchen
gloves over your leather gloves your hands will stay dry and warm longer.
Dressing for the cold requires multiple layers and the best place to start is with a base layer of high
performance insulating underwear. Made primarily for skiers and other outdoor activities, these synthetic
garments breathe well and provide great insulation. Add a layer of fleece or wool under your protective
gear and then top it off with a rain suit.
A neck tube or sock can make a big difference in cold weather, closing up a major gap in your gear. If
you can keep the blood going to and from your head from chilling, you’ll save a lot of body heat. Keeping
your neck, head, and trunk warm will keep the circulation going to your hands and feet much longer.
When your body cools rapidly, it shuts down circulation to the extremities to preserve core temperature.
Even heavily insulated gloves won’t keep your hands from going numb when that happens.
Electric gear can keep you much more comfortable in cold weather. An electric
vest under your other riding gear will stave off hypothermia and heated grips
(standard equipment on some touring bikes, also available from the aftermarket)
can keep your hands from going numb. Serious touring riders wouldn’t dream of
leaving their electric gear behind and, even in the summer, as soon as the
temperature drops in the evening, switching on the vest can help you stay
focused on the road, rather than on your chattering teeth.

Electric gear:
Venture is the bestknown suppliers of
electrically heated
gear. It is what we use
as instructors.
www.ventureheat.com

‘Hot pockets’ or ‘hot paws’ are small disposable heating pads that react chemically with the air to produce
heat for a few hours. A couple of these inside your jacket can replace some of your lost heat and they
can also be fit into the palms or the back of the hand in roomier gloves and into boots. They have the
advantage of working even when you’re off the bike and unplugged from the power. They don’t work
well when wet, however, and once opened, they can’t be ‘shut off’ or saved for later.
If at all possible, find a safe place to pull over away from traffic and put on your rain gear before it
actually starts to come down in buckets. Stopping on the side of the road with traffic ripping past and
then struggling with luggage and rain gear can be extremely dangerous.
Why not Coffee? Coffee and
tea may temporarily warm you
up, but the caffeine cools you
off.

If you feel the signs of hypothermia, pull over right away and get
warmed up. Have a hot chocolate, soak in the hot springs or a hot tub.
Riding may be an adventure, but it’s supposed to be fun, not torture.

SWELTERING HEAT
Just as dangerous as hypothermia is heat stroke. When the body
overheats severely enough, especially during strenuous activity,
permanent damage or death can result. The onset of heatstroke is as
insidious as hypothermia and as difficult to reverse once advanced.
Wearing protective gear in hot weather increases the risk of heat
stroke, and this is exacerbated when the gear is black or darkly colored,
as it absorbs more of the sun’s heat. Hot weather is the excuse offered
by many riders who wear no protective gear at all, but the excuse
doesn’t hold up. There are strategies for dealing with hot weather that
still allow you to wear protective gear (and anyway, if you’ve been on a
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motorcycle in truly hot weather—say, 44o in the desert—you’ll know the blast furnace sensation is even
more uncomfortable on bare skin than it is on gear).
First, it’s vitally important that you drink plenty of water, and that means PLENTY. Much more than you
think you need. And start drinking it early. It’s extremely easy to become dehydrated while riding, as
exposure to hot air carries away large amounts of water, just as riding in the cold carries away heat.
Once dehydration starts, it’s difficult to reverse. Don’t wait until you’re thirsty before you drink.
Dehydration and the resulting electrolytic imbalance will give you a headache, make it harder to
concentrate, and impair your coordination and judgement. Drinking a lot of ice-cold water will stave off
the effects of heat considerably.
Evaporation carries off heat, so supplementing your body’s own cooling system with water can help a lot.
Dousing your shirt with water and leaving your leathers partly open will wick away a large amount of
heat. Try a splash of water in your helmet (it’s going to be soaked with sweat anyway). Have an extra
bottle of water handy to keep your clothes wet. Open all vents in your helmet and other gear.
Devices and gear using evaporative cooling are advertised on motorcycle gear websites and magazines
and may be of interest to those planning trips in torrid climes.
New ‘mesh’ fabric gear is available now which provides much greater ventilation than was previously
available. This type of material may not offer as much abrasion protection as conventional gear, but is
certainly far better than a t-shirt, shorts ,and flip-flops.

AND THE WIND BEGAN TO HOWL
To a degree, being ‘in the wind’ is a part of riding, and if you don’t like it… there’s always a car. New
riders in particular are disconcerted by winds that more experienced riders hardly notice. That said, no
one likes riding as much when conditions are extremely windy.
Strong winds make a ride more challenging and fatiguing; powerful winds can make riding at speed on
open highways unacceptably dangerous. Slowing down can help keep the bike in its proper lane position,
but if this still proves difficult it may be wiser to pull over and wait for the wind to subside. It’s not worth
the risk of being blown off the road or into oncoming traffic. This is most likely to happen while travelling
at very high speeds (i.e., speeding).
In a strong crosswind, the bike will be leaned over (into the wind), sometimes dramatically, while
travelling in a straight line. The rider maintains lane position against the wind by countersteering as
required. Gusting or intermittent crosswinds are the most challenging, forcing the rider to constantly
correct the bike’s position in the lane. When the wind suddenly disappears (while going under an
overpass, for example, or when next to a large vehicle), the rider’s compensating inputs can abruptly
steer the bike into the direction of the absent wind.
Many people feel larger, heavier bikes are more stable in windy conditions. However, larger bikes,
particularly those with large, sail-like fairings and tall windscreens, have more surface area for wind to
affect and can be just as badly blown about as smaller bikes. Bikes with a windscreen/fairing attached to
the fork, rather than the frame, are the most affected by wind and turbulence. Carrying a passenger adds
to the disturbance.
A strong headwind is less troublesome but increases fuel consumption, noise, general ‘buffeting’, and
fatigue. Travelling with the wind is quite pleasant, as it reduces noise and buffeting. In fact it’s easy to
get over the speed limit without noticing, as riders often gauge their speed by the sound and feel of wind
resistance. Strong tailwinds can also significantly increase braking distances from higher speeds. In hot
weather, travelling with the wind dramatically reduces cooling efficiency and engine temperature can rise
quickly.
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Winds across corners may cause the machine to understeer (run wide) or oversteer (apex too soon),
requiring midcorner corrections. The rider needs to pay special attention while making steering inputs,
feeling for changes in response due to wind. The higher your speed, the more trouble wind causes in
corners.
What is happening to some degree is the wind is moving your upper body, which in turn moves the
handlebars. Riders are usually hanging on tighter than normal in these adverse and trying conditions.
What a rider needs to do is keep their knees tighter against the tank and loose in the arms so that they
disconnect their body moving from the bars moving. Ducking down makes a big difference also, even if
your motorcycle is not equipped with some sort of fairing. Adjusting your lane position is also very
important so you give yourself a little buffer zone if you were to be blown side to side. Remember left of
centre is generally the safest position to ride in. In this situation it might not be. Use your lane wisely.

SAND AND GRAVEL
Sand and gravel are a hazard to motorcyclists in most Canadian and many
U.S. cities. It can also be found on highways, especially in the spring, and
where resurfacing work is carried out (‘stone chips’). Even after the majority
of the gravel is swept up, large amounts often remain behind, waiting to
catch the unwary rider. In fact, early, incomplete clean-ups often move the
gravel out of the places you’re accustomed to seeing it and into the areas you
normally expect to find clean pavement. Braking, cornering, or accelerating
on gravel is almost certain to result in loss of traction, and frequently ends in
a crash.

If you had to cross sandcovered pavement on foot…
Would you run or walk?
Would you be inclined to
change direction or stop
suddenly?

When sand/gravel is present, you must greatly reduce your traction
demands. Reduce speed and try to keep your tires on clean pavement
as much as possible. Try to make all your throttle, brake, and steering
inputs with the tires on clean pavement. Gravel will not support any
significant cornering force, so you cannot lean the bike over at speed.
When you have to make a turn at a gravel-strewn intersection, slow to
almost walking speed and keep your bodyweight up overtop of your
contact patches (counterbalance) as you lean the bike and make the
turn. Drag rear brake to limit throttle response at the rear wheel and, if
necessary, use the half-clutch (friction point) slow-riding technique.
Stay off the front brake.
You can and should be able to ride your streetbike on a gravel road or alley, but be aware that the stones
churned up by your tires can damage the finish on fairing lowers if these are present on your machine, as
well as wheel rims, and that grit will quickly coat your chain and increase the rate of wear. Bikes with
‘steep’ steering geometry (sportbikes) don’t handle as well on gravel as those with more trail, and will
feel more ‘nervous’ on loose surfaces.
If you’re riding a streetbike on a gravel road, it’s best to keep the speed much lower than on pavement,
regardless of the posted speed limit. However, going very slowly on gravel can make the bike less stable
and more prone to loss of control. On a straight road, a speed of 30 km/h may offer better stability than
15 km/h. The bike will also feel more stable with the throttle slightly on than with the throttle shut off or
trailing.
On a loose surface like gravel or sand, the motorcycle’s response to control inputs is slowed down. When
you countersteer to the left, the front tire will initially plough ahead through the gravel at an angle as the
bike continues straight ahead, then the bike will lazily lean and turn in the desired direction. If you keep
pushing the handlebar further, you’ll tend to overcorrect and have the bike fishtailing from side to side.
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Be patient and give the bike time to respond to small inputs before making larger ones. Squeeze the tank
with your knees, but keep your arms relaxed and don’t hold the grips too tight.
Applying too much throttle on gravel will instantly have the rear wheel spinning and possibly stepping out
to the side. Exercise restraint and don’t hesitate to lightly drag a bit of rear brake to limit any excess
power. Remember, the rear brake is a much more precise control at low speeds than the throttle.
If you must brake on gravel, favour the rear brake. If you have to stop in the shortest possible distance,
you’ll have to use both brakes, but be extremely cautious with the front. Use very little, and be ready to
release it the instant the front slips, as it almost certainly will. If at all possible, do your braking before
you reach the gravel and again after you’re back on clean(er) pavement, or aim the bike for a gravel-free
strip of pavement before braking.
By far your best defense against gravel is to see it well ahead of time, leaving yourself plenty of room to
get your speed adjusted or the bike repositioned. Riding too fast will mean you don’t see the gravel until
you’re almost on top of it. SLOW DOWN, keep your eyes up, and everything’s easier. At night, even in
areas with streetlights, you can’t see the gravel as well, and sand is all but invisible. Again, reduce speed
and assume there’s gravel at every corner. It’s great to get out for a ride in the early- or off-season, but
beware: there’s gravel out there.

SPILLS
You’re just starting to enter a turn, when you see up ahead what looks like a large area of wet pavement,
directly in your path. At first you think its just water from an overflowing ditch or a spring on the other
side of the road. But just before you reach it, with the bike already leaned over into the corner, your
nostrils are filled with the smell of diesel. There’s just time to stand the bike up, apply the brakes, then
release them and cross the oily surface with the bike almost fully upright.
You were lucky that time. Next time, maybe you won’t be so quick to assume that stain or puddle is only
water. It could be heating oil, motor oil, diesel, watery mud, coolant, or any number of fluids much more
slippery than water. It’s not always easy to tell them apart.
Diesel fuel can slosh out of a truck’s overfilled tanks as it rounds a tight turn, something you should be
wary of on tight on- or off-ramps. Vehicles constantly drip fluids and grease wherever they sit for any
length of time, at the approach to intersections in particular, producing the ‘grease strip’ motorcyclists are
often warned to avoid. Anywhere leaky vehicles go over a bump, especially after a long stretch of smooth
road, they’ll drip oil and slippery fluids, which will accumulate, and if that bump is in a corner, so much
the worse. Tunnels or covered parking areas can be especially slippery as rain doesn’t have a chance to
clean them.
Engines that ‘blow up’ can oil long stretches of road before the driver clues in and pulls over. The heavy
trail of oil you see left behind is only the thickest of it; chances are there’s oil elsewhere you don’t see left
by the finer spray and tracked around by other vehicles. New, clean motor oil is very hard to see on the
pavement.
A poorly maintained or faulty motorcycle can
produce its own spills. An undertorqued (or
overtorqued) drain plug can send motor oil onto a
rear tire, as can accidentally stacked oil filter
gaskets. Old hoses can rupture and spew coolant on
a tire as well, as can overheating and boil-over. If
you don’t detect the problem before the next
corner, it could easily cause a crash.

Undertorque/overtorque: Fasteners must be turned with
the correct amount of force or ‘torque’ (turning force) to
remain secure. Too little force, or too loose (undertorqued),
and the fastener may come loose completely and even fall
out. Too much force, or too tight (overtorqued), and the
fastener can also fail. Motorcycles are especially prone to
these failures because they vibrate more than cars or trucks.
Using a torque wrench on critical fasteners makes such
failures less likely.
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If you have to ride across a spill of some type, keep the bike as upright and travelling in as straight a line
as possible. Make any steering/braking inputs BEFORE you reach the spill. While on the slippery surface,
keep a steady speed and don’t apply brakes, downshift, or abruptly shut off the throttle. Avoid making
any steering inputs. If you’re smooth on the controls and don’t ask for any traction beyond that need to
keep the bike on its contact patches, you’ll probably be just fine.

GROOVED PAVEMENT, TEXAS GATES, RAILROAD CROSSINGS
When roads are resurfaced, asphalt is removed and deep ‘grooves’ are left in the surface, running parallel
to traffic. The road may be used in this condition for considerable periods before work is completed.
Signs are often posted to alert motorcyclists to the presence of this surface, which causes some riders
considerable anxiety. The grooved surface causes a peculiar sensation through the handlebars, as the
front wheel is held by a groove and resists small steering inputs. The bike will feel as if it’s tottering
overtop of the contact patch. Every now and then, the front tire will climb out of one groove or rut,
balance on a ridge, and then drop down into another groove. Provided you keep your speed reasonable,
don’t try abrupt or aggressive maneuvers and stay relaxed on the bike, most grooved pavement presents
little danger.
Very deep grooves and ruts can, however, pose a real hazard to the motorcyclist. Anything that catches
the front wheel too solidly and at an angle to the bike’s direction of travel can cause the bike to be
thrown off balance. This has been referred to above as an ‘edge trap’, and a rider needs to guard against
anything that causes this effect.
Another hazard associated with resurfacing are protruding manholes. These can cause a jarring impact to
the bike and rider, and if hit at an angle, at high speed, with the bike leaned over or while braking, could
cause a crash.
Texas gates and railroad crossings can present a hazard to motorcyclists if the rider crosses them at too
much of an angle or with the bike leaned over. Try to cross any such object as squarely as possible and
with the bike upright and travelling in a straight line. Obviously, at a level rail crossing you should be
watching for a train, whether you see a signal or not. If you slow down for some reason while crossing a
Texas gate, make sure you don’t actually come to a stop on top of it. If you put your foot down between
the poles or bars, you could be in for a nasty tip over accident, and very awkwardly trapped under the
bike with your leg caught in the gate.
Some rail crossings and Texas gates cause quite a bump, and posting on the pegs can give you more
control as you pass over them. Accelerating slightly as you ride over will also help stabilize the bike. Stay
off the brakes as you pass over a Texas gate or a rail crossing.
See also: Unavoidable Objects.

AND NOW IT’S DARK
Riding at night can be enjoyable. The glow of your
instruments and the lines on the highway, and the sensation
of being cocooned in the darkness with the motorcycle can be
peaceful and exciting at the same time. In the dark, perhaps
more than any other time, it feels as if you and the machine
are ‘one’.
But make no mistake: riding at night is more dangerous. True,
most motorcycle accidents happen in daylight hours, but that’s
because the vast majority of riding is done in the daytime. A
disproportionate number of accidents occur at night. The main
reason is, of course, the reduced visibility of hazards, and your
reduced visibility to other motorists.
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Iron Butt Association: This group
organizes a number of amazing endurance
rides in the U.S. and Canada. Among them:
the ‘Saddle Sore 1000’, covering 1000 miles
(1600 km) in 24 hours; the ‘Bun Burner’,
covering 1500 miles in 24 or 36 hours, and of
course the awful Iron Butt, where participants
ride for 10 days and many, many 1000s of
miles. In 2001, George Barnes of Colorado
rode his 1995 BMW K1100 RT a total of 13,
357 miles in 10 days.
Check out
www.ironbutt.com and its ‘archive of wisdom’
for valuable long distance touring tips. Some
of the information about touring and fatigue
is included in this manual with the gracious
consent of legendary endurance rider Mike
Kneebone and the Iron Butt Association.
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Riders who routinely cover huge distances, such as endurance touring competitors in the ‘Iron Butt’
rally, add auxiliary lighting to their machines because they consider the original equipment inadequate.
They want to see the wildlife and road conditions as far ahead as possible. If you have an older bike with
a feeble headlight, it may be possible to install a brighter bulb, provided your charging system can cope
with it. On all machines, it’s important to ensure your headlight is properly aimed. Your owners’ manual
will contain directions for proper adjustment. Remember that adding cargo or passengers will cause the
beam to tilt upwards. After adjustment to compensate for a passenger, the beam will drop once the
passenger dismounts.
The activity of deer and other species increases at twilight,
just as visibility drops. Your ability to see bumps, gravel,
potholes, spills, etc. decreases as soon as light intensity drops,
well before darkness falls and after dawn breaks. In the dark,
even familiar corners are hard to read properly, and you may
find yourself turning in too late or early. All the more reason to
moderate your pace and to really take it slow when exploring
unfamiliar roads at night.
You’re more likely to encounter erratic, fatigued or inebriated
motorists after dark, as well as pedestrians, who will be much
harder to spot, dressed in dark clothes and stepping (or
staggering) out into your path without looking. Especially at
night you should avoid stopping along a busy road, where
speeding, intoxicated, or sleepy motorists will only see you at
the last second, if at all. If you have to stop, get as far away
from traffic as possible.

Twilight: Even before that, the long
shadows of evening and early morning can
conceal hazards up to the last second and, in
late or early season riding, the low sun
constricts your pupils, which don’t have time
to dilate as you pass into the shadow of
trees, canyons, or tunnels. Those shadows
are also spots that haven’t been warmed by
the sun and may still be cold, wet, or even
covered with frost, long after the rest of the
road is warm and dry. Even the full midday
sun is relatively weak during winter months in
northerly latitudes, making subtle surface
changes harder to read. The low sun in
early/late
season
often
dazzles
and
temporarily blinds motorcyclists altogether,
producing a very dangerous situation. This
problem is aggravated by scratched/hazy
visors and eyewear.

Making yourself conspicuous (visible) to others is especially important at night. Most motorcycle gear,
including jackets, rain gear, and even boots and gloves, now comes equipped with reflective strips or
panels. These surfaces may not look like much in daylight, but when a car’s headlights shine on them,
they light up brilliantly even from a distance. The more of this type of material on your bike or gear, the
better. Light colors will make you more visible than dark ones, and red is less visible at night than yellow,
orange, light blue, or green. Even if your bike and gear are a dark color, you can greatly increase your
‘conspicuity’ (visibility) by simply wearing a white or yellow helmet. The reflective vests worn by
construction workers and cyclists make you glaringly visible to other motorists, even if all the rest of your
gear is black.
When oncoming vehicles force you to ride with your headlight on low beam, it may be safer to follow a
car or truck. Maintain ample following distance, but stay just close enough that their headlights help
illuminate the road ahead. The vehicle you follow then serves as an early warning system: you may see
its brake lights as it slows for a hazard, and the taillights will move if the vehicle swerves or goes over
bumps or objects. If wildlife is on the road, it’s better to have a car or truck clear the way for you. Don’t
fixate on the taillights, though. Doing so can by hypnotic. Don’t let lights lead you astray: riders at night
sometimes assume that a distant light indicates where the road is going, only to find that it curves
another way entirely, and that the light was from a different road or other source.
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GROUP RIDING
Most motorcyclists consider riding with others to be more fun than riding alone. Riding with a group of
experienced riders can be beneficial and instructive for a new rider, and the group can be more
conspicuous to other motorists than individual riders travelling alone. Members of a group can help each
other in traffic and assist or go for help when something goes wrong.
Group riding, particularly with larger groups, can also be frustrating and downright dangerous, especially
for a novice who’s foolishly trying hard to keep up. Members of groups pass each other unsafely, ride too
close together, try to outdo each other with stunts, race, and generally act like hooligans. If they inspire
competitive behaviour of any kind, group rides can be by far the most dangerous rides. Wise groups let
the slower riders set the pace. They look out for each other, not for opportunities to humiliate or even up
old scores.
If you don’t like the way a group comports itself, let them go off ahead. Follow at a distance and catch up
when they stop for a break or to pull one of their own out of a ditch. It’s easy to find a reason not to go
along on their next outing.
When their behaviour isn’t dangerous, it’s still possible to spend a great deal of time waiting as this or
that person stops for gas (20 km after everyone else did), adjusts luggage, finishes eating, has a
cigarette, and a million other things. The larger the group, generally the more time is spent standing
around and the less time riding. That may be just fine with some riders, but others are chomping at the
bit to get back on the road.
Once you find a group of like-minded,
responsible riders, you’ll look forward to
opportunities to ride with them. The more a
group rides together, the better it tends to
function.
It helps if they appoint a leader or if one
emerges. Often called a ‘captain’ or ‘lead
rider’, they can save the group a lot time and energy by taking the lead and eliminating a lot of dithering
over route and stop selections, while acting as the ‘whip’ to round up stragglers and keep the group
together and moving. A good lead rider on the ‘point’ position can make everything easier and safer for
the rest of the group by acting as the ‘antennae’ and spotting hazards and choosing good alternate
routes when the need arises. The lead rider should make a point of signalling turns/lane changes early
and slowing down gradually for stops. If the lead rider accelerates hard from corners and stoplights, the
following riders may have to accelerate even harder and possibly speed in order to keep up; moderate
acceleration by the lead rider makes it easier for the group to stay together.
Riders can take turns in the lead position, but it should be understood by the whole group when the lead
changes, so two or more captains don’t try to lead the group off in several directions at once.
Another important ride position is at the very back, where it’s also good to have an experienced rider.
The ‘sweep’ rider can help out others who have to stop with problems and keep an eye on the
inexperienced, watching for problems they may have with bike control, lane position, passing, etc. Both
the lead and the tail rider should be highly aware of any group members with limited or unknown levels
of experience and take care to avoid placing them in situations that might unduly tax their abilities.
Ideally the ‘sweep’ rider (at least) will have a phone in case of trouble.
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A group should establish a consensus as to their system and plan for riding. They should have agreedupon signals all the members understand. Important information that a group needs to communicate
includes (but is not limited to):
‘Need gas’
‘WHOA! (Serious hazard ahead
slowing/stopping)’
‘Follow me’
‘Follow him/her’
‘Pass me/take the lead’
‘Don’t pass’
‘U-turn’
‘Single file’

‘Staggered formation’
‘Check your following distance’
‘Beware dangerous motorist’
‘Call of nature’
‘There’s something wrong with your
bike’
‘Sorry, my bad’
‘Cancel your signal light!’

Staggered Formation
A ‘staggered’ riding formation (lead rider left-of-centre, second rider right-of-centre, third rider leftof-centre, etc.) keeps the group compact while providing adequate following distance between riders
directly in line with each other. If rider three is a second and a half behind rider two, and rider two is a
second and a half behind rider one (the lead rider), then rider three will be three seconds behind rider
one, directly ahead. By using the left and right thirds of the lane, this formation mostly avoids the centre
lane position (the ‘grease strip’).
While riders should make an effort to stay in their assigned lane positions as much as possible, they can
adjust their lane position if they perceive a hazard (car possibly about to pull out from a curb, poor
surface, etc.). Once past the hazard, they should promptly return to their proper position. Groups that
maintain consistent, predictable structure, lane positions and following distances will be safer and more
relaxing to ride with.
Space
Spacing between riders is critical. Some groups ride too tightly, leading to a lot of close calls as riders
swerve and brake hard to avoid running into each other. When rounding a corner at an intersection,
riders should proceed one at a time and not side by side, which can lead to contact between bikes or one
bike forcing another to go wide.
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Following distance must be
maintained even while
going around a slow corner.
Riders should not be side by
side when moving and
should maintain a three
bike-length minimum while
turning.

Maintaining the correct distance takes some attention and work, given the ‘rubber band’ or ‘concertina’
effect when the group speeds up or slows down. As rider one accelerates, the following rider (two) is left
behind; rider two tries to catch up by accelerating even harder and up to a higher speed and then has to
brake as he or she runs up too close behind rider one. This pattern repeats itself over and over again,
and is exaggerated when riders don’t pay close attention to what those ahead are doing or when they
overcorrect with throttle and brakes. When riders ahead begin to open a gap, following riders should
begin accelerating promptly but gradually. It’s easier to accelerate a bit more if you need to than to have
to shut off the throttle and apply the brakes after catching up too much. Some ‘rubber band’ effect is
normal, and the consequences will be less dangerous and disruptive if the group maintains generous
following distances.
If the group is split in two by traffic or lights, the lead rider of the second group assumes the left-ofcentre position (when safe) and following riders swap positions to maintain the staggered formation, until
the groups rejoin and riders return to their original positions. Any time a rider is immediately behind a car
or truck, he or she should be in, or move to, the left-of-centre lane position, provided it’s safe to do so.

If the group must form a single file (to pass a cyclist, for example), the following riders should slow down
to allow three-seconds following distance between each rider.
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At higher speeds—out of urban traffic, on the highways—assuming an almost single-file formation, with
correspondingly increased following distance, will permit each rider to optimize lane position for the
conditions (entering left turns from the right of centre, right turns from the left of centre, etc.).
A large number of riders travelling together in a single
group, particularly one travelling at a leisurely ‘cruising’
pace, can hold up other motorists who find it difficult
passing long lines of bikes safely. And what they can’t do
safely, they may attempt to do unsafely. Larger groups
can make it easier for other motorists to pass by leaving
a large gap between every four or five bikes.
Merging
Like any other vehicles, the group must obey the rules
for merging by alternating with other traffic. When other vehicles need to merge into the lane occupied
by the group, the group must either move over or make room to let those vehicles merge. When there
are cars or trucks sharing the lane with the group, the riders following those vehicles should move to the
left of centre, while the other riders move to preserve the staggered formation. Drivers will often slow
down to make room for several riders to merge together; give that considerate person a wave.
Stops
Riders in a group should never be side by side when moving. Even when travelling at very low speed,
and rounding tight turns, they should have a minimum one bike-length following distance. But when the
group comes to a stop, riders one and two should stop side by side, at least a bike-length from any
vehicle ahead. Riders three and four stop a bike-length behind riders one and two, also side by side, and
so on.

By staying in first gear at the stop, the group is ready to move on short notice, in case a vehicle
approaching from behind fails to stop.
Green Light
At a green light the group checks traffic and, if possible, begins moving at the same time. Rider one
accelerates more quickly than rider two, who accelerates more quickly than rider three, etc. This way the
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staggered formation is immediately re-established, the space between riders increases as they speed up,
and the group gets through the intersection efficiently.
Group Parking
If a rider ahead is slowing down and pulling over to the curb, they may be planning to park. Or they may
be about to pull a U-turn right in front of you. Keep your following distance and be prepared to stop
quickly.
A large group of riders looking for parking can result in chaos and expose members of the group to
unnecessary risk. The lead rider needs to find an area where the entire group, or as many as possible,
can park, preferably together. If this is off the road in a parking lot, the lead rider selects the ‘last’ spot,
furthest from the entrance, and immediately parks. Rider two must follow and immediately park in the
very next available space. If everyone goes immediately to the next available parking spot, things will go
more quickly and smoothly. If rider three or four stops for whatever reason—to survey the situation or
ponder other parking possibilities or the meaning of life—the riders behind are forced to stop in traffic out
on the road. They’re now exposed to a higher risk of being rear-ended by an inattentive driver.
Sometimes the other riders will go around the pensive rider, and instead of an orderly line of bikes
parking in sequence, you have bikes scattered all over, getting in each other’s way. When leaving traffic
in order to park, the group should keep moving. Parking will ideally go ‘like clockwork’, with riders 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, etc. finding and promptly occupying their spots at intervals of only a few seconds.
It may be possible to put four bikes or more in one parking lot stall, but it increases the risk of an
‘incident’. An incident might be as minor as one rider’s boot scuffing the bodywork of another’s bike, or it
might be as serious as one bike falling over and causing major damage to another. Two is a reasonable
number to put in a single stall, as it’s easy for either rider to get out if they need to without moving other
bikes. A half bike-length is a reasonable minimum distance between bikes parked 45o along a curb.
If you’re each paying for a parking spot at a pay lot and not getting any kind of deal for doubling up on
the stalls, you might as well use a whole stall each. In some areas, parking enforcement may issue a
ticket when more than one bike is parked at a meter along a street.
At a gas station, a large group can get filled up more quickly if the first rider fills his tank, moves his bike,
and then works the nozzle for the riders following, who can immediately move up and then out of the
way.
(See also Parking, above.)
Lost riders
Keeping the group together is part of the fun and the challenge of group riding. The lead rider can help
by keeping a sane pace and not overtaking other traffic too aggressively. Once the group is strung out
over a huge distance with long lines of traffic between riders, it can scarcely be called a group ride (see
Passing). It’s no fun and often worrying to backtrack long distances looking for missing members of the
group. Everyone in the group should have the same phone number written down so they can call and
leave a message if they become separated. At each stop, the next stop can be agreed upon (‘the Main
Street Shell station in Cochrane’, or ‘the first Esso in Canmore’, etc.), where stragglers or those who
made a wrong turn can rejoin their comrades. If each rider watches out for the rider behind them, the
chances of keeping the group together and safe improve.
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TOURING: LONG DISTANCE RIDING
For many motorcyclists, the whole object of owning a bike is to go on long, fantastic voyages that cross
as many borders as possible. Usually these riders’ own touring-style bikes, but all types of machines
regularly see touring duty, from cruisers to sportbikes. Going for a ride that could last anywhere from a
few days to several weeks raises some issues that might not concern day-riders. More planning and
preparation is needed, and that can be part of the fun.
The Highway
One of the attractions of touring is the idea of getting away from the city and its greater concentration of
hazards. On a per kilometre travelled basis,
highways are safer than cities. But some
long rides take people into a series of large,
unfamiliar cities, and its here the risk
dramatically increases. Planning your trip to
skirt large metropolitan centres will improve
your odds of completing a trip without
incident.
And yet hazards clearly exist on the
highway as well. You’re more likely to have
run-ins with wildlife. Motorists can still turn
left across your path as they leave or enter
the highway to or from side roads and
driveways. On some more remote rural
roads, the local drivers just don’t expect to
see traffic and hardly look before turning or
pulling out.
On a two-lane highway, you may encounter an
oncoming motorist in your lane attempting to
pass or moving over the line to see if they can
pass. Usually, you’ll see this situation from a
distance and calmly move over toward or into
the shoulder as necessary. But previously
unseen oncoming vehicles might suddenly pop
out over the line from behind a large truck or
RV. If you’re hugging the centre line when this
happens, it could be a close call or worse. It’s
often said that the left-of-centre lane position is
the safest place for a rider, but when you see
oncoming traffic approaching, and particularly if
it appears to be a column of vehicles (usually
following a truck or RV), it’s smart to move to
the right-of-centre just in case, at least until you’re past the traffic. It gives you a bit more space in the
event that dozing motorist crosses the line, or if an oncoming truck suffers a blowout or loses a wheel or
veers in your direction for whatever reason. Closing speeds on the highway are so great that your
position at the time of the event and the space you’ve maintained could be your only defence.
Once past the line of oncoming vehicles, you can move back to the left-of-centre and increase your
distance from hazards (like animals and hidden driveways) that can come from the near side of the road.
(See also Passing, and Intersections and Other Traffic Hazards.)
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The Bike
If you’ve gone to the trouble of taking time off work, or are using your precious holidays to go on a long
ride, the last thing you want is to have your bike break down one day into it. You could be waiting on
parts for rest of your holiday. Make sure the bike has been properly serviced and is in excellent working
condition well before you start out. If major work was just completed, there’s a fair chance that some
problem may reveal itself on the road. Try to get out on at least one good shakedown ride before you
take off on the real thing. An oil/filter change, air element cleaning, and chassis lube might be in order. If
your tires’ tread is thinning, your drive chain worn and your sprockets long in the tooth, it might be wise
to replace them now. If nothing else, you’ll enjoy the peace of mind.
Luggage
If your touring bike has plenty luggage capacity, you won’t have to worry too much about this… unless
you’re taking a passenger and all of his/her gear as well. The cases on some bikes, however, are not
completely waterproof and some riders prefer to pack their gear in trash bags and Ziploc bags before
stowing it.
If you’re attaching luggage to the bike with bungee cords or cargo nets, be extremely cautious. The stuff
people bungee or tie onto their bikes has a nasty habit of coming loose, and if it was attached to the
back of the bike, it could end up going into the rear wheel, locking it up, and causing a crash. Cords and
hooks can also scratch the finish of your bike, and bikes not designed for touring have few effective
attachment points. When a bike goes over a bump, the luggage you’ve attached with bungee cords will
tend to jump up off the bike as the cords stretch and snap back again. Each time it jumps, the luggage
may shift slightly. Eventually, it may become unbalanced or come loose altogether.
The other point to remember about bungees is that they pose a serious hazard to your eyes if they
slip or break while attaching/detaching. Keep your face clear of the recoil path whenever using them. It’s
a good idea to have your visor down or goggles on while working with bungees.
Some riders recommend using rope rather than bungees to attach luggage more solidly and, for most
applications, it is superior. However, with rope, if a load shifts at all there’s no elasticity to take up the
slack and items can come loose suddenly. Also, if you’re less than proficient with knots, these may come
undone, or loose ends of ropes may dangle and snag in running gear.
Integrated luggage systems do away with many of these problems and add a great deal of convenience.
Hard luggage can lock and provide a small degree of security to your belongings when you’re away from
the bike. Soft luggage, made of leather or textiles, is less resistant to tampering but more expandable.
Saddle bags are hard or soft luggage units that attach to the rear sub-frame on both sides of the rear
wheel, opening at the top. Some are removable and can be carried like suitcases.
The large, hard case or ‘trunk’ mounted on the sub-frame over the rear
fender is usually the largest compartment on a touring bike, capable of
holding outsize items like full-face helmets.
Tail bags and tailbacks are carried on the passenger seat by solo riders or
may be attached to the backrest behind the passenger seat or ‘pillion’.
Tank bags can hold a fair amount of gear and usually have a clear plastic
top to hold a map for convenient viewing. They attach to the tank using
magnets and/or straps.
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TOOL KIT
The tool kit that comes as standard equipment with your bike is a bare minimum and the pieces are
nearly always of shockingly low quality. If you’re planning some serious touring, you’ll likely want to
improve or at least supplement it, especially if you’re headed for roads less travelled. The Iron Butt
Association reproduces one of the most comprehensive on-bike toolkit inventories ever seen: we’re not
suggesting YOU need to carry this much gear, but it gives you some idea of what an extremely
experienced and dedicated long-distance rider considers useful.
THE Toolkit**:
• 6 in. channelock pliers
• 10 in. channelock pliers
• 6 in. needlenose pliers
• 5 in. flushcutting wire cutters
• 5 in. wire strippers
• 6 in. locking surgical forceps
• 4 in. 1/8 flat blade screwdriver
• 4 ½ 3/16 flat blade screwdriver
• 4 in. 00 Phillips screwdriver
• 6 in. #1 Phillips screwdriver
• 7 ½ in. #2 Phillips screwdriver
• 7 ½ in. ¼ in. flat screwdriver
• Xcelite four way driver
• Magnet, general use, small
• 6 in. Crescent wrench
• Short ½ - 9/16 in open end wrench
• M10 X M11 open end wrench
• M12 X M14 open end wrench
• M10 X M11 box end wrench
• M12 X M14 box end wrench
• M17 X M19 box end wrench
• MAC combination six point Flex End/Open End M10,
M12, M14, M17 wrenches
• 4 oz. ball pien hammer, with handle shortened to 7 in.
• M5 hex key – short arm
• M6 hex key – short arm
• M5 Ball end hex key – ‘T’ handle – 8 in.
• Machinist’s scribe, self storing point
• 6 Straight edge razor blades
• 6 C.C. tube of Locktite
• 6 oz. tube of RTV clear silicone sealer
• Two Tube 5 Minute Epoxy
• Zip-lock bag of Anti-seize Compound
• Zip-lock bag of rear spline lube, Honda 60% moly
paste (for rear tire change)
• The two above items stored in 35 mm film containers,
clean, dry, protected!
• Top quality padlock – with keys
• 2 spare electric vest wire connectors – wired
• 12 feet of two conductor electric wire
• 35-40 small zip ties – 3 1/2 in.
• 12 medium zip ties – 8 in.
• 8 in. Tire Iron
• 6 Electricians tapes, roll ends only, very easy to
carry/use
• 12 Pre-Packaged alcohol wipes, for general cleanup
• 6 Pre-Packaged ‘Handy-Towels’
• Clean up towels, terrycloth

As a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

separate kit, Major also carries:
Stock ST-1100A Honda Tool-kit
Siphon hose, 5/16 in. I.D. 6 ft.
¼ in. nylon rope, 15 ft.
12 in. Crescent Wrench
M5, M6 long arm, ball end hex drivers
Spare fuses for ‘Everything’
Re-chargable 2-D Cell flashlight
AA cell Maglight, on neck lanyard
Two AAA cell Maglights
Eyeglass repair kit
Sewing kit
Safety pins
Lensatic Engineer Compass
2 Magnifying glasses, 2X and 5X
Small mirror
Swiss Army knife
Wavetek DM78A Digital Multimeter
Digital tire guage
Spare keys for ‘everything’
6 new micro-point ball point pens
Many spare batteries
Buck titanium locking blade knife, 3 ¾ in. blade
Spare headlight, driving light, license plate and other
bulbs
• Spare throttle cables

Amazingly, this kit fits in his 4 X 5.5 X 11 in. tool bag.
ALL Snap-On, Craftsman, Mac, Xcelite, etc.
From Ron Major to the LD Rider list, first published May 5, 1997. Major insists that all these items are ALWAYS on his bike.
**Courtesy of Iron Butt Touring Association ‘Archive of Wisdom’
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Cell Phones
Motorcyclists hate it when car drivers use them but they are very handy devices to have in your pocket or
luggage. They work in increasingly remote places and, if you have a major breakdown or other
emergency, being able to call for help (and having towing insurance) can make a huge difference to how
you remember the trip in years to come.
Fatigue
Riding a motorcycle is far more physically demanding and fatiguing than driving a car or truck. For a rider
with little experience with long trips, just a few hours in the saddle can be draining. After 8 hours, even
the hardiest will feel the effects. Wind, noise, turbulence, an uncomfortable riding position, cold, heat,
dehydration, ill-fitting uncomfortable gear, will all tire you out faster (see the sections on cold/hot
weather riding). Trying to maintain a high speed will also wear you down after fewer kilometres than a
slower, steadier pace.
As fatigue increases, your ability to deal with hazards decreases. You’ll find yourself making small
mistakes first: forgetting to cancel a signal light, missing a shift, forgetting to dim your headlight for
oncoming vehicles. You might find it difficult to maintain a steady speed or to maintain your lane
position. Making decisions about your route, where to stop for gas or food, gets harder. Can’t remember
whether you stopped at the lights at a major intersection a ways back? These are signs that you’re way
overdue for a nap. It is possible to fall asleep on a motorcycle, and even a brief ‘micro sleep’ can spell
disaster. Stimulants like caffeine may provide a brief boost, but the aftereffects will be even deadlier
fatigue and disorientation. Getting off the bike, stretching, and walking around can relieve discomfort and
refresh you, but sleep is the only real cure for advanced fatigue.

PASSENGERS
Wait until you’re confident in your skill and comfortable with your machine riding solo before carrying
passengers, even if they are insistent. This may take a season or several thousand kilometres—or more.
Untrained passengers can be extremely dangerous to themselves and the rider. Taking any passenger for
even a short ride is a grave responsibility.
Ensure passengers know the rules before they get on. Tell them to remain in position on the bike and to
hold onto you, not a seat strap or grab rail. Insist that they refrain from fidgeting and tell them to lean
with the bike as it leans. Many passengers are alarmed when they feel the bike leaning into a corner and
try to ‘help’ the bike stay upright by leaning away from the turn. This doesn’t help anyone. By the same
token, a passenger shouldn’t ‘hang off’ either. The most they should do in a corner is look over the
inside, lower shoulder of the rider. Tell them to lean back under
braking and forward under acceleration, to avoid piling up
Braking: On some bikes, it’s possible for
passengers to reach around the rider and
against you or falling off the back. Their feet should stay on the
place their hands on the gas tank, bracing
passenger pegs at all stops.
An alert, attentive passenger could help in an emergency,
whereas a dozing passenger might fall off or badly affect
emergency maneuvers. Don’t let an intoxicated individual climb
on your bike. You’ll be held responsible if they fall off.

themselves solidly under hard braking.
This allows the rider to brake harder in an
emergency.

Some riders look forward to taking their small children for a ride. Children too young to reach the
footrests are probably also too young to have an idea of the risks involved and are unable to give
informed consent. Suitable protective gear will probably not be available. A short, low-speed ride around
the block might be ok; a ride in traffic or at high speed with a very small child isn’t recommended.
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A motorcycle’s performance and handling characteristics are greatly affected by the presence of a
passenger. Weight distribution is dramatically altered, with a great deal more weight on the rear wheel.
Headlights point up into the sky or into the eyes of oncoming motorists. Steering response is slower.
Braking distances are increased. Acceleration is dramatically reduced, with the bike much more prone to
‘wheelie’ under hard throttle. Cornering clearance is considerably reduced, as the bike is riding lower on
its suspension, making hard parts more likely to drag in corners.

INTERSECTIONS AND OTHER TRAFFIC
HAZARDS
Most multi-vehicular accidents involving motorcycles happen at intersections. Speed differentials, vehicles
at cross-purposes to each other, death-defying pedestrians, unheeded yellow and red lights, failure to
signal, confusing signage, spectacular acts of impatience, impetuosity and even hostility, can all make for
a grotesque tragicomedy, performed on slippery, gravel-strewn asphalt.
Approaching an intersection, the rider must scan intently for hazards. Speed must be adjusted to ensure
stopping will be easy given the surface conditions, grade, load on the bike, etc. Mirrors should be
checked for the distance to following vehicles. If you doubt the vehicle behind can stop without rearending you, it may be advisable to go through a yellow light even if you could have stopped, provided
you can see it’s safe to do so. It’s far better to dispute a ticket than to be knocked for a loop by a driver
who didn’t think you’d stop.
But by far the greatest hazard, from a major, multi-lane, lightcontrolled intersection to an innocuous residential intersection
with an alley, is a car or truck violating your right of way by
making a LEFT TURN (see Vehicle Turning Left, below).
The greasy fluids left by vehicles and the gravel typically found at intersections make them a poor place
to practice hard braking or cornering. Be extra conservative with these inputs at intersections, particularly
at night when surface conditions are harder to read.
When turning at intersections, go from the left-of-centre into the left-of-centre position, or from the rightof-centre into right-of-centre. In a right turn, it’s sometimes suggested that motorcyclists move to and
turn from the right-of-centre position
to prevent other vehicles from using
the space between the rider and the
Some riders have trouble staying in their lane position when
making 90o turns at intersections. Some run wide in their lane, others
curb.
Alertness and active eyesight is your
main defence against intersection
hazards. A lot of visual information
must be filtered out so you can
discern what’s important. It’s never a
good idea to fix your eyes on anything
for too long, even a potential hazard.
Keep your eyes looking ahead and let
your peripheral vision pick up
movement. The ideal state is one of
relaxed preparedness: it gives you the
ability to perceive and to act quickly

end up in the far lane, and some even cross into oncoming traffic or go all
the way into a ditch or guardrail. When they start to run wide, some riders
panic and lose control of the throttle and/or brakes.
Keeping the speed low, using a low-wrist position on the throttle, dragging
the rear brake and looking well into the turn (rather than to the outside)
while countersteering and counterbalancing as required, should easily keep
the bike in its proper lane position. Using ‘slow technique’ (half clutch,
steady throttle a little above idle, and rear brake as speed control) until the
bike’s around the corner and upright works well in the tightest turns,
especially those where gravel is present. The main rule for the new rider is:
take it SLOW. Don’t rush or try to ‘get caught up’ with other riders while
going around a 90o turn. Get the bike around the corner in its proper lane
position and, once the bike is upright and headed where you want it, then
get off the rear brake and accelerate.
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and easily. Anxiety and muscular tension can contribute to ‘choking’ and ‘freezing’ at the controls—or
overreaction, either of which can result in a crash or failure to avoid a collision.
Anything that reduces your ability to see as you approach the intersection is extremely dangerous. In
poor weather, fogged visors, glasses, rain-streaked windscreens, etc. could be much more hazardous
than the reduced traction. If you’re having trouble seeing, pull over where it’s safe and remedy the
problem.

VEHICLES TURNING LEFT
At about 10 PM, a northbound motorcyclist approaches a three-way intersection with an east-west road,
intending to continue north. It’s after dark, but the street is well lit. The motorcyclist has a green light,
and the ‘walk’ sign is still on. There are no westbound vehicles waiting at the red light, but there is a car
in the southbound lane facing the motorcyclist, waiting to make a left turn into the eastbound lane. Its
left-turn signal light is flashing. The motorcyclist, about to enter the intersection and travelling just a few
kilometres over the speed limit, notices that the car in the southbound lane has started rolling forward.
Assuming the car is just preparing to turn once the intersection is clear, the motorcyclist proceeds into
the intersection. Then the car suddenly lurches ahead and turns directly into the motorcyclist’s path. The
motorcyclist has no space or time to swerve and barely time to reach for the brake. A major collision
occurs.
The vehicle turning left and violating the motorcyclist’s right-of-way is considered the classic multi-vehicle
motorcycle accident. It has injured and killed more motorcyclists than any other type of (multi-vehicular)
collision. Difficult to avoid and prepare for, it should be uppermost in the minds of all motorcyclists as
they approach any type of intersection.
The car could be in the oncoming lane or in a driveway, side road, or parking lot to your right or left. Of
all the variations, the most dangerous left-turning vehicles are those in the oncoming lane and
those to your right, because they can be in your path in little more than a second, blocking a large
area in front of you or even driving directly into you.
What could the motorcyclist in the example above (based on a recent accident in the city’s Northwest)
have done differently? First, the motorcyclist could have reduced speed. While speeding may not have
been a factor in this example, even a few km/h makes a major difference in your ability to brake or
swerve, and to the severity of an impact. Approaching an intersection where a vehicle is waiting to turn
left into your path, you should slow down. In a 50 km/h zone, drop your speed to 45 km/h, or less, if
you’re even more suspicious of the other motorist’s intentions.
Motorcyclists who approach and enter an intersection at high speed have only themselves to blame if
something goes wrong. Many ‘left-turn’ collisions could likely have been prevented had the motorcyclist
not been travelling at excessive speed. The left-turning motorist can easily misjudge the speed of the
oncoming motorcycle or fail to see it altogether.
What should make you especially suspicious of the other vehicle? If the vehicle already has its front
wheels turned, it can enter your path much more quickly. Seeing a car with the wheels turned should
prompt you to further reduce speed, cover the front brake, and prepare for a quick stop.
If the vehicle is rolling forward, even creeping very slowly, with its wheels straight, you should be on
extreme alert. Don’t assume, as our example’s rider did, that the car is just preparing to turn after you
pass. If the car has begun to move, the least you should do is begin lightly applying the brakes. This
shows your brake light to following motorists and alerts them to the imminent possibility of your
stopping. It initiates the weight transfer to the front tire contact patch, greatly reducing your stopping
distance.
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Is the sun directly in the eyes of the motorist waiting to turn? Glare from the sun low on the horizon in
the evening or morning is a factor in many accidents involving motorcyclists, as well as pedestrians. They
may have great difficulty seeing you or judging your distance.
Despite your best efforts, it’s highly likely that, at some point, a vehicle turning left will force you to make
a decision between two emergency techniques: braking and swerving. Recall that it’s impossible to use
maximum countersteering and optimum controlled braking at the same time. You have to do one at a
time.
If you decide to swerve, you’ll most likely choose to swerve ahead of the car. If you do, there’s a real
chance the driver, seeing you, will try to clear the intersection more quickly and accelerate. If you also
accelerate with the same plan, you now have the makings of a very nasty impact. If you choose to
swerve behind the car, expecting it to continue accelerating, it’ll likely stop in its tracks, and again,
directly in your path. Be aware that swerving left may place you in the path of a faster oncoming vehicle,
while swerving right may put you in the path of an overtaking vehicle.
Braking is often the best choice. If the car does stop, you may be able to release the brakes and swerve
around it. If the car accelerates, you may also have a chance to release the brakes and swerve behind it.
If you do collide with the car, you’ll at least be going slower.
The example above occurred at night. The driver who caused this fatal accident likely told police that he
never saw the motorcyclist. Anything that increases your visibility to others reduces the chances of this
happening to you. Some people recommend flashing your high beam at a motorist waiting to make a left
turn, with the idea of making yourself more conspicuous. However, the other motorist may interpret it as
an invitation to proceed. While it’s important to present a conspicuous frontal surface (the Hurt report
found that this is where your visibility is most critical), ambiguous signals may do more harm than good.
On a road with two or more lanes going in each direction, it’s safer to be in the right lane, as far from the
oncoming left-turning car as possible. If you’re in the left lane, it’s safer to be in the right-of-centre lane
position, as even 1–2 metres of extra space can be more effective at saving you from a last-second leftturner than being expert on the brakes. In some close calls, a rider who freezes and doesn’t brake may
just clear the intersection ahead of the car, while a rider who reacts with lightning speed and gets on the
brakes may just slow down enough to be hit by the car! Lane position in these instances is therefore
almost as critical as speed.
The opposite will be true for vehicles violating your right-of-way from a side road/driveway on your right,
where the left lane/left-of-centre position is best.
Also keep in mind that when you’re riding in the right lane or right-of-centre lane position, vehicles you’re
following can hide you from oncoming left-turners. They may move quickly when they see what they
think is an opening, and turn straight into your path. Riding in the left-of-centre makes you more
conspicuous to the oncoming vehicle. When you’re travelling in the left lane, a slowing, stopping, or
parked vehicle ahead of you in the right lane may conceal you from a left-turner at a side street or
driveway on the right. Someone may be politely leaving an opening for the left-turning driver to scramble
out of a parking lot. Those drivers are likely preoccupied with traffic to their right and can easily miss
seeing the motorcycle approaching from their left.
Vehicles travelling beside you can offer protection by acting as blockers in intersections. You’re safer
moving off at a green light if you’re in the right lane with a car or truck blocking red-light runners on your
left, or running interference against oncoming left-turners. That left-turning menace may easily find you
invisible, but it’s unlikely they’ll turn left in front of an oncoming 5-ton truck. Once clear of the
intersection, get ahead or behind the ‘blocker’, as you’re likely in their blind spot.
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VEHICLES RUNNING RED LIGHTS AND STOP SIGNS
At some point in their driving or riding career, most people have accidentally run a stop sign. Motorists
have appointments to keep that are evidently matters life-or-death urgency (the kids’ soccer and
synchronized swimming practice, movie trailers, and restaurant reservations). Frustration with the
increasingly heavy traffic can move people in strange ways. Seeing a yellow or even a red light, they’ll
accelerate. Others, talking on a cell phone or writing down some vital information, won’t notice the lights
changing. Check traffic both ways and, when entering or crossing two-way traffic, check left one more
time before proceeding. Expect to see someone coming.
When you have the right-of-way, be wary of other motorists waiting at stop signs or red lights. They may
be distracted by a third motorist passing through the intersection from another direction, or by
pedestrians, or their view of your lane may be temporarily blocked by another vehicle. Sometimes they
just ‘didn’t see you,’ and pull out into your path.
Always try to scan the intersection before entering, even if the light’s been green for several seconds. An
inattentive motorist, a drunk with a suspended license and no insurance, or a felon fleeing the police at
high speed could be approaching that red light from either side. Timing your approach to the intersection
so you can enter it at full speed just after the light turns green is very dangerous.

VEHICLES CROSSING THE CENTRE LINE
Head-on collisions happen most often on straight roads, and especially on undivided secondary highways
in rural areas. Typically, they’re the result of distraction (changing a CD, lighting a cigarette, fumbling
with food or drink, controlling unruly children), fatigue, or intoxication. Drivers are more likely to attempt
‘multitasking’ on a straight road. Less frequently, medical crises cause motorists to lose control and cross
the centre line.
This is a deadly type of collision and difficult to defend against. On those long, dreary straight roads,
don’t let your attention wander. Monitor the oncoming vehicles for any encroachment on the centre line
while keeping your eyes on your escape route, and increase your space-danger cushion by moving to the
right-of-centre. Be prepared to take to the shoulder.

VEHICLES USING THE SHOULDER
Motorists in a hurry often take to the shoulder as a short cut to a turning lane. It’s one thing for a
motorist to carefully edge around the last car before the beginning of the turn lane, but others recklessly
blast by long columns of traffic at high speed in the shoulder. Never change lanes into a turn lane
without taking a good look for one of these dangerous shoulder strafers.
Cyclists often make time in traffic by travelling between vehicles in the right lane and the curb;
motorcyclists may also be tempted to squeeze between a car and the curb in order to make a turn. This
can place you in danger if the driver suddenly decides to turn, or if a cyclist is approaching from behind.
Check behind for cyclists (or motorcyclists) before moving toward the curb or shoulder for any reason.

VEHICLES CUTTING ACROSS TRAFFIC TO EXIT
You’re in the centre lane of a three-lane highway. Ahead, the right lane feeds into an exit ramp. A car,
having just overtaken you in the left lane, is a second ahead. When it’s already ridiculously late (and
there’s a solid white line to your right), the car brakes hard and dives across your lane in a last-ditch
effort to make the exit. When a car just ahead of you brakes and swerves (ABS allows them to do it quite
well) into your lane, it can be extremely difficult to counteract. You may have to brake hard and then
move into the lane vacated by the car. Foresight is, as usual, your best defence; when approaching any
exit, try to make room between yourself and anyone who might be tempted to make a last-second exit.
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A variation on this theme is the driver who turns from a lane other than the proper turning lane, cutting
across one or more lanes. Some drivers give away their intention by looking over their shoulder and
weaving in their lane, rather than signalling. Be wary of cars containing animated-looking passengers or
back-seat drivers, who may be giving the driver last-second direction changes.

VEHICLES CARELESSLY CHANGING LANES
Careless lane-changers frequently ruin a motorcyclist’s day. They may not even glance in their mirror let
alone shoulder check or signal, but just start moving across into your lane, forcing you to brake,
accelerate, or move over. Your best defence against the lane-changer is to be conspicuous and stay out
of blind spots. Be especially wary of motorists you have caught up with, they’re likely to be unaware of
your presence. If a vehicle in the next lane begins coming over, you can sound your horn, but start giving
way immediately as well. Move to the far side of your lane to increase your distance from the car. If
you’re closer to the car’s front wheel than the rear wheel and you’re uncertain how close the vehicle
behind you is, you may be better off accelerating; if you’re closer to the rear wheel and you know the
vehicle behind isn’t too close, braking is the better option. Braking will move you out of the way quicker
than accelerating. Don’t look at the car as it comes toward you: keep your eyes up, looking… where?
Where you wan to go, of course.

AGGRESSIVE MOTORISTS AND TAILGATERS
The quickest way to recognize an aggressive motorist is by the amount of following distance they leave.
The closer they follow the vehicle ahead, the more aggressive the driver. Aggressive motorists will also
tend to change lanes frequently as they move through traffic. These lane changes may be sudden and
unsignalled. Aggressive motorists are often uncooperative with other drivers, blocking their attempts to
merge or change lanes in an effort to keep other vehicles behind them. Naturally, this causes other
motorists to become aggressive as well.
Any motorist may become aggressive if sufficiently provoked, and a motorcyclist has to be especially
careful not to offer provocation. Some drivers have a negative attitude toward motorcyclists to begin
with, and it doesn’t take much to push them over the edge.
If drivers cut you off, the last thing you should do is ride up alongside and make a hostile gesture. Let
them go on their way and increase your distance from them. In any contest between a four-wheeled and
a two-wheeled vehicle, it’s obvious who the winner will be.
Some drivers think that because you’re on a motorcycle you should be going fast, and they may
encourage you to do so by following too closely (tailgating). This places you in considerable danger and
shouldn’t be tolerated. Don’t let a tailgater force you to speed up. All it takes is a slight increase in speed
to get you in trouble at the next corner, intersection, or patch of gravel. Don’t give the driver a ‘brake
check’ either: it’s dangerous and could be a serious provocation. Instead, slow down slightly. It’s safer to
be tailgated at a lower speed than a higher speed and, if you’re on the highway, it’ll be easier for them to
pass you. Increasing your following distance from the vehicle ahead makes more room for the vehicle
following you to complete the pass. Give the motorist every opportunity to pass you by changing lanes or
even turning off the road.
If a motorist persists in following you even after you’ve tried to help them pass, there might be
something more going on. Maybe they want to tell you your bike is leaking fluid, that your signal light is
on, or that your taillight is out. Or maybe they’re trying to find out where you live. Or get even with you
for cutting them off. If you think you’re being followed, don’t go home. Go to the nearest police station or
at least to some heavily populated public place.
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PASSIVE MOTORISTS
At the opposite end of the attitude pathology is the passive driver. These are often recognized by their
indecisiveness and unwillingness to take any kind of initiative. When they should be accelerating (in an
acceleration lane) to merge safely with traffic, they slow down. Often they’ll even come to a complete
stop at the very beginning of the lane. While you’re accelerating and looking for a space to merge, keep
your following distance from the vehicle ahead, which may inexplicably slow down or even stop. Expect
other motorists in the passive driver’s vicinity to make sudden, aggressive moves to get past or simply to
demonstrate their irritation.

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
Motorists’ attitudes are easily affected by the behaviour of those around them. Never provoke or escalate
a conflict with another motorist. Pay close attention to your own attitude. Losing your temper can be very
dangerous, badly impairing your judegment. If you’re upset about something, riding a motorcycle is the
last thing you should be doing.
Before you get angry with another motorist, try putting yourself in their position. They could be having a
bad day, or even a bad life. It helps to have some humility; think back to the last error YOU made in
traffic. Everyone makes mistakes. If you make a mistake, don’t beat yourself up for the rest of the ride.
Make a note of the event but get your attention back on the main task.
Preoccupied with something? Can’t concentrate on riding? Park the bike. Inattention/distraction is the
greatest single cause of accidents. You need to be absolutely focused on the task of riding.

DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
Statistics show that motorcycles and alcohol are a singularly deadly mix. Of all riders killed in motorcycle
accidents, roughly half had been drinking, a much higher ratio than in fatal car accidents. Riders in their
30s are the most likely to drink and ride. The consequences of consuming alcohol and other drugs are
more severe for motorcyclists than other motorists. One of the most insidious things about alcohol is its
ability to reduce inhibitions. Uninhibited riders are brave, they take more risks. They’re complacent about
hazards and speed, and more likely to react emotionally to traffic problems and provocations. Powers of
judgement are the first thing affected by even small amounts of alcohol, including the ability to recognize
one’s own impairment. As more alcohol is consumed, coordination, reaction time, and the ability to even
perceive hazards is grossly impaired.
Cannabis (marijuana, hashish) impairs judgement, coordination, and reaction time. Maintaining focus
becomes more difficult. Dosages and individuals’ responses vary enormously, but any amount of THC will
adversely affect your ability to ride safely.
Hallucinogens (LSD, mescaline, psilocybin) are rarely implicated in accidents, because few people are
foolish enough to operate a motorcycle under their influence. All judgement, perceptions, and motor skills
are severely impaired. Effects may persist even days after obvious intoxication has worn off.
Stimulants (‘speed’, amphetamine, cocaine, ephedrine) may keep you awake, but they also produce
misplaced confidence and can increase aggression. Stimulant intoxication distorts perceptions and impairs
judgement. By simply deciding never to use alcohol or other drugs when you ride—or even within 24
hours of riding—you will significantly improve your chances of long-term survival.
Fatigue can be just as deadly an impairment as any of the above, and motorists who persist in operating
vehicles while fighting to stay awake are every bit as guilty of wantonly endangering others as a drunk
who gets behind the wheel.
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PART SIX
SCARY STATISTICS AND WHAT WE CAN
DO ABOUT THEM
After two decades of declining accident statistics, there’s bad news and good news. On the one hand,
motorcycle fatalities in the U.S. are up. WAY up. The biggest increase is among riders over 30 years of
age on large displacement motorcycles. That means big cruisers and touring bikes as well as highpowered sportbikes. The reasons aren’t completely clear, but several factors have certainly contributed:
first of all, there are more motorcycles registered and on the road covering greater distances; second,
helmet laws have been relaxed in several states, and in these states the fatality rate has increased
dramatically; third, a large number of older riders have returned to the sport after many years of not
riding, and they’re buying large, powerful machines. In many instances, they clearly aren’t up to the task.
Another factor cited in the U.S. is a chronic under-availability of training, with basic courses in some areas
booked up a year in advance.
Here in Canada, the situation is different. Helmets are still mandatory in all provinces and for all ages,
and training is widely available in most urban centres. Interestingly, our fatality rate has shown a slight
DECREASE in recent years.
Nevertheless, U.S. and Canadian statistics do show some similarities and they are sobering to consider.
Here are some further U.S. figures:
•

Motorcycles make up less than two percent of all registered vehicles and only
0.4 percent of all vehicle miles travelled, but motorcyclists account for six
percent of traffic deaths. (NHTSA, 1999)

•

Per vehicle miles travelled, motorcyclists are about 14 times as likely as
passenger car occupants to die in a traffic crash and three times as likely to
be injured. (NHTSA, 1999)

•

In 1998, 41 percent of motorcyclists involved in fatal crashes were speeding,
about twice the percentage for drivers of passenger cars and light trucks.
The rate of alcohol involvement was more than 50 percent higher for
motorcyclists than for vehicle drivers. (NHTSA, 1999) The rate of alcohol
involvement in Canadian motorcycle fatalities appears to be lower, but is still
above that for other vehicles.

Older statistics showed that the majority of motorcycle accident victims were untrained and even
unlicensed. More recent figures show that untrained, unlicensed riders continue to be over-represented in
accidents, but that the majority of victims are now licensed, and many have had some training. So while
training and proper certification is important, particularly for riders with little or no experience, other
factors are also at work. Motorists who have extensive training in advanced vehicle control techniques are
not statistically less likely to be involved in accidents. Having a high level of skill and the ability to finely
judge relative risk factors can actually encourage some motorists to take more risks. Having skills is
beneficial, but how you use those skills is even more important.
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Motorcycling has a lot to offer and those who take up the sport find it quickly becomes an important part
of their lives. Nothing else on the road responds as directly and dynamically to its operator as a
motorcycle. But riding safely and well requires real skill and concentration, and few other activities are as
brutally unforgiving of incompetence, indiscipline, inebriation, or inattention. Only riders with a mature
sense of responsibility have a good chance of being around to enjoy the long and winding road. If you
ever wonder why some of those older riders go so slowly, maybe you should ask yourself instead: what
happened to all the fast ones?
Every time you’re about to push the start button, pose this question to yourself:
“Am I going to make it home from this ride?”
Never lose sight of the risks involved in riding a motorcycle. Over the years, auto manufacturers have
equipped their cars and trucks (albeit reluctantly) with a host of features to protect their occupants from
collisions: seatbelts, padded dashes, safety glass, airbags, crumple zones, side impact beams, etc. What
is there to protect you, the motorcyclist? Nothing but the gear you wear, your skill, your awareness, and
your attitude. Skill may not even be the most important of these.
Telling motorcyclists they need to be careful is trite and unhelpful. Everyone KNOWS they need to be
careful. But no one can give 100% of their attention to 100% of the risk factors 100% of the time. What
can be helpful is learning what situations and conditions are particularly dangerous, so attention and
countermeasures can be more efficiently applied. We’ve tried to list the most serious ones in this manual.
It’s often possible while riding to think of other things than hazards and to enjoy the views and
sensations of riding. But the rider must quickly recognize conditions that warrant his or her full,
concentrated attention. Riders have to recognize not just the hazards around them, but those within
them as well.
Most accidents are avoidable but they occur because people didn’t expect them. If you expect an
accident to occur, you’ll be prepared for it and very likely able to avert it. And if you truly believe you
could be in an accident, you’ll take wearing protective gear seriously.
In the workplace, accidents most frequently happen when someone is:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

rushing
distracted (not paying attention)
fatigued/impaired
out of proper position for the task (off-balance )
losing grip/slipping

These conditions clearly affect motor vehicle operation as well. A motorist rushes when speeding, trying
to ‘make time’, or moving aggressively through traffic; is distracted by performing other tasks while
driving/riding; is fatigued or otherwise impaired by lack of sleep, stress, too much time on the road or
drinking/drugs; out of proper position on the bike for the task (braking, cornering, accelerating); loses
traction on a road surface or even a control, grip, or footrest of the machine.
You can simplify this picture even more, ask yourself this question: when are riders ‘out of position’ or
‘losing grip’? Answer: when they’re rushing, not paying attention, or fatigued/impaired. In other words,
the first three items in this list are the root cause of nearly all rider errors. Recognize these conditions as
they apply to you in your riding and you can reduce your risk by avoiding the situations that produce it.
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Here’s a final question for you: What cause of rider error is NOT
represented in this list?
Answer: Lack of skill, training, or practice.

S.A.F.E. and S.A.F.E.R. and S.A.F.E.S.T.
Why not all of them!

S.A.F.E.
Space
Some inexperienced motorists are alarmed by how close other vehicles come to them on the road. Big
trucks looming up behind or next to them cause them to become preoccupied and inattentive to other
hazards. To some extent, proximity to other vehicles is a normal part of riding and a motorcyclist has to
keep his or her composure in spite of it.
But becoming complacent about space is a serious mistake. Other motorists have steel, safety glass, and
airbags. You have only space, and it must be managed carefully. Your ‘space program’ involves two
forms of space: the larger space, within which you are aware of hazards and are analyzing conditions,
extends at least 12 seconds ahead and as far behind and in all other directions as possible. Are you near
a school that’s letting out for the day? Near a ferry terminal unloading trucks and RVs? In an area used
by logging trucks? Near a car wash where vehicles leave trails of slick, soapy water? Across from a
popular bar or nightspot where patrons are weaving their way to their cars? Or in their cars weaving their
way home? Maybe you can’t control things that go on in this space, but the more you know about it the
better; you may decide to avoid a certain area altogether, at one stroke eliminating a great chunk of risk.
The second, more critical, space is your ‘space-danger cushion’. Think of it as a bubble extending at least
2.5 seconds ahead of you and behind you. Think of it as YOURS. This is the space you must control by
keeping other vehicles out of it as much as possible. Any time someone follows you too closely, or you
follow someone too closely, or another vehicle’s blind spot overlaps this space, your risk increases. More
space between you and oncoming vehicles as well as vehicles ahead and beside you, gives you more
time to take action and more options for escape.
As you ride, find ways to maintain or increase this space cushion between you and everyone
else.

Attitude
Everyone can recognize a ‘bad attitude’ in another motorist: the overly aggressive, the excessively
passive. These two extremes feed on each other and on themselves: the aggressive motorists provoke
and make others more aggressive, as do the passive ones. When they’re at the receiving end of
aggressive treatment, passive motorists become still more cowed and indecisive. It makes for disruption
and chaos in traffic.
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When other motorists follow the rules of the road, their behaviour is easily predictable and you can plan
your movements among them with some degree of confidence and safety. But if you decide the rules
don’t apply to you, your behaviour becomes unpredictable to others. In turn, their responses will also be
unpredictable.
It might not be aggression per se, but the exuberance that comes so easily to motorcyclists enjoying the
performance of their machines while riding far above the speed limit holds the same danger for
themselves and others as an aggressive attitude. ‘We weren’t even going all that fast,’ the sad story often
begins. It’s all fun and games until someone trying to keep up with his friends runs wide in a corner,
slides under a truck, and is decapitated.
Motorists stand a better chance of achieving their objectives by cooperating rather than competing. And
every motorist has or should have the same objective: arriving safely at their destination. Motorists with
an aggressive, competitive, selfish, or antagonistic attitude aren’t interested in cooperation. They regard
other motorists as opponents. For them, driving is competition. When they get ahead of other motorists
in traffic they exult at having outwitted their opponents or at having shown themselves braver or more
skilful. They’ll achieve their objective (arriving at their destination ahead of everyone else) at nearly any
cost, and are contemptuous of other road users. Once you identify these motorists, some of their
behaviour is highly predictable. Unfortunately, some of it is not.
Passive or totally defensive motorists aren’t much better. Unwilling to even help themselves, they become
obstacles to traffic and hinder others. The passive motorist is the one who typically slows down or stops
in an acceleration lane. To be predictable to others, motorists have to show some initiative and some
inclination to get where they’re going. Anything else can be exasperating to motorists trying to anticipate
what this dawdling, dithering driver or rider might do next.
A motorist in an emergency situation—especially a motorcyclist—may have to use positive or even
aggressive control inputs to avoid a collision. While these occasions may (or should) be extremely rare,
they’re the ones that really count, where skill and ability are all that’s left to prevent a crash. Optimum
controlled braking or hard countersteering swerves are definitely aggressive uses of the motorcycle’s
capabilities. A rider who is unable, unprepared, or unwilling to use them will pay the price.
The ability to use the emergency techniques described in this manual requires skill. This can only be
developed by training and practice: practice in braking and in collision avoidance maneuvers. Riders with
a healthy, survival-oriented attitude take training and practice seriously. They don’t have a complacent
attitude when it comes to their skills. Do you think that if you always ride slowly, you’ll never have to
swerve or brake hard to avoid an accident? Unfortunately, it’s not that easy. Remember the question at
the end of the last section (see the bottom of page 135)? The other cause of rider error is LACK OF
SKILL.
A motorcyclist’s attitude has to be cooperative and defensive, but not completely passive. They have to
defend their space from other motorists, but give ground to the superior size and mass of other road
users. They have to take the initiative when it’s appropriate and be prepared to use the power, brakes,
and maneuverability of their machines if that’s the only way to avoid a collision. This flexible balance of
passive and aggressive qualities might be characterized as ASSERTIVENESS.

Foresight
A rider needs to continually ask, “What if?” What if that car door opens? What if that car with the brake
lights on pulls out from the curb? What if that pedestrian decides to jaywalk? What if there’s cow manure
covering the whole lane half-way around that corner? A rider needs to develop a sixth sense about what
other vehicles are about to do and how road conditions are likely to change. There should be few
surprises. Experienced riders tend to get less practice with their full-on emergency techniques while in
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traffic because they almost always ‘see it coming’ and defuse the problems before they explode in their
faces. They back off because they know a car is going to change lanes to make a turn; they hand signal
as well as electric signal because they suspect the driver doesn’t see the signal light with the sun shining
on it. Smart riders may be looking 12–13 seconds ahead, they’re often thinking even further ahead.
People make mistakes. We know they will. We also know a lot of motorists are not really paying
attention. They’re discussing their stock portfolio with their broker on the cell phone. They’re trying to
restore peace among warring factions in the back of the minivan. They’re squeezing ketchup onto their
fries or opening the lid on their coffee. Motorcyclists are allowed far fewer mistakes, and we have to
anticipate those made by others, before they make them. Motorcyclists have to be two moves ahead of
the game. Your first weeks of your first season riding in traffic may well feel stressful and overwhelming.
That’s because it’s taking so much of your attention just to operate the motorcycle. You’ve got a lot less
attention left over to keep track of traffic and what’s happening around you. You may find yourself riding
with an attention deficit. Those are dangerous kilometres.
As you become more comfortable and proficient, you squander less attention on machine control and can
apply it where it should be: analyzing and anticipating traffic developments. But if you instead use that
attention surplus to check out ‘curbside scenery’, or daydream or to go faster, you may not foresee the
situation that finally knocks you on your head. You’ll find yourself muttering, “I never saw THAT coming!”
Finally, because smart riders foresee the possibility of emergency situations, they practice their
emergency skills, they keep their bikes in good working order, and they wear their protective gear even
when it’s ‘inconvenient’.

Eyesight/Ears
The way you use your eyes and what you see when you ride makes all the difference. Your eyes cannot
be looking at your controls. They cannot be looking at the road one second in front of your tire. Your
eyes have to stay UP and stay ACTIVE, searching for hazards and escape routes. They can never be
complacent or lazy.
Motorcyclists need to expand their vision and take in important information. Their peripheral vision has to
pick up and monitor movement over a wide area. They have to train their eyes to look where they want
the motorcycle to go whenever it counts, in fast and slow corners and in emergencies.
They have to recognize conditions that limit their ability to see and the
ability of others to see them, and act quickly to correct problems that
make seeing hazards more difficult than it should be.
The ears are the early warning system for your body. For things like
emergency vehicles, dogs, children, and other motorists that are not
paying attention. The ears let the eyes know to start looking around.
Using iPods, phones, walkmans, etc. are a way to end up in a hospital
or worse. Use of earplugs is acceptable for the highways and
raceways, try not to use them in the city.
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Here is something you can do to
train your eyes. Nintendo DS has a
game called Flash Focus. It is a
great way to train your eyes. The
better your eyes are the safer you
are out in traffic both in your car
and especially on your motorcycle.
In your course, we will share with
you some eye exercises that we
learned in the courses we have
taken.
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AND

S.A.F.E.R.
Responsibility
Operating a motor vehicle entails serious responsibility. You are responsible for your actions and
behaviour on the road and anything you do reflects on you as a motorist and as a human being. The
choice is yours: you can be a considerate, cooperative, intelligent and decent sort, or you can be an antisocial jerk. You can do a lot to improve the reputation and image of motorcyclists by how you behave
both on and off the bike, simply by showing other motorists courtesy (even when they least expect it)
and by riding sensibly and sanely in traffic.
You are responsible for your own safety and survival, and for the safety of those you share the road with.
It’s one thing to take chances with your own safety, but to put others at risk, whether it’s a passenger on
your bike or a driver in the oncoming lane, is beyond the pale. Motorists expect and deserve responsible
behaviour from other motorists.
We’re responsible for using our eyes, our foresight, and we’re
responsible for our attitude and our space.
When we’re truly responsible, we’re SAFER.
The staff of Too Cool Motorcycle School hopes you’ll be the safest, responsible rider and enjoy many
years of this great sport. It’s our responsibility to emphasize its dangers here and in much of our course,
but we love motorcycling because it’s challenging and, yes, FUN.
It’s often said about motorcycling that the more you know, the better it gets. There’s always more
to learn, for all of us. The learning has just begun and we feel honoured to play even a small role in your
career as a rider. Once you become a rider, your life is enriched by a kind of adventure that only other
motorcyclists can really appreciate. Enjoy!

AND

S.A.F.E.S.T.
Speed
Speed is one of the most important factors that we need to keep under control. We all make the decision
to speed or not to speed (sometimes it takes more control not to speed). Even 10 k/m over the speed
limit will not only get you fined with points on your license, it can also mean over 33% more energy if
you were to hit something or someone. This is why controlling speed (energy) is so important. Simply
put, more speed = more pain.

What is the formula for Energy?
Mass (you and your bike) × Velocity² (essentially, your speed) =
Energy
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The squared is what makes speeding so dangerous. 70.4% of all motorcycle accidents are because the
rider is following too close, passing improperly, or just plainly running off the road (2008 Alberta Traffic
Study). Many riders every year go into corners too fast, causing them too freeze. Next thing you know,
they are the write-up in the following day’s news. It usually takes two mistakes to lead to an accident.
Do not make the first mistake! Going the speed limit protects us all. No matter how good you think you
are. Take it from me, if I would have been going 10 k/m over the limit, I know I would have hit that
DEER! That is why I go the speed limit, and only when it is safe to do so.

Training
Think about this… what do you do for a profession? Did you just wake up one morning and you were just
good at what you do? Or did it take some training and practice to become competent at your job. Every
job that I’ve had required some training. After you know the basics, you became even better when you
put what you have learned into practice everyday at your job. If you wanted to excel in your job, there
was always some course you could take to become even better. Riding a motorcycle is no different.
In motorcycling, like any sport, you need to be coached and challenged. Every great athlete needs
coaching at all levels. Do you think “Sid the Kid” needs to practice? He would be the first to tell you YES!
Our teams of instructors are always seeking new ways not only to better our own riding skills, but also to
improve our coaching abilities. Courses like Freddie Spencer’s Performance Riding School taught by Nick
Ienatch (he now runs the Yamaha Champions Riding School), Keith Code (California Superbike School),
Rich Oliver (Rich Oliver’s Mystery School (teaching us about the dirt), and the F.A.S.T. School. They
coach you in proper techniques and challenge you to be the best rider you can be in dealing with all
types of situations, not just racing.
The course you are taking with us acts like a foundation of which you can build more skills on as the
years and courses go by. Taking other basic, refresher, advanced, and performance training goes a long
way toward building you a safety reserve that you will need to survive on today’s roads. You do not want
to ride above 60% of your skill level. You will need that extra 40% in reserve just in case things go bad.
How can you tell when you are riding above your skill level? You will find you will forget to breathe or
your eyes will be all over the place. Your body is trying to protect itself searching desperately to survive
the situation you put yourself into. This is one of the main reasons to go take a course at a track, so you
can go faster in a safe environment under the watchful eyes of your coaches. You will learn how to see
better and process things faster. You will find, even on the way home from that course, everything will
seem a lot slower and you will feel much more in control and in a lot better shape to handle any
unexpected problems. Riding is one of the most dangerous things one can do. But if you prepare,
practice and always seek new ways to become better, it will be one of the most rewarding things you can
do for yourself.

You deserve it don’t you?

So go get more training anytime you can. We just might see you there.

We will never stop Training!
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The Five Levels of Human Learning
1. Unconscious Incompetent
The individual neither understands or knows how to do something, nor recognizes the deficit
or has a desire to address it.

2. Conscious Incompetent
Though the individual does not understand or know how to do something, he or she does
recognize the deficit, without yet addressing it.

3. Conscious Competent
The individual understands or knows how to do something. However, demonstrating the skill
or knowledge requires a great deal of consciousness or concentration.

4. Unconscious Competent
The individual has had so much practice with a skill that it becomes "second nature" and can
be performed easily (often without concentrating too deeply). He or she may or may not be
able teach it to others, depending upon how and when it was learned.

5. Enlightened Competency (+) or Complacency (-)
Now the individual has a choice. Just like when people get their license for a car, most just
think they know what they need and stop learning, becoming more and more complacent as
the years go by. Or you can travel a much better and safer path by passing on to others
what you have learned from not only our course, but also other courses that you will take in
the future.

Allow yourself to be the best student.
Keep an open mind and participate in every discussion.
This is the first step of many steps to be a great rider!
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Recommended Reading:
Proficient Motorcycling: The Ultimate Guide to Riding Well
David L. Hough
256 pages (May 2000)
Bowtie Press
More Proficient Motorcycling: Mastering the Ride
David L. Hough
256 pages (March 2003)
Bowtie Press
Motorcycling Excellence: Skills, Knowledge, and Strategies for Riding Right
The Motorcycle Safety Foundation
176 pp. (July 1995)
Whitehorse Press
Sport Riding Techniques
Nick Ienatsch, forward by Kenny Roberts
128 pages (2003)
David Bull Publishing
Keith Code “Twist of the Wrist” series
Copyright 1983/1997
Library of Congress
Total Control High performance Street Riding Techniques
Lee Parks,
150 pages (2003)
MBI Publishing Company and Motobooks
Smooth Riding the Pridmore Way
Reg Pridmore and Geoff Drake
160 pages (2004)
Whitehorse Press

And please remember you’re always welcome to come back, visit, and get
your picture on our ‘Wall of Fame’!
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APPENDICES
GLOSSARY
ABS: Antilock braking system. Prevents wheel lockup, particularly designed for wet pavement and loose
(gravel) surfaces. An expensive option available on select models.
Balance: The bike balances with the help of gyroscopic inertia, which is generated by the turning
wheels.
Camber: The term used for the slop or grade across the surface of the road, rather than along it. A
slope up to the outside of the turn is called an on-camber or positive camber surface; down to the
outside is off- or negative camber.
Camber Thrust: Describes the force generated perpendicular to the direction of travel of a rolling tire
due to its camber angle and finite contact patch.
Centre of Gravity (CG): The CG of a vehicle or object can be thought of as its heaviest point, the point
around which the rest of the vehicle will balance. It is usually somewhere in the vicinity of the
motorcycle’s engine. If a motorcycle (heaven forbid) were thrown up in the air, it would revolve and
tumble around its CG.
Clip-ons: Handlebars that individually attach directly to a fork tube or stanchion, usually below the triple
clamp, allowing adjustment of their height/angle and quick replacement following a crash.
Coefficient Of Friction (COF): Quantifies the resistance to sliding at the interface of two surfaces.
Counterbalance: Leaning away from a turn to use your bodyweight to counter the weight of the
leaning bike. During a low-speed turn, the more the bike leans over, and/or the slower it’s going, the
more the rider has to lean away from the turn to keep the bike from tipping over.
Countersteer: The act of pushing the inside handlebar in the direction you with to go: push left to go
left; push right to go right. Also known as ‘push steering’.
Cycle Parts: Meaning the wheels, brakes, and suspension.
Downforce: The support force exerted upon an object that is in contact with another stable object. For
example, the weight of a motorcycle and rider pushing straight down on the contact patches, which holds
them to the road and provides traction. Also known as ‘normal force’ (‘N’).
Enduro: A class of motorcycle where the name comes from a form of competition held on a variety of
surfaces over relatively long distances.
Engine Braking: When the throttle is shut off, the engine tends to drag the bike down to slower speed.
Engine Compression: The amount an engine compresses (squeezes or reduces the volume of) the
gases within its cylinder(s). A ‘compression ratio’ of 12:1, for example, means the piston squeezes the
gases in the cylinder (at top dead centre) to one-twelfth their original volume (at bottom dead centre).
This compression creates great resistance and strong engine braking. Not all motorcycles have such high
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compression, but having a large engine for the weight of the vehicle has the same effect as higher
compression in a smaller engine.)
Engine Displacement: A measurement of engine size, expressed in volume (in cubic centimeters or
‘cc’) and determined by the size of the pistons and the distance they travel within the cylinders (bore and
stroke). Engine displacement is a general indication of the overall size and power of a motorcycle.
Feedback: A perceived response to an input (braking, steering, accelerating) other than the main
desired result (slowing, turning, increased speed). Describes the tactile sensations detected through the
controls or other surfaces of the machine (footrests, seat, grips, etc.), originating at the contact patches
of the tires.
Floorboards/Footboards: Large flat platforms on which to place the feet, preferred by some riders for
their comfort, often added to the machine after purchase as an ‘aftermarket’ item.
Fork Offset: The amount of space between the steering head and the fork: if the fork is close to the
steering head, the trail increases; if the fork is well ahead of the steering head, trail is reduced.
Forward controls: Moving the rear brake and shift lever up and ahead, another custom item for
cruiser-style motorcycles.
Full-dress: Fully equipped, loaded with options. Also: ‘dresser’.
Ground Clearance: The height of a vehicle’s lower surfaces, determining the size of objects that vehicle
can pass over or ‘clear’ without contact.
Gyroscopic Inertia: The force that keeps the motorcycle stable and prevents it from falling over at
anything above walking speed.
Hairpin: An extremely tight (small radius) 180o corner. Hairpin turns are most often linked in alternating
series of left and right turns called ‘switchbacks’, usually ascending/descending a mountainside.
Switchbacks were originally required to reduce grades on mountain roads so horses pulling wagons could
climb them.
Hanging Off: A rider ‘hangs off’ by moving over to the side of the machine in the direction of the turn.
They move themselves to the right side of the seat as they approach a right turn, and the left side of the
seat for a left turn. While individual riders’ styles vary somewhat, all are trying to move their bodies’
centre of gravity (CG) to the inside of the bikes’ CG. This does even more of the leaning, which allows
the bike to remain still more upright. This simply means the motorcycle can go faster around the corner
before running out of cornering clearance.
Hard Luggage: Locking cases mounted to the motorcycle, made of plastic, metal or fiberglass, as
opposed to soft luggage, like tank bags and tail packs. Hard luggage provides at least a small degree of
security for your possessions when the bike is parked and left unattended. Soft luggage must almost
always be carried with you because of its vulnerability. This is a major factor in touring convenience.
Some hard luggage is detachable and can be carried like a suitcase.
Highside: A crash in characterized by a sudden and violent rotation of the bike around its long axis. This
generally happens when the rear wheel loses traction, skids, and then suddenly regains traction, creating
a large torque which flips the rider head first off the side of the motorcycle or over the handlebars
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Hydroplane: Like a car, a motorcycle can hydroplane or aquaplane (lose contact with the pavement and
skim on top of the water’s surface in very wet conditions), especially at high speeds and/or with underinflated tires.
J.R. Technique: A slow moving technique where the rider walks the motorcycle; used at intersections to
move from where you cannot see to where you can see.
Looping: A crash characterized by flipping the motorcycle over the front wheel in the case of a
stoppie/endo or the back wheel in the case of a wheelie.
Loud Pipes: Their advocates argue that a noisy bike gets noticed by other motorists and therefore
doesn’t get cut off or run over. While there is plenty of anecdotal evidence to support the claim, statistical
evidence is inconclusive.
Lowside: A crash in which the bike slides out and falls on the side already leaning down toward the
pavement in a turn.
Lugging the Engine: Forcing the engine to pull a load at too low an RPM for efficient operation. This
can be harmful to the engine.
Naked: A descriptive term for a motorcycle with little or no bodywork.
Oversteer: If the rear wheel spins (or locks) while in a corner, it will tend to slide to the outside of the
turn, rotating the bike so it points further into the turn. That can be helpful if the turn needs to be
tightened, but it can also send you where you didn’t intend to go or throw you off the bike. When used
deliberately, this is known as rear wheel—or throttle—steering.
Popping the Clutch: Releasing the clutch lever by letting it slip out from under the fingers, allowing it
to ‘snap’ or ‘pop’ out and re-engage too abruptly.
Powerful Engines: Sportbikes tend to have high-output, highly stressed engines. That is, they squeeze
a lot of power out of a relatively small displacement, and therefore require more frequent maintenance
(adjustment of valve clearances), while lower output cruiser and touring engines often employ hydraulic
self-adjusting valve trains which need no such service.
Rake: The amount a fork is angled forward away from the vertical, giving the bike a longer wheelbase
and more straight-line stability.
Rearsets: Footrests and controls (rear brake and shift lever) that are modified to move them even
higher and more rearward than original items, to keep them off the pavement in corners and for support
during aggressive riding.
RPM: Revolutions (of the engine’s crankshaft) Per Minute; generally measured in thousands.
Short-shift: Shifting to the next gear early, at a low RPM.
Single-track Vehicles: Motorcycles and bicycles have two wheels in tandem (one following another in a
‘single track’). A trike or a motorcycle with a sidecar is not a single-track vehicle and does not behave the
same way.
Speed Differential: The difference in speed between a (usually much faster) motorcycle and (generally
slower) car or truck.
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Squid: Derogatory term denoting a reckless, irresponsible individual on a sportbike.
Stationary Index Pointer: With the wheel elevated (using a centre-stand, front- or rear-wheel stand,
jack, or balancing on the sidestand), a stationary object (a can of spray lube with its straw works well) is
placed on the ground close to the tire tread. When the wheel is rotated, the distance between the tip of
the straw and the tread is closely observed. Any change in distance could indicate a problem with the tire
or wheel.
Steering Damper: A hydraulic device connecting the fork to the frame. It provides some resistance to
fork movement, with the aim of preventing minor, normal oscillations from developing into severe
headshake or tankslappers.
Steering Lock: The distance the handlebars and front wheel can be turned to the left or right before
hitting the ‘stops’.

Stoppie: Under hard front braking, the rear wheel of some motorcycles (mainly sport and standard style
bikes) will tend to come up off the ground. Also known as ‘endo’.
Straight Pipes: Exhaust systems with little or nothing in the way of baffles to reduce exhaust noise.
Superbike: A production-based class motorcycle but with more latitude for modifications allowed than
the supersport.
Supersport: A class based on motorcycles available to consumers and with minimal modifications
allowed.
Suspension Travel: The total available movement of a suspension unit, such as a shock or fork. More
‘travel’ means the wheel(s) can move up or down further without ‘bottoming out’.
Sweeper: A wide, large-radius turn that can be taken at higher speed.
Tankslapper: Savage, arm-wrenching handlebar oscillations that can occur when a relatively powerful,
short-wheelbase motorcycle is ridden aggressively with a hooked-up rear wheel and less weight to the
front wheel.
Top Triple Clamp: The large metal casting or machined piece on top of the fork tubes near the ignition,
helps secure the (2) fork tubes to the (1) steering head. Hence, ‘triple’ clamp. The assembly holding forks
and steering head pivot together is called the ‘triple tree’.
Trail: The distance by which the front tire contact patch ‘trails’ behind a line projecting through the
motorcycle’s steering head down to the pavement. Cruisers tend to have more trail. Too little trail causes
instability and diminished ‘feedback’ or feel at the handlebars during cornering whereas excessive trail
produces sluggish steering and other handling problems. Trail is one of the most important elements in a
motorcycle’s ‘geometry’.
Two-up: Riding with a passenger.
Understeer: Go wider in the turn or require extra effort/ input to keep the bike from going wide.
Vanishing Point (VP): A variant of ‘sight distance’, where the right edge of your lane appears to merge
with the centre of the road.
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Ventilation: There are leathers perforated with many small holes, which can also give fairly good
ventilation in hot weather, but at the expense of some abrasion resistance and strength. Street gear
often has zippers that open for airflow, but racing gear eschews zippers in favour of strength and
durability.
Wheelbase: The distance between the axles or the centres of the two contact patches.
Windscreen: Provides protection from windblast. Usually an aftermarket windscreen must be attached
to the motorcycle’s fork. Any windscreen so attached will adversely affect the bike’s handling to some
degree at speed in windy conditions. It’s not a serious problem at normal speeds, but it’s worth noting.
One of the sportbike’s handling advantages at higher speeds is its frame-mounted fairing, which doesn’t
directly affect the fork and front wheel.
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NAME: _______________________________________

SCORE: _______________

DATE: _______________________________
Instructions:
•
Read all questions carefully.
•
Time: 25 Minutes
•
Circle the letter next to the correct answer.

1. Overriding your headlights means:
A: Your battery is low
B: You do not have your high beam on
C: You cannot stop in the distance illuminated by your headlight
D: Your high beam is not properly adjusted

2. Under Alberta speed laws, you should ride at the
maximum speed posted:
A: When following another vehicle
B: During daylight only
C: Only when conditions of the road and traffic allow
D: Only when the road is dry

3. As a general rule, the safest lane position is:
A: In the centre
B: In the right of centre
C: Any place within the lane markings
D: In the left of centre

4. The safest thing to do when riding over a small object
which was impossible to avoid is:
A: Accelerate hard
B: Brake hard until you are over it
C: Ride over it by making the front end as light as possible
D: Use your clutch and shift gears

5. To stop or increase speed safely, the best position for
the motorcycle is:
A: Leaning left
B: As close to upright as possible
C: Leaning right
D: At maximum lean angle

6. Generally, the correct method of
motorcycle is:
A: By using the rear brake only
B: By using both brakes at once
C: By using the front brake only
D: By using the rear brake and transmission

7. When stopping at a stop sign, the correct stopping
distance is:
A: 10 meters from the corner
B: Within 3 meters of the intersecting road
C: At the stop sign
D: Any place close

8. To maintain a safe 3-second following distance, the
space between you and the vehicle directly ahead should:
A: Decrease as both vehicles pick up speed
B: Increase as both vehicles slow down
C: Increase as both vehicles pick up speed.
D: Always stay the same regardless of speed.

9. If the engine of your motorcycle suddenly stalls and fails
to restart, the problem is likely that:
A: The clutch has malfunctioned
B: You have electrical problems
C: You are out of fuel
D: You have a flat tire

10. The greatest hazard for a motorcycle at an intersection
is likely to be from:
A: The vehicle behind
B: A vehicle in front which stops suddenly
C: An approaching vehicle turning left
D: A vehicle parked at the curb

11. Motorcycle clutch and brake cables require:
A: Inspection every 20,000 kilometers
B: Adjustment, lubrication, and regular checks
C: No inspection at all
D: Inspection only if they become sticky

12. A slight rear wheel skid can be corrected by:
A: Steering away from the skid
B: Using the front brake only
C: Braking and steering in the direction of the skid
D: Accelerating

13. At 50 km/h, the distance travelled in once second is:
A: 10.2 meters
B: 40.5 meters
C: 13.4 meters
D: 19.6 meters

14. A police officer may require a motorcycle operator to
produce:
A: An operator’s license
B: The vehicle registration
C: Proof the vehicle is insured
D: All the above

15. While riding, it is most important to constantly check:
A: Your fuel
B: Your instruments
C: Road conditions ahead of you
D: Your headlight

16. The most slippery place to ride when the road is wet is
usually:
A: In the track of other vehicles
B: Close to the shoulder
C: Close to the centre line
D: In the middle of the lane

17. A quick lateral movement used to avoid an obstacle is
called:
A: A wheelie
B: A side slide
C: Countersteering
D: Emergency braking

18. Which of the following would be the most difficult for a
motorcyclist to defend against:
A: A car pulling away from the curb
B: A door opening on a parked car
C: A car pulling into a parking space
D: A car pulling from the curb and making a U-turn
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19. When entering an expressway you should:
A: Stop in the acceleration lane until traffic clears
B: Accelerate to freeway speed and merge with traffic
C: Slow down and enter traffic at a sharp angle
D: Ride on the shoulder until you can find a space in the traffic

20. Steering control will be completely lost if you:
A: Apply the brakes sharply
B: Lock the rear wheel
C: Lock the front wheel
D: Downshift at high speed

21. Generally, while riding, your eyes should be focused:
A: Just in front of the wheel
B: 12 seconds in front of you
C: 2 seconds in front of you
D: On your rear view mirror

22. When approaching a curve you should:
A: Wait for oncoming traffic to clear before entering it
B: Accelerate as you get closer to it
C: Stay in your lane and slow down
D: Prepare to cut the curve by crossing the centre line

23. A MINIMUM safe following distance behind another
vehicle in ideal conditions is:
A: 2 seconds
B: 5 seconds
C: 1 second
D: 1.5 seconds

24. Circle which sign tells you that a turn is prohibited.

A.

B.

C.

D.

25. In which diagram is the rider allowed to pass on the highway?

A.

B.

C.

D.

